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Grady Smith, husband of Mrs.
Bennie Smith, who owns a tavern
called Grady's Place, was steam-
ing mad because the Sheriff's of-
fice had barred him from his
Wife's place.
"I just don't see how they can
do it," he cried. "They can't keep
me out of that place, not when
my wife runs it."
The incident that resulted in
Grady Smith's being barred from
the place that bears his name
started on the night of June 19.
Mr. Smith said a social club had
arranged to hold a dance on this
neiy and the affair had just start-
-hen the Sheriff's patrol drove
., at about 9 p.m.
"They came bursting into the






in the tavern," he
recalled. "I went
inside and sat
down in the front





ties rosined through the place un-
til one spotted a young boy whom
he said was about 18 or 19. The
boy was sitting at a tabie with
the peesident•of the club sponsor.
ing the dance and was drinking a
pint of beer. "Everything was in
order," he said. "We had our cab-
aret license with plenty of time
to spare on its use."
"e officers questioned one ofmployees of the place and
found out who sold the beer to the
boy, Mr. Smith continued, a n d
then told everyone in the place to
get out and go home — the place
was closed.
Fire returned to Grady Smith's
eyes as he said, "There was noth-
ing wrong. The boy wasn't a mi-
nor, and a guest of the club. I
can't understand it.-
Mr. Smith said he understood
even less when the officers told
him and his wife to be in Depu-
ty Sheriff Captain Carlisle's office
the next morning.
Mrs. Smith said the Captain
told her to keep Grady out of the
I (See GRADY, Page 2)
Grady Smith
students seeking to enter Memphis
State university in the Fall is ex-
pected Friday when Federal
Judge Marion S. Boyd hears at-
torneys for both sides present
their arguments.
Scheduled to argue on behalf of
the university, asking that the suit
be dismissed, are Solicitor Gen,
Allison Humphrey and Atty. Gen.
George W. McCauless.
Asking that the students he ad-
mitted forthwith will be NAACP
Atty, Constance Motley of New Gay Blade Slashes
York, and local attorneys H. T.
Lockard and A. W. Willis.
The students seeking entrance
into Memphis State university are
Ralph Prater and Misses Sammie
Burnett and LaVerne Kneeland.
Eight students originally pass-
ed the entrance examination aft-
ter the school announced that it
would accept all students w h o en in crowded m
ovie hou se s,
passed it and were eligible to at- street cars and commute
r trains.
Kick Off Volunteer Ticket Friday
R. B. SUGARNON, JR. ATTY. B. L HOOKS REV. ROY LOVE REV. HENRY BUNTON
If You Don't Register, How Can You Vote?
Negro Students Expect
To Enter MR) In Fall
A favorable decision for /Ogre tend. lithefht regard to race.
A one-year delay on integration
was granted by the State Board
of Education last Fall when the
president of the university, Dr, J.
M. Smith, said he feared there
would be violence if Negro stu-
dents were admitted.
Since the delay was granted,
the Supreme Court in another case
ruled that fear of violence does
not constitute a legal reason to
delay integration.
Clothes Of 200 Women
TOKYO — (UPI) — Police ar-
rested Kunio Tomita, 27, Saturday
on suspicion of having slasbed the
clothes of about 200 women.. Of
ficials said Tomita used a razor
blade to slash the skirts, over-
coats or other garments of worn-
Parents Of ilk-And-Run' Victim
qy Their Son, 16, Was Murdered'
AFTER 31 YEARS, Fred C.
Eddington, extreme right, of
11211 Woodlawn it.. decided to
call It quits and retire from
his job as fireman laborer
at the Desoto post attic e•
*Postmaster of the station.
I Moreland, left, and • a m
Cheater, superintendent of out-
going mail, presented Mr. Ed-
dington with • plaque denot-
ing his fine service with the
office on June 30.
The hit-and-run death of a 16-
year-old Woodstock Tr a in in g
school student was branded as
"murder" last week by the young-
ster's elderly parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Murray of
5978 Island 40 rd., said the per-
son who ran down and killed
their son, Robert G. Murray, on  
Saturday night, June 27, "did it
intentionally and meant to kill
him."
The couple said their son was
walking on the left side of the
road facing traffic as he was head-
ed home, and that the car that
struck the youth had to swerve to
1 the side to hit him.Mr. Murray said white teenag-
ers make it a practice of driving
their cars in the direction of Ne-
groes walking down Benjestown
road to make them jump aside,
and that several months ago he
had to jump into a ditch to avoid
being killed by a young driver.
Contrary to reports, Mrs. Mur-
ray said her son w.le well-liked
by young whites in the area, and
she did not believe any of those
who lived near them would have
deliberately run over him.
"I don't believe anyone knows
who did it but the person who was
at the wheel," Mrs. Murray said.
The youngster's body was dis-
covered by a white motorist about
one o'clock, Sunday morning. June
28, and two hours later undertak-
ers brought his body to the house
and asked his parents to come to
the ambulance and see if they
could identify him.
No broken glass was found near
the scene, and sheriff's deputies
said that indicated no headlights1
death car has not been found.
were broken by the impact. Thei
Urges End Of
Death For Rape
a plea for what he called "realNEW YORK—In
equality of justice" James R. Robinson, executive secre-
tary of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), called
for an end to all executions for rape.
In his statement, Mr. Robinson said: "In the emo-
tionally - laden atmosphere of the
South, equal justice will never be
realized merely by the execution
of a few white rapists. With the
tension presently existing in t h e
South, the situation calls for less
violence, not an increase in kill-
ing. The fact that a Beaufort, S.C.,
judge has sentenced a white Ma-
rine to death does not prove equal
justice in South,. Carolina."
CORE's exedutive secretary
pointed out that the cases of the
white Marine and the 19-year-old
Negro boy are hardly comparable
as the former stands convicted of
an actual rape while the latter
was found guilty of "attempt to
rape."
Mr. Robinson went on to say:
"The Congress of Racial Equality
does feel that in this instance —
contrary to usual practice in the
South — an attempt was made to
mete out equal justice. To that ex-
tent we commend the jury and the
judge. We cannot forget that this
is the first time in the United
States that a white man has been
sentenced to die for raping a Ne-
gro woman.
NON-VIOLENCE
"However, it is highly question-
able to impose the extreme penal-
ty in any rape case. CORE is ded- ,
icated to the use of direct, non-
violent action to achieve a fullO
integrated society. In the tense sit-
uation in the South, the use of
violence, even by the State, in-
creases tension.
Mr. Robinson stated that rape
is an unnatural crime proceeding
(See URGES END, Page 2)
POLITICKING
Six Get OK Of
Leadership Unit
By M. I,. REID
At a meeting held at the Uni-
versal Life Insurance company's
home office last week, all six of
the Negro candidates were endors-
ed by the Leadership Council com-
posed of outstanding Negro citi-
rens of the community. Rev. Al-
exander Gladney is president of
the group.
The six candidates are A t t y•
Russell B. Sugarmon, jr., and 0.
Z. Evers, for city commissioner;
Revs. Roy Love and Henry C.
Bunton for school board; Elihue
Stanback for city tax assessor
and Atty. Benjamin L. Hooks for
Judge of Juvenile Court. . .
The possibility of a Negro's be-
ing elected in the city-wide elec-
tion only six weeks away has not
only disturbed white citizens of
Memphis, but has also been of
major concern to white Mississip-
pians.
MISSISSIPPI POSTCARDS
Last week hundreds of cards
with Duncan, Miss., postmarks
were received by Memphis mer-
chants, warning them that if the
"complacent people" of Memphis
elect Negro commissioner, "Mis-
sissippians, Arkanas and other
Southerners" who trade here may
be expected to take their business
to other cities.
Another desperate move on the
part of local segregationists was
to try and get a man by the name
of "Al Sugarman" to get on the
commissioner of public works tic-
ket and thereby collect some of
the votes that might be cast for
Atty. Sugarmon,
Al Sugarman would not go along
with the stunt, and segregation-
ists are at this moment straining
their collective brains for some
new trick to keep a Negro from
being seated among the new com-
missioners.. . .
ORGILL OUT
With Mayor Orgill out of the
race, Memphians were speculating
(Bee SIX GET, Page 2) _
Beale Street HO
Opens At 11 A.M.
Beale Street will be filled with music and brief politi-
cal speeches Friday morning when the Volunteer Ticket
officially opens its headquarters across the street from
Church Park. Ceremonies will start at 11 a.m.
The Volunteer Ticket is supporting Atty. Russell
Sugarmon. jr., for Public Works
Commissioner; Atty. Ben Hooks
for Juvenile Court Judge and the
Revs. Roy Love and Henry Bun-
ton for the School Board.
Opening ceremonies will be held
in front of Church Park Auditor-
ium. Brief talks will be made by
the candidates. A swinging or-
chestra will be on hand to pro-
vide the crowd with music. And,
there will be flowers for the ladies
and soft drinks and campaign lit-
erature for everyone.
Following this portion of 't h e
ceremonies, Memphians will he in-
vited across the street to make a
Incur o fthe Volunteer Headquar-
ters.
MemiShis ministers of all de-
nominations attended a meeting
Wednesday morning in Mt. Olive
CME church and set up an or-
ganization to aid the Volunteer
campaign.
A meeting of y,oung people was
held Wednesday afternoon in the
Elks Lodge. Mts. Russell Sugar-
mon, jr., is in charge of this
group and is being assisted by
Mr. Josephine Wimbish, advisor
to Junior Civic Clubs.
Two major projects are being
planned for the Volunteer Ticket.
One is a Victory Banquet, and the
other is an open-sir mass meeting
CITY EDITOR — Burleigh Hines
was named City Editor of The
Tri-State Defender this week. Mr.
Hines is a graduate of the School
of Journalism, Lincoln university,
Jefferson City, Mo. He has been
member of the Tri-State Defend-
er staff for one year. Married to
the former Miss Theresa Marie




A 33-year-old Dyersburg Negro
who was shot in the back of the
head and paralyzed last Sept. 20
in a cafe in that city was award-
ed $38,500 in damages last week
in Federal Court.
The man was L. C. Roberson.
He claimed he was partially par-
alyzed when he was shot hy Dep-
uty Sheriff Warren Agee of Dyers.
burg. Named with him as a de-
fendant in the suit for $100,000
was Sheriff Ted Pitt.
Deputy Agee admitted f ir in g
three shots into the air when he
chased Mr. Roberson through the
Mama Lizzie cafe in in attempt
to arrest the man, but claimed
someone else must have fired the
shot which hit the victim. He was
trying to arrest him for cursing.
Before the jury retired, Judge
Marion S. Boyd ruled that Mr.
Roberson' s injuries were caused
by the deputy and that Sheriff
Pitt was responsible for the ac-
tion of the deputy who was act-
ing only in his official capacity.
in Martin Stadium. Efforts are be-
ing ruade to bring Mahalia Jack-
son, the gospel singer, and the
Rev. Martin Luther King, jr., here
for the meeting.
Attorney Sugarmon, who is fast
catching the eyes of the nation in
his race for Public Works Com-
missioner, began active campaign-
ing last Sunday. He addressed a
Men's Day breakfast at Mississip-
pi Boulevard Christian Church,
the Rev. Blair T. Hunt, pastor,
and then spoke 'at the 11 a. in.
services of Pentecostal Temple
Church of God in Christ, Bishop J.
0. Patterson, pastor.
All or the candidates are map-
ping heavy . campaign schedules
that will keep them occupied up to




"The colored people in the mull-
ty areas know what they want,"
said Capt. John N. Carlisle of the
Sheriff's department heatedly,
t"aen ,,nd Sheriff   'finds and myself
are going to do all we can to help
h
Captain Carlisle spoke enthusi-
astically of the progress he said
his men had made in clearing the*
country and surrounding area of
Memphis loud and boisterous tav-
erns. Since his department had
cracked down on places that sell
liquor illegally, the shootings and
cuttings have dropped 85 percent,
he said.
The captain said the crackdown
didn't originate from his office but
from the vehement demands of
the Negroes living in places like
West Junction, Boxtown and
Grant's corner.
LONG LIST
"Look at this," he said as he
pulled a long list of names from
his files. At the top of one of
the lists read, "We the people of
West Junction, members of the
Washington Chapel ME church
and law abiding citizens, do here-
by protest against the operating
of taverns in the community."
There were two other lists, one
from the congregation of Enom
Spring MB church ar.d the people





On the eve of his 80th birthday,
Rev. W. L. Varnado, chairman of
the Non - Partisan Registration
Committee, was working hard to
get all eligible Negro voters in
Memphis registered by July 21 and
ready to vote on Aug. 20.
At a recent meeting, Rev. Var-
nado, pastor of the Cummings St.
Baptist church for 10 years, and
one of the oldest active ministers
in the city, gave his formula for
a long life: "Eat right, sleep right
and live right."
"Too many of us dig our graves
with our teeth,"
R e v. Varnado
told the group.
"For the past 20
years I have
been on a two-
meal a day diet.




middle of the aft-
ernoon, and I am
through eating for the day.
"By following that program of
Rev. Varnado
eating, I feel fine," he said, "and
I expect to live as long, or long-
er, than my father who llved to
be 92."
A native of Pike County, Miss.,
Rev. Varnado was born on July
9, 1879, one of seven children. Ed-
ucated in the public schools there
and in Madison county where his
family later moved, the minister
entered Alcorn college, Alcorn.
Miss., and studied there for three
years. It was during his student
days that he met the late Dr. J.
E. Walker, who founded the Uni-
versal Life Insurance company in
Memphis.
Rev. Varnado later studied at
Jackson college, Jackson, Miss.,
and received a diploma in religi-
ous education. Natchez college has
bestowed the honorary degrees of
Doctor of Laws and Doctor of Di-
vinity upon him.
A preacher for 55 years, Rev.
\Tarried° was appointed pastor of
his first church — Fairview Bap-
tist church in Madison county.
(See REV. VARNADO, Page 2)
I Headed For Majors
SIGNS CARDINAL CON-
TRACI' — George "Chin" Da-
vis, a catcher with the semi-
pro Orange Mound Tigers,
signed a contract with the
St. l,oiuis Cardinals last week
and has been assigned to duty
with a Red Bird farm team
at Wyethfield. Va., where he
start* playing on July 9. The
son of Mrs. Elvira Davis of
1554 Hugenot st., be will be •
sophomore at Stillman &leg,
at Stillman, Ala., this Fall,
where he is majoring in phy-
sical education. Cardinal offi-
cials were impressed by the
player when he had a work-
out at Busch stadium on July
I. The 18-year-old bonus catch-
er graduated from Melrose




Sot., July 11, 1939
Chicago Greets Queen
In Sunday-Best Style
1 sts's'" By BOYD GILL
anis
I =Imo greeted Queen Elizabeth
'Monday with a Sunday-go-to-
rnettin' dressiness.
ItIlirew expense vouchers in the
wastebasket in preparing for the
first visit by a reigning Erni;
*march and put such a shine on
tht lace of the city—at least parts
of it—that even Chicagoans were
anibied.
14.2 doubtful that there was a
speck of trash along any of the
mijea of streets the Queen travel-
ed, and even the pigons on State
at. semed to have flown in from
a bird bath.
Forty horses of a Medinah
shrine troop that escorted her ma-
jesty and Prince Philip on one leg
of their procession were washed
down in water and alcohol to
eliminate offensive odors.
Cleanup crews, themselves fit-
ted put in fresh work clothes, were
swiped to follow the royal pro-
cession and scour streets so that
Grady
(Continued From Page One)
place. Grady said this couldn't be
done.
The Captain didn't tell her why
Grady couldn't come in the place,
Atm Smith said. Grady again said
it couldn't be done. Grady said the
Captain said he would pull him
(Grady) in on a auspicious .per-
WY-charge anytime he w a a
caught in the tavern. Grady con-
tacted his lawyer. As of this writ-
tqg Grady is still barred from his
namesake and both sides seem
it a stalemate.
Captain Carlisle said everytime
Grady went into the tavern trou-
ble- usually started. He said
Grfdy's tavern is one that all the
lotmunity is shouting and pro-
tesEng against,
"When Mrs. Bessie Smith runs
the 'place everything is quiet, but
just as soon a Grady enter the
tavern, trouble isn't far away,"
the Captain said. When asked as
to the legality of being able to
keep Grady out of the tavern,
Captain Carlisle sat silent.
"Draw your own conclusions,"
finally said.
when the procession doubled back,
they would sparkle like freshly
laid concrete.
Flowerboxes were hung under
the grimy Wabash Street elevated
line.
Parks were clipped and mani-
cured in a manner befitting golf
course greens.
Traffic signals were painted,
and thousands of yards of brilliant
gold and white bunting were
strong out along streets and espe-
cially in the dock area.
Altogether the city spent at least
$40,000 for the most thorough pol-




HOUSTON, Texas — The Hous-
ton school board, which has ju-
risdiction over one of the largest
segregated school systems in the
nation was told last week to sub-
mit a plan for integration of the
public schools by Aug. 17.
The order was issued by Federal
Judge Ben C. Connally, who ear-
lier ordered the school board to
start integration -with all delib-
erate speed," but left it up to the
board to say when.
When the board failed to act,
parents of two Negro children ask-
ed Judge Connally to reopen the
case and set a deadline. Accord-
ing to their lawyers, they hope to
have their children admitted by
September to previously all-white
schools.
The suit was orginally filed in
1956, but the children have been
unsuccessful in their attempts to
enter schools designated for
whites.
The Houston school system em-
braces a student enrollment of
170,000.
• The Houston School board has
one Negro member. She is Mrs.
Charles White, who was elected to
the post in November. Mrs. White
received a large number of white
votes.
Pip, Sign This And Mail
it To Your Congressman
Freedom-lowing people In dais ammay of mire, and throughout
the world are shocked by the apparent inability M the Justice De-
partment to prosecute members of a Mississippi mob who lynched
Mack Charles Parker after abducting him from an unguarded jail.
Although reportedly identity of members of the mob who tom-
tted the vicious crime have been turned over to Mississippi
thorities, due to the unjust and archaic customs of the state, I
have little hope the guilty persons will be apprehended and convicted.
Hence the violations of true democratic and legal principles in
!the case pose a grave and most disturbing threat to every citizen,
al this country regardless of race or color. For I know that evil
ooce unleashed does not respect human pigmentation.
Therefore 1 urge you to Newport fishy a civil nights bill with a
clause which will give the Jounce Department jurisdiction in aude
• eases.
By doing this you can enhance }unties, peace and harmony
Igor all Americans and win greater good-will of other countries.







SAVE 52.00 ON GALLON
Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
NOW IN NEW LOCATION
H. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
405 MONROE — Same Phone — JA 3-1626
H•rbert Streuli • Sines 1871 • Walter Strsuli
MAKING A PRETTY picture
is the wedding party who took
part In the marriage ritual of
Miss Barbara Norvella Lake
and Lawrence Allen Nauden,
jr., recently at St. Paul Chris-
tian Methodist church in Chi-
' cago. In the bridal party are
(from left) Marion Evans,
Willie Britton, William Jack-
son, Maurice Henderson, ush-
ers; Albert Mason, best man;
and Mrs. Lawrence Allan
Naude n, jr., newlyweds;
Miriam Devera Tolbert, ma-
tron of honor; Ruth Anita And-
erson, Anita Tolds, Barbara
' Jones Taylor and Barbara Al-
len, bridesmaids. F ron t:
Deborah Pamphlet, flower
girl. The bridge Is the daught.
er of Mr. and Mrs. Norvell
Lake of Chicago. The groom
is the son of Mrs. Lawrence
Allan Nauden and late Law-




A major two-year survey has
started to find out why people of
all social, economic and racial
classifications come to Chicago,
why they stay an dwhy they
leave.
The study of city living in the
nation's second largest metropoli-
tan area is believed to be the most
ambitious of its kind ever under-
taken with survey techniques.
One hundred carefully-trained
interviewers will knock on the
doors of more than 3700 homes.
They will ask Chicagoans in all
walks of life and all parts of the
city such varied questions as:
What do you think of the schools
in your neighborhood?
What do you enjoy doing when
you get together with friends and
neighbors?
What do you think of Chicago's
transportation facilities?
Which of the city's recreational
facilities do you use?
Suppose you could tell the Ma-
yor and the Alderman the five
Pledge
(Continued From Page 1)
of the New Zion MB church. Each
was equally as impressive as the
first with a multitude of names.
Each also protested againt tav-
attend church for the noise and
erns in their neighborhoods.
"Some of these people ha v e
come to me and said they can't
walk down the streets anymore,
or go to their friend's house or
attend church for the noise and
commotion created in these tav-
erns." Captain Carlisle said.
ANOTHER FILE
To give credence to some of
these complaints the Captain then
pulled out another file and pointed
out the list of shootings, violations
of liquor laws and cuttings a cou-
ple of the county taverns had
chalked up in a reasonable short
length of time. One of the tavern!
bas been closed, the Captain said, I
and the disturbance list accom-
panying it was incredible.
"So you can see," said Captain
Carlisle, "the good people of the
areas are just sick and tired of
the way things have been mov-
ing."
MOVE ON
Captain Carlisle said that at
present there is a move on by a
fellow to get a Canteen started in
the Walker Homes community.
"We're backing that fellow 100
percent," he said. "In a few days
from now he'll he able to get the
details straightened out and it'll
be a nice thing," the Captain said.
Captain Carlisle said he was
backing the Negroes in the areas
that wanted to rid themselves of
the "eye sore" taverns. He has
pledged himself to work, and work
hard to clean up the communi-
ties, he said.
HOW MEMPHIS WORSHIPS
An Important Series o n Memphis
CHURCH WORK
Profiles on: Leading Ministers
Outstanding Choirs
Church Auxiliaries
With A Full PAGE of PICTURES!
• Starting Soon In Your
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
a. 111
eyholder In a ear is seen
check totaling over one and
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WASHINGTON — (U P I) — The House Judiciary
Committee starts work on a civil rights bill this week with
a handful of Republicans holding the key to the most can-
troves alai provision.
The committee will meet in closed session Thursday
to begin considering a compro-
lmaaiste mdornthafte 
the position this year that it might
d by a subcommittee
'
1 similar provision in 1957, but took
Northern Democrats nee d at slit f en southern resistance to
least five Republican votes to win •school desegregation hold ordernse.00d
committee aproval of their con- Southerners, 
h
1
troversial "title three" provision., of the seats on the 32-man corn.
It would give the attorney gen- mittee, vowed to girht the coil.
eral power to start injunc t io n promise "every step of the way".
suits to prevent denial of all civil But they stood little chance of
rights, including those of Negro preventing some measure from
children in school desegregation going through.
cases.
The subcommittee bill was tail •-
ored to attract GOP support. It S w.
contains all of President Eisen- IA Get
hower's "moderate" civil rights
proposals, plus the stronger "title
three" provision.
Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-
N. Y.) voiced belief the Republi
cans would vote for the pro-
vision. He also said he under-
stands that Atty. Gen. William P.
Rogers "would not object" to it
although the administration is not
pressing the issue.
Eisenhower recommended a
•  Hooks, Love and Bunton was.lon.ving
things that most need to be im-
prove about Chicago, what would
you like to see improved?
TELLS PURPOSE
"The idea behind the survey is
to get dependable information
about every aspect of city living,"
said Clyde W. Hart, director of the
National Opinion Research Cen-
ter, 5711 Woodlawn ave., Chicago.
NORC is a specialized social sci-
ence research agency affiliated
with the University of Chicago.
The Chicago Community Inven-
tory. also affiliated with the Uni-
versity of Chicago, is co-sponsor-
ing the study.
'We hope those who are asked
to participate in the survey will
give honest and direct answers the
way they feel," Hart said.
NEW PROBLEMS
"This is a golden opportunity
for the city-dweller to express his
ideas of what the city should be
like," he said. "Our cities could
be called gigantic Topsies that
were never born but just grew.
Now the old housing and transpor-
tation facilities are wearing out.
Populations are shifting. hanging
social patterns are bringing a bat-
tery of new problems."
Director Hart said the NORC
hopes to find information to help
civic administrators shape a new
environment so that "the new city-
scape can reflect the wants and
ambitions of the people who live
there," he added.
Professor Philip Hauser, chair-
man of the Department of Sociolo-
gy of the University of Chicago
and director of the Chicago Com-
munity Inventory, emphasized the
s ec s Rev.Varnadon mA f. nsiuz egda rla st week kthe i tdirector. a ur-
great changes urban areas have
undergone since World War II.
BIG-CITY LIVING
"A balance-sheet of what peo-
ple consider the 15ros and cons of
big-city living is long overdue,"
he said. "Some planners feel the
suburbs-in-the-city approach loses
the flavor of metropolitan Main
'Street. Other experts disagree.
"When the information from the
survey becomes available in about
two years," Hauser said, "we feel
we will have the kind of data that
city-planners can use in seeking
new goals."
The first neighborhoods selected
for interviews will be in the vicini-
ty of Wilson and Broadway on the
North Side and Englewood on the
South Side.
INTERVIEWERS SUPERVISED
Interviewers will carry cards
identifying them as members of
the National Opinion Research
Center staff. Interviewers are be-
ing recruited, trained and super-
vised by the Field Department of
the Center. Many will be graduate
students ,of the University of Chi-
cago.
All answers in this survey are
strictly confidential and will be ex-
pressed in percentages in the final
report. For further information,
call Field Director Selma Monsky,
National Opinion Research center,
FAirfax 4-7354.
The broad survey on urban liv-
ing ix initially financed by the
Ford Foundation and the National
Institute of Health.
The corps of experts who de-
signed the project includes Pro-
fessors Donald J. Bogue, Everetti
Considers Offering
C. Hughes, Elihu Katz and Peter
M. Blau — all of the Department
of Sociology of the University of
-Chicago. Fo rover a year and
panel advisers has made detail-
(Continued From Page 1)
Miss. Since that time he has pat-
tered church in Alabama, Tennes-
see and returned to v a ri o u s
wife of Atty. Sugarmon, she is 5i-
in- assisted by Mrs. Joseph*.
Winbush, advisor to various jun-
ior civic clubs throughout t Ii e
city.
The group is composed of young
people ranging in ages from 13
ed recommendations about this a to 25, and their headquarters is
related studies. 
churches in Mississippi for dur-
set up in the Elks Lod Se j ii St
The National Opinion Research 
ing the years. across the street from Volunteer
"I've always made it a practice Headquarters at 390 Beale st.
my week- et- Their d amctiovreitietshafnora thdeozeun ,ee,hc0-
was founded in 
fn.
Center has been conducting samp-





non-profit, non-commercial survey ed to put all of my children thru 
parties" throughout the city'.
SUGARMON AND HOOKSresearch agency in the world. It
has offices in Chicago and at 100
college without borrowing a dime Attys. Sugarmon and H o o k s:. • „
spent a few hours last Friday inFifth ave., New York City. 
from the congregations.
Rev. and Mrs. Varnado's chil- Martin Stadium during the Star-
Caeonrtveeryahason rtehceenctolyatacoo jdren are Mrs. Ernestine Guy, sec- light Revue passing out handbillsn-ri 
cefary of Owen college,
Memphis: and meMing the electorate. Atty.
medical care, on attitudes toward Mrs. Pearl Crawford of Meridian, Mrs. Sugarman spoke on
ducted T h 
mental illness, on the health prob-I, Miss.: Mrs. Doris Carnick of Jack- Sunday before con
a n d
gregations at
ferns of older people, and on CM- son, Miss: and Mrs. Levi Watkins, Nliss. •Blvd. Christian church and
cago's Skid Row. I wife of the former president of Pentecostal Temple Church of God
;Owen college, who lives at Mont- in Christ.
gomery, Ala., where her husband Revs. Love and Bunton made
Urges End
(Continued From Page One)
which proves the rule.
"Feeling often runs so high that
any Negro accused of raping a
white woman is convicted. Getting
the right man may be a side issue.
"The Congress of Racial Equal-
Triplets For Adoption, outside abtohleishSotohteh daesathweslienatesncien
l
ity therefore calls upon all States,
for rape and all other sexual
WILMINGTON, N. C. — (UPI) He said he probably "could make ̀ crimes."
—A partly disabled farm hand out" if he could obtain a small
whose wife gave birth to triplets
six days ago said last week he
was considering offering the three
girls for adoption.
"I've talked it over with my
wife," said Nathan B. Miller, 55,
father of three other children.
"We want the girls to have a
good life, but it seems we are sin-
able to give it to them. Of course
it would break our hearts, but we
just don't see how we can man-
age."
Miller said his 35-year-old wife,
Pinkie, "sees my point of view.
If we could find a good couple,
we would consider letting them
adopt the girls."
Miller said several persons al-
ready had offered to take the chil-
dren
, $40.00 PER WEEK
I The girls, Glenda, Linda and
Brenda, were born at Doshier
, Memorial hospital in nearby South-
! port N. C.
-- I Miller a native of Lakeside,
'S. C.. receives $25 weekly as a
farm worker at Clarendon planta-
tion between here and Southport
and also receives an additional $15
weekly as a disability pension for
a head injury which he received
while he was in the Army between
1920 and 1934.
farm "but I don't see a chance of
that."
Miller's boss, Cornelius Thomas,
said, "I understand his position
and I know he is thinking only of
his family. They have a five-room
house and I believe that their other
children have suggested quitting
school to work and help out with
family finances."
Thomas said that Mrs. Miller
also works in the plantation fields
when she is able and "we pay her
as much as we can."
Mrs. Miller and the girls are
expected to leave the hospital
early next week.
Steal $4,000
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A night
watchman making his morning
rounds discovered the theft of $4.-
000 in July 4 receipts from a safe
at Coney Island's Steeplechase
Park amusment grounds, police
reported
Police said the safe had been
forced open during the night. The
theft WBS not discovered until 6
TELEPHONE TAXES —
"Money for Tennessee's pro,
cress," exclaimed James M.
Brown, right, Southern Bell
general commercial manager,
when paying the company's
1958 excise and franchise tax-
es. B, J. Bud, Commissioner
from a diseased personality. In
the segregated South, rape of a
woman of one race by a male of
a different race may often result
from the diseased attitudes of
mind which necessarily flourish
under segregation.
"It would be foolhardy," Mr.
Robinson said, "to expect equal
treatment of those accused of rape
across racial barriers. So long as
discrimination persists, equal jus-
tice for Bezel crimes cannot be-
come a reality. The Beaufort cas-
es are, at best, 'the exception
'
(Continued From Page One)
on a candidate who might be e
pected to successfully oppose He
ry Loeb, who has been working
night and day for the post.
Commissioner Dwyer's n a ni •
was mentioned as a possible can%
didate along with that of former
Mayor Walter Chandler. . .
A Youth Group to support that
Volunteer Ticket of Sugarman,
is assistant to the president of Ala-
bama State college. A son, Willie,
lives in Detroit where he is man-
ager of a housing project.
Ex-Grid Star Holds
Former Wife Captive
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) —
Douglas Dedeaux, a husky ex-foot-
ball player, said Sunday he didn't
know why he held his former wife
captive for 60 hours. "I guess I'm
just in love with the woman," he
said.
Dedeaux, 29, was arrested Sat-
urday after his ex-wife escaped
from the house where she was
held and, wearing only a blouse
and panties, ran to a neighbor's
home screaming for help.
Dedeaux, an auto salesman who
was a high school football star
here 10 years ago, abducted Mrs.
Marian Dedeaux, 33, from her
home early Thursday after knock-
ing her date unconscious. Officers
searched for the pair two days
while he held her in the home of
a vacationing family.
appearances before church groups
during the past week, and are 'ex-
pected to switch their campaign-
ing into high gear following the
scheduled kick-off on Friday, July
10.
The team of Evers and Stan.
back was extremely busy Sunday.
Mr. Evers, who places as much
confidence in the handshake as
a vote-getting method as Senator
Estes Kefauver, said he grasp-
at least 3,000 hands during t lista
day. All of them. Mr. r vent said,
promised to vote for him, come
Aug. 20.
Mr. Evers and Mr. Stanb
put in appearances at King Solo-
mon Baptist church in S out It
Memphis, the St. Paul Baptist
church in Douglass, and then
passed out handbills and greeted
customers at the Gay Hawk and
at Curries Tropicana before call-
ing it a day early Monday morn.
ing.
During his campaign speeches,
Mr. Evers said he is urging audi-
ences to support all of the Negro
candidates, and literature printed





from the good heart-of-grain,
lightly brewed
He likes the high, wide and happy taste
of '92. There are millions who do.
His beer is special. And he knows the
"inside story':
No husky over-tones from the outer-part
of the grain. The good-natured
taste of '02-.. comes from the heart,
lilt part of the grain that's best.
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Living Is Killing M
By L. V. PALMER, JR.
WRITER'S BROBLEM
One of the occupational ha, irds
a typewriter jockey is that
Chronic frustration that springs
from the way money curves all
around him without making con-
tact.
Doctors haven't yet been able to
terinine why this filthy, green
germ seems allergic to men who
pound typewriters for a living.
But, on reflecting, it could be simp-
ly a matter of smell. The stuff
We put out could use a little chit)!
rophyl.
Anyway, the lack of loot means'
a lot of things. Like putting up
with buses. It could be that these
nionsters have brains, I don't
know. But they seem to know
when I'm running late. That's
When they are running early.
OTHERS HAVE IT
And nothing, no nothing, is as
low as a bus that's licking (line.
I do believe these steel stallions
would go backwards to waste time
If they weren't afraid that the
car behind might be running late.!
Another thing about being broke
All you can do is read about mon-
ey. Take that $50,000 party Jack
Benny threw a while back. I mean
Ile really tossed away that moolah.
Or tlfat second rate $30,000 recep-
o some other character just
W.rled is a case in point.
You turn the pages of your
newspaper to see what's happen-
ing in baseball and before you get
a chance to check up on your
favorite team, there's a story
about a million-and-a-half bucks
wagered at a single tack in al
single day.
THE YOUNG RICH
Or I get the breath-taking news.
that some high school boy who
adept at throwing a baseball
picked up a real cool trundled.
grand just as BONUS for signing
a coutract which will pay him in
one season 10 times more than I
can make in a year.:
You leap back to the front page
to see who else has troubles only
to discover that a bunch of Chi-
cagoans have anted up something
like a couple hundred thousand
or so to bring a Nazi submarine
to the Windy City to go into a
museum.
So everywhere you look in the
paper, there's something about just
gobs of money. And the way it
looks, it's so easy to get — if you
Just aren't a writer. Let's forget
the billions and trillions the poli-
ticians run through. I think they
use play monea. There just ain't
that many dollars in the whole
wide world.
KEEP WRITING
Now that's off my chest, I'll get
back to my early-bird buses and
my newspapers crammed with
money stories. And I'll get back
to jockeying that old portable.
Who knows? Maybe I'll turn out
a tome one of these days that'll
be worth it's weight in uranium.
And furthermore: I get to see
my name in print. That's more
than any old bus can say.
Map 4-Way Plan
NATIONAL AAU CHAMPS —
AAU Meet Director, Tennessee
State University Tigerbelle
captain Lucinda Williams and
traik mentor Ed Temple (from
To Ease Tensions4 rightt.;sewthhfirslaceirophawarded the
A four-point program aimed at
easing the tensions upon schools
in communities where racial un-
rest has resulted, was recommend-
ed to School Supt. Benjamin Willis
Monday by the Chicago Branch,
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People.
The suggestions, contained in a
Iter from NAACP executive see-
cry Rev. Carl A. Fuqua, would
e the School and Community
Relations Service of the Board of
Education a large role in trying
to ease tensions through action
initiated by the schools.
The letter was addressed to Dr.
Benjamin C. Willis, general super-
intendent of schools.
Rev. Fuqua said that many dis-
turbances occurring at and around
high schools are caused by cer-
tain elements in the community
who are not in the school program.
Rev. Fuqua stated "Unless posi-
tive action is taken to undercut
the undercurrent of racial bigotry
in the Chicago public schools,
those who initiate these unholy
demonstrations will consider that
on Human Relations and other in- an 
aMax vi , p
ter-group-relations agencies, dent of the 
Synagogue Council of
4. The School and Community 
America.
they have been given the go-ahead Relations Committee have authon- Mahalia 
Jackson, famed gospel
signal." ty and the responsibility, in the singer, will participate. There will
name of the Board of Education, also be music by the combined
to hold community and race re- choirs of Greater New York and
lations projects jointly with the vicinity under direction of Cole-
Chicago Police Department in dis- ridge Taylor Perkinson and by the
tricts where schools are expert- Charles Dickens Fife, Drum and
encing racial unrest. Bugle Corps of Yonkers, N. Y.
MAIDS - HOUSEKEEPERS
Coed fobs are waiting in Chicago, and sub-
win ter experienced domestic workers to
Sleep in. Highest pay: free room and board.
Write us today, giving references and ex-
perience. Perry Employment, 4305 South
Perkwoy. Chicago 53. III.
The NAACP recommendations
were:
I. The Administrative Service
called "School and Community Re-
lations" considers as a priority ob-
jective the development of com-
munity cooperation and participa-
tion in breaking down the "eddies
of racial hatred" that flow through
many Chicago communities.
2. The School and Community
Relations department call upon
leaders in communities (where
there have been evidences of vio-
lence and those communities where
the possibilities of violence seem
apparent.) to mobilize every avail-
able community resource to aid
in the development of positive pro-
gram action to educate the com-
munity to its proper role and re-
sponsibility in the area of race
relations.
3. The School and Community
Relations Committee establish a
policy of cooperative interaction




...Today There's Another "Liberty Bell"
almmummiollos
...That Rings To Help Keep You Free,
It's your telephone system. And its
vigilant voice links together our
far-flung military network, helps alert
our fighting forces.
Every time you hear a phone ring,
remember: In addition to all its familiar,
friendly, everyday services ... it rings,




Nashville university ,for their
fifth champiponshin title gained
In the recent VAU meet. The
A A I Tigerbelles won Worn.
en's National AAU title for
Hine number five recently In




The Dixie Home Bible class had
their meeting in the home of Mr.
land Mrs. J. R. Simpson recently.
I of 279 Baltic.
I The class was taught by Mrs.
Vivian Rankins on "Spiritual
Gifts." At the close of the meet-
ins the group was served by the
hostess, Mrs. J. R. Simpson.
Officers .of the Bible class are;
J. R Sinipson. president: Mrs.
J. R. Simpson, teacher; Mrs. Mat-
tis S. Stewart, assiatant teacher:
Mrs. Ezilabeth W. Barnett, assist-
ant teacher; Mrs. Samella Evans,
assistant teacher; Mrs. Addle M.
Hunt, secretary; Mrs. Manuel
Boats, assistant secretary: Mrs.
V. Allen, treasurer; Mrs. Rose.
bon. chaplain; Elder C. H. Har-
ris, spiritual advisor; and Mrs.
Samella Scott, business manager
a team total of 132 points, 92
points better than their near-
est competitor. Ed Temple is
set In coach the C. S. team
which meets the Rusalans In
Philadelphia In the near fu.
ture.
Top African Leader To
Address NAACP Confab
NEW YORK — Dr. Nnamdi
Azikiwe, West African leader and
Premier of Eastern Nigeria. will
address the closing session of the
50th annual convention of the Na-
tional Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People here at
the Polo Grounds, Sunday, July 19.
The week-long convention opens!
July 13 at the New York Coliseum.!
Others programmed for the huge
rally in the Polo Grounds include
NAACP executive secretary Roy
Wilkins; Jackie Robinson, former
star Dodger infielder; Dr. Eugene
Carson Blake of the National
Council of Churches of Christ:,
I
anniversary on CBS Radio's
"Arthur Godfrey Time" on July
17. He has been on that program
since his discovery in 1957. Born
Demands Rape
Execution End
NEW YORK — In a plea for
what he called "real equality of
justice" James R. Robinson, exec-
utive secretary of the Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE), called
for an end to all executions forl
rape.
In his statement Robinson said:
"In the emotionally laden atmos•
phere of the South, equal justice
will never be realized merely by
the execution of a few white
rapists. With the tension present-
ly existing in the South, the situa-
tion calls for less violence, not
an increase in killing. The fact
that a Beaufort, S. C., judge has
sentenced a white Marine to death
does not prove equal justice in
At 54, Dr. Ankiwe is the oldest
African independence leader and
is often looked upon as the con-
tinent's elder statesman. He is
considered to be a brilliant poli-
tical field general.
Through the five newspapers
which he publishes, Dr. Azikiwe
has the ears of his countrymen.
His National Council of Nigeria
and the Cameroons is based
among the lbo peoples of the East•
ern Region. Dr. Azikiwe is an lho.
Nigeria is slated to receive full
freedom in October, 1960. With a
population of 34,000,000 it will be
the largest country in Africa.
Johnny Nash Concludes
2nd Year With Godfrey
Johnn Nash, the young Negro in Houston, Texas. on August 19,
singer, will celebrate his second 1940 Johnny it a d no important
professional experience prior t o
his appearance on "Arthur God.
frey's Talent Scouts."
Johnny comes from • church-
singing family. Ile has had no
!
formal training and he learned to
sing at church, at parties, teas
and organization affairs.
Just as he is a singing
"natural," Johnny, without train-
ing in the dramatic arts, will un-
doubtedly be heard from soon as
an actor. He plays the lead in
the motion picture "Take A Giant
Step,"' produced by Hecht-Hill-I
Lancaster, which will he released
nationally in October. Next month
he'll take temporary leave for an
important role in MGM's produc-




pointed out that the cases of the
white Marine and the 19-year-old
Negro boy are hardly comparable
as the former stands convicted of
an actual rape while the latter
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Coming Next Sunday "THE HORSE SOLDIERS"
Starring John Wayne - William Holden
Say Bastrop Man
123 At Death Florida Singer Stars
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3










of the second annual Girls'
State encampment on the
campus of Tennessee A and
I Stale unis risky in Nashville
Included four mayors of the
66-girl.populated mock cities
with two Knoxvilliang and two
Memphians bolding down the
mayoralty posts. From left
are Misses Gwendolyn Woods
of Knoxville; Alice Hayden
of Memphis: Bonnie Robinson
of Knolaille; and Doris
Thompson of Memphis.
Monroe, La. — (UPI) — W. W
Gardner, a Bostrop La., Negro'
wha died last week, left 13 child-
ren, 26, grandchildren, 105 great
grandchildren and 16 great great
grandchildren. Until Tuesday no
one knew how old he was.
His descendants produced family
records showing that Gardner
was born June 15, 1136, and was
123 year old when he died.
Greet Selassue
MOSCOW—WP11-1-laile Selas-
sie, emperor of Ethiopia, arrived
at the Black Sea coast resort city
of Sochi Sunday.
The Soviet news agency Tana
said thousands of persons greeted
the monarch upon his arrival
With Popular Quartet
The Northern Gates, a spiritual
gospel quartet featuring Willie
Preston of Sarasota, Fla., has just
signed a contract with Fairfield
Records to record four sides. The
first two sides, already recorded
with Fairfield, "If You Ever Need-
ed The Lord Before You Sure Do
Need Him Now," and "Jesus Said
to The Blind Stan," have been a
great success.
The Northern Gates is a quar-
tet with a style all of its own,
which features the voice of Willie
Preston who sparks the group with
his true gospel voice, and his vi-
brant, dedicated personality.
Mr. Preston was Mirn in Sara-
sota, where from the time he was
a small boy he sang gospel-spirit-
ual songs and toured throughout
the South. Ile sang with various
groups including the Harmony
Kings.
A few years ago, he went North
and organized his own group, the
Northern Gates The men in his
group are: William Fields, Charles
Williams, Eddie Williams, Arvel
Crowder, Henry Maner, and a fine
Gospel guitarist, Cyrus Esau.
The Northern Gates have appear-
ed with caravans throughout the
New England area, and have been
signed to make a Southern tour





Do you want to help SUGARMON, HOOKS, BUN TON
and LOVE in their political campaign? More volun-
teers are needed! Lots of work must be done. Call Vol-
unteer Headquarters TODAY. Dial JA 5-2676. Volun-.
teer Headquarters is located at 390 Beale Street, nexf.
to the Tri-State Bank, in the office occupied by the






You can now enjoy Ancient Age bourbon in a great new way! Our brit.
liant.new pint and half-pint flask is slim and curved to fit your pocket,
topped off with the fashionable golden jigger cup. All at no extra coat!'
IF YOU CAN FINII A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!




Sot., July 11, 195 9
Ministers and delegates of the
AME churches of the city depart-
ed for their National Woman Mis-
sionary Quarternary Conference in
Detroit, Mich., Sunday. The meet
commenced on July and will
culminate on July 11.
( The Mississippi CME Leadership
Training school opened at the Mis-
sissippi Industrial college, Holly
Springs, Miss., on Monday July C
Memphis ministers attending the
school are Rev. D. Warner Brow-
ing, pastor of Mt. Pisgah CME




Annual Women's Day was held
at the Morning Star Baptist church
in Humboldt, Sunday, June 28.
The entire day was an inspira-
tional one as well as worship-
ful
Mrs. Mary Boykins acted as su-
perintendent of the Sunday school
and each position that was held
by men was given to the women
On this day.
At the 11 o'clock hour the pas-
in August.
One of the principal activities is 
set for registration.) All denomi- for burial Sunday. Accompanying
Day. It will be held on 
nations are holding District con- the body were his wife, Mrs. Mat-
Harvestf rences and Sunday School con- tie Glenn, Mr. and Mrs. SammieSunday, July 19. Rev. L. A. Ham, ventions. Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Jeanette Bra-blin, pastor of Golden Leaf B!. ap.
,
Ti is therefore a busy month for jant all of St. Louis, Mrs. Jennie
Douglas of Mayfield, Ky. and Mr.
and Mrs. Elbert Jennings of
Union City, Tenn.
Mrs. Marie Suggs, Miss Mattie
Mo., who had been visiting Mrs. Armstrong and Mr. Otis Smith of
Abbie Clay in Memphis, en route Union City were recent guests of
home stopped by for a few days Mrs. Farrah lvie as was Mrs. 011ie
visit with relatives and friends in B. Henderson of Martin.
Dyer. She was joined here by Mrs Irene Hassell of Mayfield,her husband. A. L. Overall, her .....y.,A were week end guests of
the powerful Mt. Olivet Bap-
tist church of New York, but
it was in the St. Stephens
church that he "first saw the
light." During the Baptist Con-
gress that convened in Mem-
phis. June 22-28 Dr. Maxwell
talked glowingly of his first
TRENTON
will be these delegates from New
Tyler AME church — Mrs. Ger- daughter. Miss Elverna Powelltrude }'ugh. president of the Mis- and Miss Martha Jane West.sionary Society, Mrs. Evelyn Mc- Miss West visited her mother,Rae, wife of the pastor, M rs. Mrs. R. J. Dennis and Mr. Den-Annie B. Nave, director of the sen- nis,
ior choir and missionary worker. Those persons that attended theThe amiable matrons will visit Tennessee Leadership Training
Buffalo, N. Y., Cleveland and Chi- School and Jubilee in Jackson were
cago, before returning home. Misses Rebecca Phillips, JerryThe next highlight on New Ty- Wynne and John Etta Jamison,ler's agenda is a tea scheduled for and mother, Mrs. Alberta Jami-
son. of Dyer C. M. E., Floyd Sin-
clair, Evelyn Marsh, Mrs. Louise
Carnes, John Reid, and R. T.
Holder of Martin Tabernacle, Tren-
ton, Tenn.. Joyce Ann hiontgom-Attending the AME Conference ery, Gwendolyn Montgomery, Loy-from St. James AME church are er Taylor, Mrs. hiable Davis,Rev. E. M. Alcorn, Rev. J. A. Georgie M. Howard, and TerryJames, Evangelist Rheola Jack- Mance of Mt. Pilgrim.food was devoured along with 
TRAVELS
son, Evangelist A. Syah, Mrs. C.
lemonade. More than 100 attend,l V. Burrow, Mrs. E. M Alcorn and Olive Fields and Glen Fisher;ed. Mrs. Annie Fuller. visited relatives in IndianapolisWe are happy to report that They left for the Motor City last over the week end. Mrs. AlbertaMrs. 0. E. Stigall is doing fine Sunday evening , Nolan, her son. George Clifton No-
lan and two grandchildren Annette
and Cary Nolan are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Fields, jr., in
Indianapolis. Accompanying them
on the trip were Mrs. Beatricebe presented at the Progressive 'vie and two grandchildren, Wan-Baptist church. Guest choirs will da Fisher and Sallie B. Burns,render a variety of songs for the visiting her daughter, Mrs. Tyreeprogram Mrs Mena 51 Le
after surgery at St. Mary's hos- v. E. M. Alcorn is pastor ofpital last Friday. We hope for her. St. James AME church of 600 N.and all the sick a speedy recov• Fourth.
cry. PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST, Mr. and Mrs. George Cooper are Sunday, July 12. a musical willvacationing in Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. U. M. Garrett are
the proud parents of an Six pound
boy.
LN TOWN
Visitors in town recently were
Miss Mable Northcross of St. Lou-
ts, Mo., visiting her father, Al•
phonso Northcross and her sister
Miss Lila Northcros.
Mr. and Mr. Nathaniel Beasley
ef Cleveland, Ohio, are visiting
her brother and sister in law, Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Cunningham and co-chairman.
Rev. 0. C. Collins is the pastor.
SALEM-GILFIELD BAPTIST
Raves are still being heard ofthe wonderful time had when a
concert was rendered at the Sal-em Gilfield Baptist church, re-
cently. Appearing on the program
were some of the outstanding talents of our city. . .hfisses Lanctha
Collins, Barbara Neal, Anita Siggers, Dolestine Shelby, ClareeSt.James Baptist church closediAvant, Littleton Mason and Reva very enjoyable and profitable' Arthur Eberhardt.Vacation Bible School last week. Rev. A. L. McCargo is the minIt had 130 students. The theme, tater.
was FOLLOWING JESUS..
Sc Marion H. Croom was assist-. ins arne
Mrs. Lee Williams.
Mrs. Kate Booth and son of St.
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Lillian Brownof Topeka, Kans., spent a few
days with Mrs. 0. E. Stigall.
Mrs. James Welford and fami-ly and Charlie Welford, jr., chil-dren of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wciford, Sr., are visiting their
parents. They are from Gary, Ind.BIBLE SCHOOL
of Mt. Olive Cathedral itad Rev.
L. A. Storey, pastor of Martin
Temple CME church.
AVERY CHAPEL AME
Mrs. Hattie Harrison, energetic
program chairman of the Avery
Chapel AME church, is attending
the Woman's Missionary Confer-
ence in Detroit, Mich., as dele-
gate from the sanctuary. Attend
ing also are Rev. and Mrs. Loyce
Patrick and daughter, Lois. Rev
Patrick is pastor of the church.
A committee to steer activities
for Woman's Day is being ap-
pointed at Avery. Enthusiasm ii
high as the "how and when'
are being mapped out for the ma-
jor celebration.
MT. PISGAH CME
Local speakers will claim t h e
spotlight when Mt. Pisgah CME
church of 2490 Park ave., observes
Its Woman's Day on Sunday, July
19. It is one of the church's main
financial efforts. An efficient com-
mittee was organized to draw up
plans for the occasion, this past
Monday.
This is the final week of Vaca-
tion Bible school at the house of
worship, and approximately 20 0
students will participate in the ex-
ercises on Friday, July 11. Nine
instructors taught the youngsters.
Mrs. Jeanette B. Nelson, a public
School teacher, is director.
Rev. D. W. Browing is the min-
ister. SUMMER TIME
EARLY GROVE BAPTIST This month every farmer is try•
A series of activities are under
way at the Early Grove Baptist 
ing to be the first to register a
cotton blossom, every school childtor's message was "A Woman of church. The activities are leading reopen-Faith and Courage," based on thel up to the Men's Day celebration in-
is looking forward to the 
g of school (July 10 has beenexperience of Ruth.
1 he afternoon program at 3 p. m
was the highlight for the day with
Mrs. Mosie Reid, general chair.
man, and Mrs. Louella Thompson
co-chairman. Mrs. Louella Thomp-, list church, has consented to ad- all during this hot and humidson gave words of recognition of' dress the membership. The congre•lweather. Won't you please slowvisitors, and Mrs. D. Parter' gation of Golden Leaf Baptist' down before you are exhausted?gave words of acceptance, follow- church has been invited. Airs. Hattie Overall of St. Louis,hog the introduction of speaker by Rev. Eugene Waller is pastor of
Mrs. L. B. Croom. Guest speaker Early Grove Baptist church.
was Mrs. Freelan Bolton, of Dyers- NEW TYLER AME
burg, Tenn. Her subject was "Wit- Joining the expected 5,000 at the
messing for Christ." AME Conference in Detroit, Mich.,
HOLD RECEPTION
The finance committee was pre-
sided over by Mrs. Maud Ferrell
and the highest amount in the
history of Women's Day activities
the pastor, Rev. W. A. Owens 31-
(1...as raised.
Final remarks were given by
ter which a reception was held on
the spacious lawn of the church
for all who attended.
The Methodist and Baptist Wom-
en combined their voices to sing Sunday, July 26. The Men Serv-
praises on this very special day.' ice League is sponsoring it. Wil-
CHURCH PICNIC ham McNeil is the president. Roh-
1 The annual Sunday School picnic ert L. McRae is the pastor.
of the Morning Star Baptist church ST. JAMES AME
was held at the Humboldt Lake
Wednesday July 1, from 3 to 5
p. m.
Games were played and much
DR. 0. CLAY MAXWELL,
president of the National Bap-
tist Congress, literally beams
as he clutches the plaque pre-
sented to him by the St. Ste-
phens Baptist church of Mem-
phis, a church he once pastor-
ed. Dr. Maxwell now heads
Tr -City
NEWS
ant director. The other work-
ers
love and how he was baptized
In the Wolf river. Rev. 0. C.
Crivens, standing to the right
of Dr. Maxwell is the present
minister of the church. The
other persons on picture are




ST. LOUIS, Mo. — One of theKenton brought gifts and greetings
features of the 29th Annual Cen-to Sam Corley on Father's Day.
tral States Golf Tournament willBURIED HERE
The body of the late Theodore be the participation of golfers
Glenn formerly of Rutherford, from the Virgin Islands. Tourney
late of St. Louis was brought home dates are July 10-23. By means of ed to register for the tourney.
a special invitation Hugh Smith The competition will include the
will head a delegation from Char-
lotte Amalie, St. Thomas. This 
following divisions: Women, Men.
will mark the first appearance of 
Senior Men, and Juniors.
these colorful. golfers in. Central 
The program includes the fol-
States competition. Also, new com- 
lowing: Saturday, July 18, annual
petitors to the tournament will be meeting 
of Central States Asso-
a contingent of par swingers from 
ciation .Sunday, July 19, annual
Tampa and Lakeland, Fla. 
picnic for all participants; Mon-
Golfers from regular members 
day July 20, practice round For•
of the association are expected
from Minneapolis, St. Paul, Des
Moines, Omaha, Wichita, Denver,
Kansas City, Evanston, Spring-
field, Decatur, Peoria and Mem-
phis.
A fashionette and tea sponsored
by the No. 2 choir of St! An-
drews AME church will be Pre',
sented on Friday evening, July I0,'
beginning at 8 p. m., and the
public is invited to attend.
City-wide talent has been engag.1 LACK OF LOVE
i
ed to appear on the program, and! If there is one thing that worries
refreshments will be served. A. me it is the • lack of love on the 
live. Behind each action that we
free-will offering will be taken. i 
make must aleo be a desire to an
Mrs. Verneace Terry and Mrs.I part of 
element that will make us grow
Irene Massey, are co-chairmen for , 
in the eyesight of our fellowmen.
'HOLLOW LOVE'
the affair, and Mrs. Mary Gray is 
that one thing which would make
is evidenced every day. Instead of
people. This lack of love
Many of the pursuits that we
chorister. 
-- life more enjoyable for each of us 
make in this day and time unfor-
Dr. H. Ralph Jackson is pastor netts behind people in all walks of tunatelY
we find hatred, malice and selfish- low love. Many of the tunes pump-
we live in a day of hot.
minister of music. 
ed into our ears have done nothing
but make a mockery out of love.of the church, and James Barr' life,
Time and time again I find my- The hollowness of modern love is
self reading that famous chapter behind many of our home failures,
in Corinthians. Notlung makes
me more mindful that love is the
one motive behind all that we do
to make life worthwhile.
Day by day I come in contact
with people who are in pursuit of
things in all areas of human be-
havior, but who like many of us




fpuiraseuit of only material
Tex., recently to attend the annual 
ness is wrapped up in the factMethodist church were in Austin,
meeting and school of missions for 
We spend all of our energy, our that over an extended period of
the Central Jurisdiction of the 
brainpower, and all of our moral time we are able to so project
ability to achieve the material something into our lives and the
only to learn that this will not lives of those with whom we come
Methodist church held on the cam- bring us the happiness which we in contact that those lives might
be much more meaningful. This
can only be realized through love.
pus of Huston-Tillotson college.
They were Mrs. Jerry Longstreet FIND HAPPINESS
of 1304 S. Parkway east, v i c e The world in which we live is A love 
minus love is no life at
president of the Woman's Society' bent on finding lasting happiness. all. There must be something in
of Christian Service, Tennessee,' But what do we find? In far too each of our lives for which we are
conference; Mrs. Elizabeth Town. many instances we find only frus- willing to die. There must be a
Beulah Lewis, recording secretary Behind all of our action must be
which is worth our all. At any
sent of 1427 Pillow st., president tration and unhappiness at the end Propelling force that will make us
of the Memphis district; and Mrs. of our roads. want to give our all for 
that
of 965 Clack pl. the spirit of love. No one can be 
point which our lives fall short in
Rev. D. M. Grisham is pastor successful in any endeavor with-
this respect we are failing to get
of the church,
the most out of life.
our professional failures, and other
major failures in life. Life will be
meaningful only in proportion that
we fall in love with the things
which we are doing.
Many people spend far too much
of their lives in pursuit of these
things that will only bring them
fleeting happiness. A lasting happi-
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Alford.
George Exum of East St. Louis
visited friends and relatives in
Rutherford and Kenton over the
week end.
Mrs. Docie Mae Hurd of Mem-
phis was called to the bedside of
her father, Dan Howard, who suf-:
fered a heart attack. He is still!
very ill.
Rev. M. P. Wilson and his con-
gregation from Chapel Grove C.
H. E. church worshipped at Hull-
um's Temple CME church in Ruth-1
erford Sunday.
On the sick list are John Wynne,
William Stanback, R. J. Dennis,
Sam Phillips, Mrs. Martha Nell
LaRue.
James McLin and sister. Mrs.
Emma L. Dance of Cleveland,
Ohio are visiting their brother,
Mr. 011ie AlcLin in Humboldt and
relatives and friends in Trenton.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Penn of
Benton Harbor, Mich., and Mr.
Mrs. LaBisina Penn and son of
Chicago were here to attend the
funeral of George Hawkins recent-
ly.
Mrs. Annie Agnew of Trenton is
spending her vacation in Chicago'. . c more [vie.. and South Bend, Ind., visiting heris president of the choir and Mrs. Emmett Robinson of St. Louis, sister and daughter. (Martha Hayes is director. J o e who is a house guest of his broth- Elder R. W. Wade has return.'Ester Alston is the pianist. The er and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.. ed to his home, Murfreesboro, Ill.,egins at 3 p.m. T. J. Robinson of Milan, visitedForthcoming at the Progressive Mr. and Mrs. James Williams Fri-Baptist church is Annual Men's day. Mrs. Annie Porter of Halls,Day. It will be observed Sunday, Tenn., is spending some time withJuly 26. Henry Martin is the Mrs. Sallie Webb and other re-chairman and Charlie Lewis is latives in Dyer.
VACATIONING
Rev. D. E. Bridgeman and son,
Joe Thomas and Mrs. Carrie Ball
motored to St. Louis Monday. They
were to be joined there by Mrs.
Bridgeman who has been vaca-
tioning in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Lovett of
Jackson visited relatives a n d
friends in Dyer. Mrs. L. M. Ew-
ell of Union City spent a few
hours at the bedside of her father,
John Wynne.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Harris were Plan Sessions
in Jackson Saturday.
St. John's Day was observed at
the C. P. Church in Dyer by For Youth AtBrodie S. Davis was director wik• w
 Progressive d on. wgeasNdoe12i42vered b,the Rev. B. E. Patterson. Another NAACP Meees Corine Wel- 
local minister, Rev. V. C. Smithford, Dorothy Croom McKinney,1 ' NEW YORK — More than 500Martha Donald Lacey, Attie'
Neely Combs, Bernice Thomas Behave Beware , Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moore, youth delegates are expected toparticipated on the program, I atm. Clara Jamison and shit. attend the 50th anniversary con-Austin, Lora McDora, Erlene Turn
with his son, Mr. and Mrs. I. D.
Wade. He spent several months
with his daughter, Mrs. R. G.
Elam, sr.
Floyd hlayfield and daughter,
Barbara of Racine, Wis., and Mrs.
Hollie Mayfield of Chicago and
Mrs. Buddy Pullon of Maury City
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
Mulling last week.
George House of Wellington.
Dela., is at the bedside of his
mother, Mrs. Demetriss House,
Mr. Joe Blakemore returned from




er Croom, Katherine Davis. Ruby
Garrett Moody, Miss Yvonne Sims
and Mr. William F. Lacey.
Our thanks to our workers fora job well done.
Brodie S. Davis is Sunday school
chairman of the Deacon board,
and Marion H. Croom, church
clerk.
BAPTIST CONGRESS
Misses Doris Marian Croom
Charlie Mae Rutherford and Volt
Liam F. Lacey were delegates
from St. James Baptist church
Sunday School to the 54th Annual
Session of the National Sunday
School and Baptist Training Un-
ion Congress held in Memphis,
June 22-28.
Our delegates reported there
were 12,000 members present from
49 states and that the meeting
was amazing to them and yet they
received much information and in-
spiration.
A Leadership Training School
and Ministers Institute was held at
Lane college, Jackson, June 22-26.
Attending from Lane Chapel C.
M. E. church were Rev. M. H.
Burnett. Mrs. Cottrell Thomas,
Misses Mary Bonds, Dorothy Gen-
trY. Erlene Jacocks. F,rnest ine
Wilson, !lobby Barnett and Tim-
othy Jones.
NEW YORK — A warning to 
dren, Clyde, Joe Ray and Miss vention of the NAACP here, July
C Olivia Jamison and Parker Lee 13-19. Herbert L. Wright, the a,"behave and beware" has been Jamison all of Toone, were Sun- soCiation's youth secretary, saidsest to Roy Wilkins. NAACP exec-
utive secretary, by a white Vir- 
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. John-, The young people representing  
ginian in Charlottesvillh nie 
Jamison. 1NAACP youth councils and college
veniently omitted signing h Joining them for dinner or des-
name. 
is real sert on the lawn were Mrs. Bob-
Wilkins and the NAACP receive 
bie Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvesterhundreds of letters, postcards,
clippings and drawings each year
from white Southerners and North-
ern sympathizers with the South-
ern viewpoint. Whenever a crime
Is reported as having been corn-
Imitted by a Negro, the NAACP
office receives a shower of mail
telling it that Negroes will never
receive their rights until they be-
come "civilized."
Usually the messages are made
up of name.calling and porfanitY,
sometimes of obscenities. Some
peopie sign their names and ad.
dresses and others do not. The
amusing one from Clrarlottesville
was "clean" and was handprinted
in capital letters as follows:
BIG BOY, YOU JUST "DON'T
KNOW NOTHING" YET—THE FU
FLUX PLAN HAS BEEN BORN:
"BE BOLD—BE BOLD—AND EV-
ERMORE BE BOLD—BUT NOT
TOO BOLD': BEHAVE BEWARE.
B. L. ZEBUB.
chapters will attend a series of
seminars conducted separately but
simultaneously with the workshop
session for adults.
Burns, and son Wallace Burns. Dr. Charles Wesley, president ofCHURCH ACTIVITIES Central State college. and Dr.
Women's Day was observed at Frank Bowles, president of the
the C. P. church in Rutherford re-
cently with Mrs. Pauline Sweeney
as chairman. Guests appearing
on the program were Mrs. Farrah
College Entrance Examination
Board, will speak at a joint ses-
sion July 17.
There will be a youth freedomIvie. of, Hullunt Temple CME fund banquet July tui, with Mrs.church, Mrs. Betty Pierce of New- L. C. Bates of Little Rock as prin-
cipal speaker.
Among speakers scheduled to ad-
dress variouts sessions of the Youth
assembly are:
bern and Mrs. /,ona Mae Clark.
The sermon was given by the
Rev. W. J. Penn of the Church of
God in Christ of Trenton.
Clyde Lewis Corley after four
years in the Navy has been di,. Dr. Max Wolff. Miss Clara
charged and is at home with his Wells. Mn. Carcella West, Dr.
Charles I,awrence, Dr. R u tparents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey ho
Corley. Ile is visiting his sister in Hayre, Julian K. Robinson, Mrs.
Lois Irish, Mrs. Justine Smad
beck, Miss Mary E. Tuttle, James
C. Evans, Mrs. Juanita J. Mitchell,
Rev. James If. Robinson, Madison
S. Jones, Darlene Tombs. Nee
Jersey Assemblywoman Madaline
Williams. Barbara Posey, Theo
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Cole of, dore Grove, jr., and Harry Burns
Jackson, Mrs. Louis T. Brantley
and Mr. Brantley before leaving
for college.
Bendy Sue Belmont and broth-
er Larry T. Belmont were Sunday
dinner guests of Shelia Faye Book
Cr.
out love. The woman who sets
out to have a home, the man wile
wants to be a real homemaker, oi•
the person who starts in his chos-
en profession must first of all
have love for them. Behind all of
the undertakings of any individual
must be love.
One of the most disturbing traits
noticeable in many people with
whom I come in contact day in
and day out is that they have un-
est Park 9 and 18 hole courses; without first of all being in love
annual cocktail party; Tuesday, with that which they have under-
July 21, first round for all con- dertaken world - shaping duties
testants; Wednesday, July 22, sec- taken. Every teacher must first LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — The
ond round; Thursday, July 23, fi- of all.be in love with seeing young Let's Have Better Mottoes Assn.
nal round and Trophy Dinner- people molded, morally, spiritual- selected as its motto of the month?"
Dance. at Kingsway • Ambassador ly, and intellectually to make this "I must have had help. I couldn't






Life at no point will be worth the
while unless it is engulfed with
love. Men must rise up. This rise
must be predicated upon love — a
love that is painfully missing in
our world today. Lasting peace on
every level will be realized only to
the extent that we add love to our
living. We must learn to love for
it is through love that we will be
able to measure up to the expec-
tations of God.
Better Motto?
No. 21/2 Can 25°
HUNT'S CATSUP   Bottle — 15'
RINSO BLUE   Giant — 59°
And don't forget those
Valuable QUALITY STAMPS 
Yes Madame, 2 tablespoons baking powder Sift Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour and salt. Cut in
It is wise to keep up with 2 
teaspoons salt
the times—"mixed" seems
cold shortening using knife,
have taken over in the kitchen. 
Sift together flour. baking pastry blender or tip of fingers
to
With Jack Sprat the enriched 
powder, and salt. Cut in short- until crumbs are coarse as
wheat flour we can make our .
ening using pastry blender or small peas. Cover, store in
own mixes and store them 
.linger tips until crubs are refrigerator.
coarse and even. Store in clos-
covered in the refrigerator. For 1 crust—to 1 1-2 cups of
mix, add ice water to form
stiff dough. Double for two
crusts. Use your own favorite
pie filling. This makes a delic-
ious, tender crust that melts
in your mouth.
How simple to take out the
required amount, add liquid,




I cups Jacks Sprat enriched
wheat flour
1-2 coo shortening
ed container in refrigerator.
Biscuits—to 1 cup of mix add




'7 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
4 teaspoons salt
PEREOtIMING LIKE VETERAN show-people, these youthful
stars presented top-notch acts when they were heard on a recent
Big Star Food Stores' show over 50,000 watt WD1 S. It's always
good listening when the Big Star talent lime lakes to the air each
Saturday morning at 11:30 a.m, and these young stars of tomor
row brought pleasure to the huge Mid South audience that tunes
Bye for now,
Jana Porter JANA C, PORTER
in foe talent time. If you want to appear on the show, you are
cordially invited to take an audition try-out for an opportunits
to show your tslent. Just contact genial A. C. Williams, the pre
gram's emcee. Pictured :those are from left to right Debris
Washington, Ruthie Jefferson, Verdell Jackson, Joyce Greer.
Vera Edwards and Carla Thomas, Standing In front are Debbie









































































































































































































NBA, Carmen Basilic) and Gene
Fullmer have set the date for the
crowning of a new middleweight
champion for August 28 at San
Francisco's Cow Palace. But the
Sugar Ray shadow still clouds the
middleweight muddle.
Already promoter Norm Roths-
child has indicated that the win-
ner would not look with disfavor
on a most lucrative bout with Su-
gar Man. The NBA after cast-
ing Robinson from their ratings
has suddenly seen fit to include
him their latest middleweight
rankings.
In all of the discussion con-
cerning the Basilio-Fullmer farce
4110 It's not who will win at the CowPalace, but instead the conver-
sation is all Sugar Ray.
Basilio says, "I'm anxious to
fight Fullmer (ha). I gave Robin-
son a chance to regain Ms title
after I'd won it from him but
then nothing definite came of the
Oscar Robertson Heads
Oscar Robertson, Johnny Green
and Bob Boozer will lead the Unit-
ed States Pan American basket-
ball team into practice at the
Glenview Naval Air Station,
Glenview Illinois August 1, to
prepare for the third Pan-Ameri-
can Games August 27 to Septem-
ber 7.
The Big 0, everybody's All-
American from Cincinnati U., will
undoubtedly be a key figure in
the U. S. attempt to regain some
lost prestige as a result of the
i.aseci at the world's basketballimpionships at Chile last year.e U. S. officials thought that they
could get away with an Air Force
All-Star team in competition with
the top teams repitesenting the
South American countries and
Russia. As a result, the showing
at Chile was a black eye for the
country where the cage sport
originated,
i hi the last Pan-American compe-
tition, the U. S. was not an over-
whelming success, ending t h e
competition in a three way tie
with Argentina and Brazil.
i There was no foolishness in the
Dan Burley
Sugar Ray Casts




By ALEX KAHN the ball to first, Gilliam was booth to be interviewed
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Saell safe
Sam Jones was sadder than usual Charlie Park of the Los Angeles
convinced that he had been robb- Mirror News, the official scorer,
ed of a no-hit game against the without hesitation raised his fore-
Los Angeles Dodgers by a scorer's finger in the press box to indicate
ruling. a single.
Jones had to be content with a A groan went up from the huge
one-hit 20 victory before a huge crowd in the Coliseum that had
They're trying to put the negotiations for me to get a chance crowd of 59,312. turned out to root for the home
freeze on New York approved mid- at him when he took the title The veteran hurlers attempt club and instead was intent on
Idleweight crampion Sugar Ray back."  at the second no•hitter of his ca- seeing what appeared to be the
Robinson. The triumvirate of the Fullmer claims that Basilic) is reer was nipped Tuesday night first no-hitter in the history of tast-
ily Jim Gilliam's slow roller
past the mound in the eighth inn-
ing. It was bobbled momentari-
ly by Giant shortstop Andre
Rodgers and by the time he got
a more dangerous fighter than
Robinson.
"He's not only a good puncher
but he comes at you all of the
time," says Fullmer. "With Rob-
inson, I had to do all of the lead-
ing. In the first fight when I beat
Ray I got away with it. The sec-
ond time I felt even better, too
good I guess. I made a mistake
and Robinson clipped me."
Sugar is, for once, holding his
tongue. He handed out some
malarkey about a bout with Paul
Pender in Boston but since that
time he has let the pot boil. 1
They can maneuver to their
heart's content but Sugar is still
the man to be considered in the
final analysis. And why not? The
Basilio-Fullmer bout will draw
flies when a bout between eith-
er or both of them with Sugar will
be a gold mine. Nobody can get
mid enough to turn his back on
a half million.
Pan-Am Cagers
selection of the U. S. team this
time. The cream of the collegiate
crop has been combined with the
top A. A. U. cagers to give this
country one of the strongest bas-
ketball aggregations in internation-
al competition history.
The 14 man team averages 6 feet
5 inches. The team choices came
after a Louisville tournament be-
tween the College All-Stars, the
Wichita Vickers, the Phillips 66
and the Armed Forces All-Stars.
The complete roster includes
Robertson, Green of Michigan
State, Boozer of Kansas State,
Walt Torrence of UCLA, Leo
Byrd of Marshall, Jerry West of
West Virginia, Jack Adams of
Eastern Kentucky, Bob Jeanger-
ard of Colorado, George BonSalle
of Illinois, Dan Swartz of More-
head, Burdette lialdorson of Colo-
rado, Richard Boushka of St. Lou-
is and William Evans of Kentucky.
It's about the best we can get
together. They'll have to face 17
of the best cage teams in the west-
ern hemisphere but it's hard to
imagine a better team anywhere.
After all, we invented the game.
What Gridders Do During
Summer And African Bias
I LAST TIME I looked, Willie
Galimore was selling salted crack-
sand Bobby Watkins was work-:in the office of a supermarket
•. , What some of our local pro
football stars do when they're out
of season and out of fashion is a
good subject for comment. Wood-
ley Lewis, the glue fingered Car-
dinal flankman, is in Los Angeles
on his regular job as a probation
officer while Dick (Night Train)
Lane of the Cards is basking in
Ihe glory of his business here.
• • •
THOSE WHO have been casti-
gating Walt Wolfner and the Cardi-
nal front office for peddling 011ie
Matson, who incidentally, is still
In town ar.d plans to keep his
home here while playing with the
Los Angeles Rams, should take a
look, at the lineup of Negro pro-
spects the Cards will take to Lake
Forest, July 14. Up there Coach
Frank Ivy will have a hard time
trying to pick and choose among
a brilliant rookie crop, several
of whom are expected to stick
with the club.
• • •
It.s/ THE SHADOWS of quiet
kw Forest College, Negro rooki-
es seiking a Cardinal meal ticket
will :Include Leon Jamison, an end;
Fay Mitchell, a halfback; a n d
Charley Gavin, a center, all from
Tennessee State A & I in Nash-
ville; Earl Hill, an end from
Wisconsin; Luke Owens, Kent
State- tackle; Ted Bates, Oregon
State's great all-America tackle,
out for linebacker spot with the
Cards; John Hall, the former
Iowa guard who had a fling with
the Giants and who is now out
of the service; and Doug Good-
win, a tackle who has no collegiate
background but who was a block-
buster at Eglin Airbase, Florida.
Doug is irom nearby Muncie,
Ind. '
• a •
i COMPETITION for the Cardinal
erd will also involve the vets,
Icy Lewis, Dick Lane, Bobby
glans, the former star runner
of the Bears; and Jimmy Hill, de-
fensive back, who spends his Sum
mers running a radio show over
KNOK in Dallas. . .Julian Spence,
whom 'the Cards dropped, is back
home in Austin, Tex., working in
the city decreation department at
Rosembnt Park . . . 011ie Matson,
incidentally, is picking up "a few
dimes," as the late bandleader




OLLIE, Incidentally, had one
peculiar experience trying to line
up off season work . . . He was
making the rounds during the 1951
summer "vecation" gelling em-
balming fluid. . . How Gene Dib-
ble è Co. got 011ie on that one
is something else . . . Maybe
011ie thought he was selling per-
fume that is, until he got a whiff
o, the formaldehyde and put the
slave down.
• • •
SPEAKING OF Frank Ivy, the
head Cardinal brainwave says he
doesn't plan to change his style
of offensive play due to the de-
parture of Matson for the Rams.
"We'll run from the same forma-
tion," he says. "Naturally we'll
change the plans. Our offense
clicked pretty good last year and
we feel it will be better this year
due to better offensive line play."
• • •
IVY, WHO drew an unpleasant
spotlight for the trade of Matson
the same as would happen were
the Horace Stoneham ho get rid
suddenly of Willie Mays off the
Frisco Giants, maintains that "this
was a great deal for both clubs.
jor league baseball here.
Tears stood in Jones' eyes as
he went first to the San Francisco
radio booth in the press box and
then to the Los Angeles Dodgers'
Park went over to explain to
Jones he was the man who ruled
Gilliam's grounder a hit.
"I don't think it was a hit no
matter what you called it," Jones
stormed 13 he brushed aside
Park.
"I thought Rodgers should have
had the ball." he added. "I threw
a curve at Gilliam. I knew all the
time I had a no-hitter going. And
I was getting stronger as the
game went along." Park, however,
said that if the same situation pre-
sented itself he would again have
to rule It a hit.
' McLendon Leaves
Johnny McLendon resigned as
basketball coach at Tennessee
A and I university to become
coach of the Cleveland Papers
of the National Industrial Bas-
ketball league.
McLendon. 44, has been at A
and I five years and compiled a
Tennessee A & I
remarkable record of 151 wins
and 18 losses with his basketball
teams.
For three consecutive years
the Tennessee State teams have
won the NAIA basketball title.
During his 19 years of roads.
ing. McLendon has a record of
442 wins and 94 defeats, a per.
restage of 82.5.
McLendon signed a two-year
contract with the Cleveland team
between $10,000 and $15,000.
McClendon's 1959 Tennessee
State basketball team won the
United Press International small
college championship and had a
32-1 record.
NICE GOING — Giant pitch-
er "Sad Sam" Jones (left)
gets a handshake from team-
mate Felipe Alou 13 Alou
•
dit
reaches over the divider of the
dressing room after Jones
pitched a one hit no run game
against the Los Angeles Dodg-
DEFENDER
Sat.,, July 11, 19$1
era at the Coliseum. The GI-
ants beat the Dodgers 2-0. UPI
Telephoto.
eek NAIA Holiday Bowl Invite
LIGHTHEAVYWFIGHT
CHAMPION Archie Moore is
now suffering from a bruised
heel during roadwork. Moore
asked for a two week post-
ponement of his return light
heavyweight title fight with
Canadian Yvon hurdle, sched-
uled for July 15 at the Mon-
treal Forum. Moore is shown
working out a punching bag be-
fore roadwork accident. (UPI
Telephoto)
To Middleweight Ranks
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) —
Ingemar Johansson'a new position
as world heavyweight champion
led a host of changes in the Na-
tional Boxing Association's June
ratings.
Johansson and Floyd Patterson,
the man he floored seven times
to take his heavywcigot crown
away, exchanged positions in the
heavyweight class. The Swede
went to the top and Patterson be-
came No. 1 challenger.
We hated to part with Matson but
you can't get anything unless 
In an obvious decision, the NBA
picked Johansson as the June
you give up something, and we Boxer-of-the-Month.
helped ourselves where we need-
ed help most — experienced help 
Another change was the re-
storing of Sugar Ray Robinson
in the lthe." to the middleweight rankings af-
ter the NBA took away his title Light heavyweight — Archie
for failure to defend it. Robinson Moore, champion. Harold John-
- who was ignored completely son, Yvon Durelle, Eric Schoppner,
Ian the May ratings—was placed Sonny Ray, Jesse Bowdry, Tony
third behind Carmen Basilio and Anthony, Mike Holt, Johnny Hata-
Gene Fullmer, The NBA plans fihi, Jerry Luedee, and Chick Cald-
to recognize as champion the erwell.
winner of a Basilio-Fullmer fight
and said Robinson can then quali-
fy as a challenger to the new
champion.
Showing up for the first time
was the listing of Carlos Ortiz as
champion in the junior welter-
weight class. There were no rank-
ings of the first 10 challengers,
however.
Ortiz moved up as No. 1 chal-
• • •
BUT there are fans still ask-
ing what's the deal with the Cards
as they load up on players from
southern schools such Texas A&M
North Carolina, Vanderbilt a n d
the like? . . .However, the fact
remains, the Cardinals aren't
alone in this category. Lions,
Rams, Green Bay, Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh . Same thing
is true in baseball: they get the
future big timers from Dixie,
whether white or Negr o, or
whether they went to Mississippi
Poly or Cawnpone Seminary!
• • •
AWAY FROM home, the "new"
viewpoint on South African ath-
letes competing in the Olympic
Games is the whites won't discri-
minate in selecting the runners
and jumpers who'll represent the
Land of Apartheid at Rome. Apar-
theid, if you don't know your
Louth African, is Down Home
Jim Crow, behind the 8-ball, down-
by-the-railroad tracks, Negroes
last, etc. Other nations were per-
turbed over what happens to na-
tive South African athletes like
the Zulus and Bantus who might
b3 able to make the team but
who would be barred by the gov-
ernment.
• a •
NOW IT comes out that the
South African Olympic Committee
has assured the International
Olympic Committee at Lausanne,
Switzerland, that there will be no
racial discrimination in selection
of the South African entry mem-
bership. The white • only govern-
ment claims now that "all peo-
ples" are "entitled to" Compete
international sports, particularly
the Olympic payoff and that the
IOC can go to sleep on it that
the government headed by Pre-
mier Stridjom won't monkey
around with the passports for
non-white members (sic) of the
squard if any are selected.
• • •
SORTA LIKE' the 1920 U. S.
Olympic team, I think it was,
that held its tryouts in New Or-
leans. Among the great stars of
the team were Charley Paddock,
the original "World's Fastest Hu-
man," and a brother of the ebon
persuasion, the late Sol Butler of
Dubuque, a veritable rocket in the
broad jump and worth his salt
In such sidelines as the sprints
and hop-step-Jump. Legend has it
that they brought Sol south to a
real Apartheid Situation in which
nothing dark was permitted to
perform before the assembled
noble gentry and ladies of the
"Fair South."
tenger in the lightweignt division
and Kenny Lane, who had held
that position, dropped to second.
Former champion Bobo Olson drop-
ped out of the light heavyweight
ranks and anther former cham
pion, Virgil Akins, dropped to
ninth in the welterweight class.
Del Flanagan of St. Paul also
disappeared from the middleweight
list.
The ratings:
Heavyweight — Ingemar Johans•
son, champion. Floyd Patterson,
Henry Cooper Zora Folley, Sun-
ny Liston, Roy Harris, Eddie Ma-
ehen, Alonzo Johnson, Charlie
Powell, Brian London, and Joe
Erskine.
Middleweight — Title open, Car-
men Basilio, Gene Fullmer, Ray
Robinson, Spider Webb, Gustav
Scholz, Ace Armstrong, Joey Giar-
dello, Holly Mims, Joey Giambra,
and Paul Pender.
Welterweight — Don Jordan,
champion. Sugar Hart, Rudell
Stitch, Charles Scott, Ralph Du- 1
pas, Dennis Moyer, Gaspe rl
Ortega Luis Rodriguez, Dina, Loi,
Virgil Akins, and Isaac Logan.
Junior welterweight — Carlos
Ortiz, champion. No rankings.
Lightweight — Joe Brown, cham-
pion. Carlos Ortiz, Kenny Lane,
Paoli Room, Johnny Busso, Dave
Charnley, Jornny Gonzalves, Bob-
by Scanlon, Willie Towed, Mauro
Vasquez, and Vincent Rivas.
Featherweight — Davey Moore,
champion. Hogan Kid Bassey,
Harold Comes, Paul Jorgensen,
Sergio Caprari, Flash Elorde,
Gracieux Lamperti, Ricardo Gon-
zales, Sonny Leon, Ricardo More-
no and Ike Chestnut.
Bantamweight—Alphonse Remit-
ml, champion. Joe Becerra, Piero
Rollo, Jose Tuiueo Lopez, Mario
Freddie Gilroy, Danny Kid, Leo
Espinosa, Al Asuncion, and Ernes-
to Miranda.
Flyweight — Pascual Perez,
champion. Sadao Yoita, Pone King-
petch, Ramon Arias. Ramon Cala-
tayud. Young Martin, Joe Medal,
Dommy Ursua, Johnny Caldwell,
Kenji Yonekura, and Hiram Bac&
lao.
Every one of the injuries
were serious enough for exam-
lag doctors to order Natueboy
to stop playing for from three to
six weeks. Like the "iron man"
he is, he refused to leave the
lineup and fans never guessed
that their idolized hero was play-
ing under severe handicap.
Bandaged, wearing elastic
stockings and trussed he's played
nine innings of spectacular ball
with the freedom and gusto of the
stoutest rookie on the team.
Even when he's not injured, Na-
tureboy has the "handicap" of
carrying over 200 pounds. Yet,
with all that weight, he speeds
around the base paths like a ga-
zelle and points with pride to the
rapid clockings he's turned in.
That kind of speed calls for a
huge amount of energy and Na-
tureboy seems to have that and
more.
Natureboy points with pride to
his record of having missed only
one game all season. That was
in Chester. Pa., where crippling
pains of a groins injury forced
him to leave the lineup. Other-
wise. he's been in uniform every!
day of the season.
ner of the 1059 Orange Blossom•
Classic football game be invited
to be one of the opponents in the
National Association of Intercol-
legiate Athletic Assciation•spon-
sored Holiday Bowl in St. Peters-
burg on December 19?"
This question was raised by
Charles J. Smith, Ill, in his June
20th column, "Tallahassee Top-
ics," regular Saturday feature In
The Tallahassee Democrat. Smith
who is director of Public Rela-
tions at Florida A&M university,
is also a part-time staff member
of the Democrat, and his column
has appeared weekly in the news-
paper since March of 1955.
The NAIA post-season game
originated some four years ago
with the purpose of determining
a national champion among the
smaller colleges and universities
of this country. The first game
was played in Little Rock, Ark..
and the 1957 and 1958 contests In
St. Petersburg.
"To date no school with an all'
Negro or predominantly Negro
student body has played in the
Holiday Bowl. However, I ddn't be-
lieve the day is very far off when
this will be true. Certainly the re-
cord of the NAIA since 1952 indi-
cates that it is a possibility . . .
even if is necessary to move the
site of the game . . . provided
there would be some local opposi-
tion to an All-Negro "11" meet-




All over the barnstorm circuit
they're calling him the "Iron
Man."
Natureboy Williams, perennial
star first baseman and showman
of the fabulous Indianap ells
Clowns, would rather not answer
to that name, but his spectacular
record of playing under severe
handicap speaks for itself.
Since joining the club in spring
training at St. Petersburg, Fla.,
he's had one injury after anoth-
er. At Miami he almost suffered
a nervous breakdown; the next
week at Tallahassee he hurt his
shoulder while doing tumblesaults
on a running catch; two weeks
later he was struck by a batted
ball and when the Clowns pulled
into Columbus, Ohio, in early
June, he played the entire game
'59 Orange Blossom
Victor Possible Choice
TALLAHASSEE — "Will the win- team,' Smith %1 rote.
The remainder of the column
follows:
"For the record three Negro
schools have con NAIA cham•
plonships in 1959. Tennessee re-
peated for the third consecutive
time as %inner of the annual
basketball tournament in Kansas
City; Southern university won
the baseball title in its first try
In the tournament held in Al-
pine, Tex., and Winston-Salem
with a three-man track and field
team, walked off with this chem.
pionship in Sious Falls, S. D.
A&M was invited to participate
In the baseball tournament, and




but a shortage of funds made winners circle at the 1959 Orange
It necessary to decline the WO- Blossom Classic."
tations.
"liowever, in order to present
a inure accurate line of reason-
ing regarding the 1950 Orange Bios- ennessee Ste
sons Classic winner playing in the
1959 Holiday Bowl, it is necessary
to review the chain of events that ominates Uled to Negro college participation • S •
in the NAIA basketball tourna-
ment. Largely through- the efforts
of Mack Greene, athletic director
of Central State College, the initial
"Negro District," or more formal-
ly. District 29 was created in the
early fifties, with the 1952 nation-
al Negro college basketball tourna. a squad of 27 women athletes
bent (f he iAheld itnNaNsAhville withi who qualified in the National AAUthe
meet for the international track
'Tennessee State was the win
-1 and field meet with Russia and
ner of the first tournament held in
the Fisk university gymnasium.
However, the Tigers were not In-
vited to play in the NAIA. In
aucceeding years Texas Southern
was invited and lost only in the
finals. Then Tennessee became the
iirst all-Negro college to win in
1957 and for the past three years
has dominated NAIA tournament
PFITLAT)ELPIIIA—(UPI) — Pro- Play, winning an unprecedented
moter Bill Rosensohn has promis- winning an unprecedented three
ed to consider Philadelphia as a consecutive crowns. In 1958, Tex-
possible site for the Ingemar Jo- as Southern was in the tournament
hansson-Floyd Patterson rematch, along with Tennessee State, and
according to Albert M. Klein, A
member of the Pennsylvania Ath-
letic Commission.
Klein said that Rosensohn prom-
ised Philadelphia would be given
an opportunity to present its case
before he made any commitment.
The commissioner said Rosen-
sohn expressed particular interest
in the one-million dollar guaran•
toe made by Max Hess, Allentown
lonartment store owner. •
The bout would be welcomed
either in Philadelphia, which
has a seating capacity of 100,-
000 at Municipal Stadium, or in
Pittsburgh, with the 70,000 Pitt
Stadium, Klein said.
The commissioner said that
both he and Hess, who assured
him he would put up the guar-
antee, preferred Philadelphia as
the site.
One of the big factors against
New York as the site for the re-
match is that area represents one
of the biggest markets for theater
television and staging the bout
elsewhere would open this market,
the commissioner pointed out.
Klein said there would be "just
as much or more at the gate" in
Philadelphia and this would leave
New York open for theater TV.
INFA Selects
with a badly damaged left knee. Finalists For
National Title
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Final-
ists to represent the Middle At-
lantic states for national cham-
pionships in contests of the New
Farmers of America were select-
ed in the regional eleminations of
the Washington Section held here
rat A8iT College last week.
Nearly 100 farm youth, state
champions in the nationally spon-
sored contests from Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, North and
South Carolina competed in the
one-day eleminations June 22.
Four youngsters, representing
the local Dudley High school, took
first place in the quartette contest.
The group, composed of Willie
Nichols, Thurman Matthews, Ezell
Blair, jr., and John Wike, won
easily.
Singing groups from the Colleton
High school, Chatham, Va., placed
second and third.
First place winners in each cate-
gory will compete for the national
title .at the annual national meet-
ing of the NFA to be held in At-
lanta, In early October. - • -
this year, Grambling college join-
ed the Johnny McClendon-coached
blue and white Tigers.
"Meantime the NAIA has de-
veloped two districts among Ne-.
gro colleges. In addition, teams
such as Lincoln university's
(Mo.) Tigers, Maryland State's
Hawks, Tennessee State's Tigers.
Central State's Green Wave, and
Texas Southern's Tigers have be-
gun to play more and more all-
white or integrated football
teams each season.
"Generally speaking, the Or-
ange Blossom Classic is regarded
as the "game of the year" among
Negro colleges and universities,
and for the past several years,
the -winner has emerged as the
undisputed national Negro cham-
pion. FAMU's Jake Gaither fields
top rated teams each year and
does so under more pressure than
any other coach in the business,
as he knows he must play in the
clasic each year, and against the
best possible opponent.
"Hence, this writer would not
be surprised in the least if ma-
chinery is initiated an-or imple-
mented during the coming sum-
mer months whereby the top Ne-
gro college or university football
team at the end of the season will
be invited to participate in the
Holiday Bowl. And if this is done,
I can't think of a better place
to look for this team and in the
Lipscomb Signs
New Colt Contract
BALTIMORE, Md. — (UPI) —
Gene (Big Daddy) Lipscomb, all-
league tackle for the Baltimore
Colts, signed a 1959 contract.
The six-foot-six, 288-p ound
strongman has been a mainstay
of the climb's defensive line since
he was claimed on waivers from
the Los Angeles Rams shortly he-
pletion of the first season of
He will be starting his seventh
year of pro football.
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Ar-
thur Lamb, 18-year old right-
bander who had a 1-2 record at
Housatonic Valley Regional High
school this yeao, was signed for a
"substantial bonus" with the Pitts-
burgh Pirates and been assigned
to Salem, Va., of the Appalachian
Rookie league.
Michigan State's home football
outfielder John Fleser, son of Don
game is the 76,434 total that watch-
ed the Spartans and arch-rival
Michigan play to a 12-12 tie in
MS.
iris qua
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI) —
Tennessee State college dominated
the Pan-American Games.
Paced by several members of
the 1956 Olympics team, Tennes-
see swept to victory in six of the'
12 events of the National cham-
pionships, setting two records and
tying a third. The team grabbed
the first three places in four events
to finish with 132 points, 82 points
ahead of the Spartan A. C. of Los
Angeles.
The first and second place win-
ners in each of the events made
up the American team to meet
the U. S. S. R. in Philadelphia
July 18-19. The top three plac-
ing qualified for the Pan-Amer1.
can Games in Chicago later this
Summer.
Barbara Jones of Tennessee set
a new American record for the
60-meter dash with a time of 7.4
in her preliminary heat? However,
she was nipped in the finals by
teammate Isabel Daniels who held
the former record of 7.5 jointly
with Mae Faggs, former Tennes-
see star.
Miss Daniels also clipped a
tenth of a second off the old A. A.
U. mark for the 200-meter run in
winning that event in 24.1. Ten-
nessee' "B" entry in the 400-met.
er relay tied the American rec-
ord of 46.9 in the prelims but fin-
ished sixth in the finals after
dropping a baton.
Mrs. Earlene Brown, 225-pound
Los Angeles housewife, set a
new meet record In winning the
discus throw with a heave of 153
feet, 8 inches, exceeding the old
mark by lets inches. She also
won the shotput with a toss of
46 feet, 4-3-4 inches.
The other qualifiers were:
60-meter dash — Barbara Jones,
Chicago, and Martha Hudson, Mc-
Crea, Ga.
Shotput — Sharon Shephere Ms.
pleton, Ore., and Wanda Wejzgrow.
leg. St. Louis.
80-meter hurdles — S h i rl a y
Crowder, Atlanta; Barbara Mini-
ler, Chicago, and Joann Terry,
Indianapolis.
100 meter dash — Wilma Ru-
dolph, Clarksville, Tenn.; Lucinda
Williams, Bloomingdale, Ga., and
Barbara Jones,Chicago.
200-meter dash — Lucinda W11.
lams and Wilma Rudolph,
Broad Jump — Margaret Mat-
thews, Atlanta: Annie Smith, At-
lanta, and Willie White, Greenwood
Miss.
800-meter run — Grace Butcher,
Cleveland; Lillian Green, New
York, and Florence McCardle,
New York.
Discus throw — Pamela Kurrell,
San Francisco and Marjorie Ler-
ney, New York,
Javelin Throw — Marjorie Lar-
ney; Amelia Wood, New York and
Elsa Bacus, Boston.
400-meter run — Kimberly Poi-
son, San Francisco; Rose Love-
lace, Cleveland, and Issabelle G011.
roles, Hawaii.
High jump — Lis Josefsen, San
Francisco; Ann !Ionizer, Topeka,
Kans.; Rose Robinson, Chicago,
and Ann Flynn, New York (tied.)
400 Meter Relay — Tennessee
State (Daniels, Rudolph, Williams
and Hudson); New York P. A. L.;
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I INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — (UPI)
=Treasured correspondence a n d
photographs accumulated by most
women eventually are destroyed
or lost by later generations. but
one Indiana woman has the as-
surance her collection will have
a permanent niche in history.
Mrs. Fannie B. Richardson,
Greenwood, the Eisenhower fam-
ily geneologist, has been notified
by the U. S. Archivist Wayne
Grover, Washington, D. C., that
her collection of correspondence,
pictures and clippings accumulat-
ed in the course of her work will
be placed in the new Eisenhower
Presidential library to be built in
Abilene, Kan.
' The material covers 19 years
during which the Indiana woman
compiled a 1,000-page Eisenhower
lineage and reference book now to
be found in most libraries.
SOLVES MYSTERY
At the time Mrs. Richardson had
started the study it was solely to
Solve the mystery of her own
grandfather, Ira Anderson Lynch.
He had failed to return friiih the
Civil War, but through her first
geneological studies, Mrs. Richard-
son discovered he had survived
that catastrophe and had made a
new life for himself in another
state for many years before dying
of natural causes.
In the course of her study, the
Greenwood woman found that her
mother, Anna 'Veranda Lynch
Taylor, was a descendant of Hans
Nicholas Eisenhower, who came
to America in 1741. So, it develop-
ed was President Eisenhower, but
at that time, Mrs. Richardson
said the name was so unfamiliar
to most librarians she had trouble
getting the data she wanted.
Now, the White House refers
family history questions to Mrs.
Richardson, a fifth cousin of the
President's son. John.
LACKED SPACE
Mrs. Richardson said the letters,
photographs, clippings and other
material which were the founda-
tion for her book took up so much
room in her Greenwood home that
she and her husband, Ora, hadn't
known what to do with it.
But a visit with her former di-
vision chief, W. Neil Feanklin, for
whom Mrs. Richardson had work-
ed in Washington, led to the sug-
gestion the material might be
wanted for the Eisenhower libra-
ry. A few days ago, Mrs. Richard-
son received a letter from Grover
thanking her for the material and
asking her to have it ready about
January, 1961.
The Greenwood woman has tab-
ulated the letters, and filed t h e
photographs and clippings in Plas-
tic binders sheets. To'date, there
are about 1,000 pages of the ma-
terial. In addition, she has accu-
mulated addresses of Eisenhowers
in every state except Alabama.
Maine and Nevada. She thinks
there probably are some of the
family living in those states, too,
but she doesn't have their names.
AFRICAN LE %TIERS warned
the nine American governors
who went to Moscow in ad
vanre that their trip wilt, he
Interpreted in Africa as sup•
port of Communism. They sug-
gested that the go ernors
choose "Mackinac — not mos-
cow; Moral Re-armament —
not Communism." The cover.
nor, received this warring in
an open letter which was also
sent to President Eisenhower.
Vice President Richard Nixon
and the other 41 governors.
The envecnors' Moscow trio is
made under the auanicea or
the Council of State Governors
and anhaidired by the Enrd
Foundation. The African lead -
era are representatives and
deltseatea frnm East, Weat
South and Central Africa to
the Summit Strategy Confer-
ence for Moral ReArmament
at Mackinac Island. M i r h.
Seen here are (left to right);
Nahashon Ngare Rukens a. for-
mer leader of the Mau Mau
unrisina in Renva. rast Afri-
ca. nniselmoosei iminnu. vice
nresideet Trade Filial, Cflfl.
eresc of Nieeria• the Honora-
ble olds ll•natio Pinto, for-
mer Minister nf Justice and of
Economy. nahomev. West Af-
rica: the Honoeshie oyea
F.tuk. Member ef Parliament,
Eastern Niaeria: Manas..o
Moerane and P. 0. vendia,
african nationalist leader+
from South Africa: and Fibu.





' LOt. Ky. — The Fron-
tiers ii. .merica. Inc.. one of the
nation's foremost service organi-
zations, will hold its 1959 con-
vention in Springfield. Illinois,
July 15th through 18th. Headquar-
ters will he the Hotel Leland.
Sixth and Capitol sts. The Spring-
field chapter will host the confab.
Frontiers of America, Inc., was
founded as a national service or-
ganization to promote "service"
as the ideal basis of all worth-
while endeavors and to carry this
heats of "service" into the fields
of business, the professions, civic
and social relations.
AA organization upwards of 10,-
000 memoers, it has approximate-
ly 80 chapters spread throughout
27 states. It endorses and coop-
erates with all major national so-
cial action groups for progress of
all minorities in the nation. Its
motto is: "Advancement Through
Service."
Registration of delegates and
visiting members begins at 9 a. m.
Thursday. July 16. Business sea-
sions. the President's Receptiow
and the President's Banquet will
occupy the remainder of the day.
Friday's activities will include
regular business sessions The
President's Snorts Dante will be
held the same day and Saturday's
business session concludes the
Receives Degree
RALEIGH. The Rev.
Moses N. DeLaney. associate pro-
fessor of religion and philosophy
learn what to say the next time
at Shaw university was awarded "I planned to study chemistry of 
Arkansan and Miss Louise
Graham, English, Kansas State
Teachers college.
NEW NF's OFFICER; — New
officers elected recently at the
annual convention of the North
Carolina Association of N e w
Farmers of America held at
?UT college included f rn m
left to right: front row—John




Dear Mme. Chante. I am a very
lonely man. Will you help me find
a good woman? She must be 25
to 50 years old, 5 feet, 8 inches
tall, 150 to 200 lbs., light brown.
skin or dark complexion. Free to
marry. I am 50, 5 feet 8 inches
tall, weigh 185 lbs., brownskin,
good health, love home life. Please
send photo. Mr. Pierce James
Griffin, Rt. 3, Box 185, Marion,
Ala.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a sol-
dier stationed in Germany. I
would like to hear from pen pals.
Would prefer hearing from ladies
from 26 years of age up. Will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Sp. 4 Walter L. Ruger,
Hg. Co. 32nd Bn., APO 175,
New York, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Would like
to become a member of your pen
pal club. Will answer all mail and
send photo. Levi Hill, Calle De Co-




Dcar Mine. Chante: I am desir-
ous of having pen pals in the USA.
Would like to correspond with
male pals between 30 and 40. I
President! McArthur Newell,
Jacksonville. secretary: Wins-
cc Alexander, Columbia, pres-
ident and Benjamin Jon e s,
Tarboro, first vice president.
Those on the hack row are:
W. T. Johnson. Sr., assistant
state supervisor of Vocational
have dark skin with black hair,
24 years of age, 5 feet, 3 inches
tall. I am a beautician, weighing
120 lbs. Looking forward to early
replies. Louise Johnston, 1 North
Ave., Newton Square, Kingston,
Jamaica, BWI.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I have been
wanting to write you for sometime
but have just gotten up the nerve.
I am a single girl of 18. Would
like to hear from boys overseas
and in the states. I will answer
all mail and exchange photos. I
am 5 feet 4 inches tall, brown
eyes, black hair, considered nice
looking. If not serious, please do
not reply. Miss Rosie May Carr,
150 Gregory St., Kosciusko, Miss.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a new-
comer to Chicago and very lonely.
NYould like to meet a kind ahd
intelligent gentleman who would
be interested in marriage. He
must be understanding and unsel-
fish, between 38 and 45. I am 37,
medium brownskin, 140 lbs., 5 feet,
5 inches tall. Please be fair—do
not write if not sincere. It would 
only be a waste of time. Anie M.
Nelson, C-0 Curtis Nelson, 3706 S.
Lake Park, Chicago, Ill.
AgrIcelture and adviser; Her-
man Burnett. Mebane. treas-
urer; Roswell Whitaker, Whit-
akers, third vice president;
Richard Robbins, Ahoskie, re-
porter and J. W. Warren, as-




the more I thought about Mr.
Giles and other people who had
helped me, the more I felt I
should devote my life to helping
others."
Jasper is now a theological stu-
dent at Wilberforce college, 'Wil-
berforce, Ohio. He is working with
the Rev. Mr. Giles this summer
as a seminarian assistant.
When he graduates from theo-
logical school, he plans to go back





the Doctor of l'hilosophy degree
on June 8, at the 92nd commence-
ment exercises of Drew universi-
ty, Madison, N. J. His major field
of study was the sociology of re-
ligion.
convention.
A one-day golf tournament for
Frontiersmen will be conducted
Wednesday, July 15. At 8 p. m.
of the same day the host chapter
will entertain visiting delegates
with a stage party. Special social
entertainment for wives and
sweethearts will include such
nleasantries as bridge luncheons
and garden parties. et cetera.
Don L. Crawforri..Dayton. Ohio,
is national president; Dr. Nim-
rod B. Allen. Columbus, Ohio. na.
Oonal executive secretary ts foun-
der.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. -- The
long-standing program of faculty
improvement at Philander Smith
college finds nine members of the
faculty doing graduate study this
Summer, according to an an-
nouncement by Dr. M. LaFayette
liarris, _college president.
The following persons are com-
pleting requirements for the mas-




PLAY IA Al 
By LOUIS CASSELS
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Jas-
per D. hill, jr., is very likely, the
only alumnus of the National
Training school whose ambition is
to return to his alma mater.
The National Training school is
a boys' reformatory here.
Jasper. a Negro boy from one
of Washington's slum areas, was
sent there in 1953 as an incorrigi-
ble juvenile delinquent.
CRIMINAL RECORD
He was then only 16, hut his
record already showed five ar-
rests for drunkenness, assault and
other crimes.
Jasper spent three years at the
training school. At first he was a
tough, rebellious inmate who spent
a lot of time in solitary confine-
ment. He was turned down three
times for parole. The psychia-
trists said Jasper was a danger-
ously twisted boy, full of hatred
and violence, and it wasn't safe to
turn him loose on society.
Like many juvenile delinquents,
Jasper had a first class mind
which he had rarely bothered to
exercise in academic pursuits. Ile
put it to work now, devising a
plan to get out on parole. II s
scheme Was astute: he would read
up on psychology, find out why
the doctors were faulting him, and
his case came up for review.
READ PSYCHOLOGY
"I got a lot of heavy books on
psychology from the school libra-
ry, and began reading them," he
recalls. "At first, I was just trying
to figure how to get out on pa-
role. But I got interested in what
I was reading. After a while
stopped thinking about parole, and
started trying to figure out my-
self."
It was at this time that Jasper
first became acquainted with the
Rev. S. Everette Giles, a young
Negro minister who had come to
the National Training school as a
chaplain.
In long, patient counseling ses-
sions, the Rev. Mr. Giles over-
came Jasper's suspicions of 're•
ligious people." He convinced him
that Jesus Christ came into the
world, not to pat good boys on the
head, but to seek out and save
had boys. Even a boy who hated
himself and the world, the chap-
lain said, could find acceptance,
forgiveness and love.
CHAPLAIN HELPED
The chaplain did more than talk.
He helped Jasper to get a parole,
and arranged for him to start
over in a different environment as
a student at Kittrell Junior col-
lege, an institution sponsored by
the African Methodist Episcopal
church at Kittrell N. C.
and become a chemical engineer,"
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Say Slingshot Has Come
A Long Way Since David
By RAY FARKAS
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
slingshot is going great guns, to
mix a metaphor.
The National Geographic Socie-
ty reports that there now are
more than 250,000 members in a
group calling itself the National
Slingshot association.
The weapon itself has come a
long way since David took out Go-
liath with a sling that probably
consisted of a straight stick with a
leather thong attached by a lengh
of rope.
The forked version continues to
be the most popular today, with
strong rubber bands providing the
propelling force. Instead of whack-
ing his fork from a nearby tree,
the modern-day David buys one of
aluminum or laminated wood at
the sporting-goods store.
Using these engineered weapons,
a skillful slingshot can outscore
pistol marksmen at a range of 10
yards. Using a. ball-bearing, he
can pierce a medium-size tele-
phone directory. The things are so
powerful that Michigan requires a
license for their use in hunting.
Scientists at Yale now are using
a 30-foot slingshot that fires alum-
inum rods to test the reaction of
metals to impact.
David achieved the force and
accuracy to kill Goliath, but his
weapon was primitive by modern
standards. The Georgraphic Socie-
ty says he probably turned the
trick by placing a baseball-sized
stone in the leather thong, twirl-
ing it around to build up speed
and letting fly at just the right
moment.
Other Biblical sling-packers in-
cluded 700 sharpshooters, a 11
southpaws, who served under Ben-
jamin.
Egyptians and Assyrian, includ-
ed slings in their armament, and
Hannibal's army was so equipped.
Rural Irishmen used slings when
the target was out of shillelagh.
range.
And today there's a man in Ala-
bama who totes a sling bearing 61
notches — one for every pesky rat-
tlesnake he's knocked off with it
in the past 20 years.
Bibleway Church
In New Rectory
WASHINGTON — In contrast
with its humble beginning in
1927, the Bible Way Church—of
Our Lord Jesus Christ last week
dedicated its $150.000 Episcopal
rectory with more than 100 clergy-
men, civic leaders and friends in
attendance.
The dedication of the rectory, IP
4720-16th at., NW., was another
step in the forward march of the
Bible Way Church under the lead-
ership of Bishop Smallwood E.
Williams, its pastor.
Opening with invocation by Dr.
E. Franklin Jackson, pastor of
John Wesley AME Zion church
and president of the District Chap-
ter of the NAACP, the Lord's
Prayer was sung by Wilma
Shakesneider, a Howard university
music student. The Reclory was
dedicated by Bishop John S.
Beane, Petersburg, Va., with ded-
icatorial prayer by 'the Rev. C.
H. Hamilton, New Hope Bap-
tist church.
STATE CHAMPIONS--Thurs-
ton Gainer, center, Roberson•
Ole and Robert Dudley, right,
Wilmington, won out ail state
champions in the public speak-
ing and quir contests held in
connection with the annual
convention of the North Caro-
•
"lootJ
line Association of New Farm•
erg of America held recently
at A&T college. Dr. Frank Tol-
Iver, left, state superylitni of
Negro high schools who de-
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Our Opinion
A Threat To Civil Rights
Passage of the States' Rights bill by the
House of Representatives is the first evil
fruit of the new unholy alliance of Repub-
licans and Dixiecrats. To view this ominous
threat to civil rights as an exercise in fu-
tility as the New York Times naively sug-
• gests, is to court disaster.
As drafted by Rep. Howard W. Smith
(D-Va.), the bill is, on the surface, an at-
tempt to upturn recent decisions of the
Supreme Court involving subversion and
sedition. Some of its backers insist that
the Court "has embarked upon a program
of usurping legislative functions and amend-
ing the United States Constitution."
The bill instructs the Supreme Court
not to construe acts of Congress as preempt-
ing state law in the same field unless Con-
gress specifically states that intention.
Stripped of its fancy legal doctrine of
Federal "preemption," the bill is in truth a
veiled design to slap the Court down main-
ly for its integration decisions. It gives the
South the needed lethal weapon with which
,i.to smite all Federal judicial actions which
Ware at odds with Southern thinking, and
traditional, backward "way of life."
The South is not known to be ever ex-
ercised over Communist activities and in-
filtration. It has as much reason to fear
Communists as to fear Polar bears. And if
the nation's internal security were so en-
dangered by the Supreme Court's sedition
decisions, the U. S. Attorney General would
be the first to seek remedial legislation.
: It was endorsed unanimously by the
House Republican policy committee against
the opposition of the Attoney General. This
is clear indication that subversion was not
the real point at issue. For one of the prin-
cipal functions of the Justice Department
Duvalier And The Haitian Crisis
Serious students of Latin American
Ahhistory bemoan the never-ending turmoil
What checks the economic and political
growths of the countries especially in the
:.:aribbean arc. Though most, if not all of
them, are plagued by partisan unrest, in-
stability in government and ineffective
leadership, Haiti is probably in worse shape
than any of them.
This island republic which boasts of a
magnificent antecedent history, is torn
asunder frequently by incipient uprisings, by
cyclones that sweep away a whole region,
or by dry spells that ruin crops, or by fam-
ine that saps the productive energy of
countless thousands.
A member of the Catholic Youth Organ-
ization, which conducted a house to house
survey, estimated that famine has caused
ZOO deaths in the coastal region and in the
interior mountains this year. It seems that
even the forces of nature have conspiped to
Veep the Haitian people down.One corrupt administration after an-
The People Speak
other would make loans from foreign coun-
tries and then plunder the national treasury,
leaving the next government with empty
coffers as a legacy to start with. Thus a
new administration comes into power with
two strikes against it. And before it can
institute a program of reorganization and
economic rehabilitation, it too becomes vic-
tim of revolution. Se it goes on and on with
a pattern of upheaval that has no variant
for change.
President Francois Duvalier, overburd-
ened with administrative responsibilities
and harassed by political plots, suffered a
severe heart attack in May, and is just now
recovering from an illness that leaves seri-
ous doubts as to his ability to carry on is
executive functions with the vigor required
by a critical situation.
How long will Duvalier be able to keep
order and remain in power is a question
only a Haitian soothsayer can answer. But
from all impartial accounts, his administra-
tion generates the brightest hope for the
future of Haiti.
Dear Editor: race today, says Congressman freedom and 
liberty', and to de-
The coming election is not far Diggs of Michigan and the educe- fend them against all evil 
assaults
awly, and already we are begin- ed Uncle Tem is the 
worst of the from far and near. America is
ning to see signs that many of three. Watch for that Uncle Tern a free land that welco
mes t h e
our erstwhile prominent Negroes in the coming election
. You will oppressed and enslaved no matter
will be traitors to the Negro see him a
nd then you mark him from what direction they m a 7
cause. It is somewhat excusable down and you will always 
know come. This great country w a s
for' the ignorant and illiterate Ne- him, founded in freedom. It 
has been
gro to fall for the allurements of We admonish our people to go built by free 
men, patriots and
the members of the other racial to the court house and register the help of slaves. Let's keep it
groups, but when we see those who and the well-thinking and self-re- free.
are supposed to be learned and specting Negro will direct you in Said Alexander Hamilton: "The
self respecting Negroes hitting the the right channel. "Beware of the sacred right of mahkind are not
trail to "sell out the Negro inter- Three Uncle Toms" should be our
est." we should take notice of slogan in this campaign. — Z. L. 
to be rummaged for among old
parchments or musty records.
these- persons and begin now to Boater, Mem
phis,
erase them from the self respect-  
They are written, as with a Sun-
Ohm Negroes. Let's Be Good Americans 
beam, in t h a whole volume of
human nature, by the li a ii d of
It is understood that it is the Divinity itself, and can never be
desire of some of the opposite Dear Editor There is no honor erased or obscured by mortal
racial groups to win this election
scurrilOUS literature is being cir- born an American. Said Daniel The 




By FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—This Is an
election year in Kentucky. As
such, the time for reexamination
of the Negro's position is at hand.
Recently, in addressing a state
convention of Kentucky Elks at
Leginton, I observed that:
"We possess an estimated 135.-
000 votes, but we have never had
but one Negro at a time in the
Kentucky legislature. It has been
the same way since 1936. We do
not have a single Negro judge, no
head of any state agency, not even
an assistant director. While there
are a few local Negro policemen.
we have yet to get one on the
State Highway Patrol. With the ex-
caption of Louisville, county court




The bill is a "kill the umpire" cry against ee behind a typewritergror edmespkoy.
the Court. "Of all of the state jobs in the
Rut it is more than an emotional ex- 
capitol, only a modicum—s dis-
gusting few are filled by Negroes.
pression of antagonism toward the Court. it you want anything from our
It is a cloak concealing one of the most in- state government, in any depart-
sidious means by which civil rights would 
smroenti,d yaouthhdarivtey ntot toarosintgole., Ne-
be abridged, and criticism and expose of The blame for our paucity of
Southern barbarities suppressed. Under lpoia idi ti lcaarl roltti coeds tahnd Njobs .cadn be
this States' Rights Act, anyone who points step. Weg hyave yet to mgarshal°°our
an accusing finger at Dixie's harsh pattern full political strength and use it
to better our lot. Likewise, tooof segregation would be a subversive and a few of us aspire to public office.
threat to internal security. Outside of Louisville and Hopkins- most necessary if we are to con-
In consequence, ways and means would ville, a Negro candidate is a rar. tinue to make progress in our
ity and not even these cities have state by scaling the ladder of
be found to bring charges of Communist enough. prosperity, tolerance and opportu-
activity against all those who advocate Louisville, after many veers of nity.
school integration, the right, to vote, and
unsegregated seating in public transporta-
tion system. Even a boycott would be ad-
subversive. Negro action organiza-
tions, and the Negro press would be liable
to charges of conspiracy to overthrow the
government of any state whose racial poli-
cy was attacked.
The bill trice to kill two birds with one
stone: the Supreme Court and Negro Ameri-
can. It would prevent the Court from exer-
cising its right to interpret the Constitu-
tion in the light of rational judicial reason-
ing, while keeping the Negro from insisting
upon his rights as a citizen.
The sponsors of this vicious piece of
An invitation to Oregon's Gov. agreeable for us to use your state- "1 like peace," said Simple ing folks with atom bombs, neith- give a man no peace who over-
legislation are enemies of the people and of
failure, finally elected a Negro to
its board of education last year.
It has never had more than one
Negro alderman. while Hopkins.
ville has two Negro councilmen.
But go far as I can ascertain, no
Kentucky local Board of Educa-
tion outside of Louisville has a Ne-
gro member.
We possess voting strength from
10 to 30 percent in 21 counties;
Bourbon, 15.4; Christian, 30.8;
Fayette, 24; Franklin, 21 2; Ful.
ton, 17.1; Henderson, 15; Hickman
12.1; Jefferson, 13.7; Logan, 11.4;
Lyon, 10.9; McCracken, 12.2;
Montgomery, 10.1; Oldham, 11;
Scott, 11.8; Shelby, 24.2; Simpson,
13; Todd, is; Trigg, 15; Warren,
10.1; Washington, 10.2; Woodford,
16.
However, we haven't been elect-
ed to a single county office any-
where in Kentucky.
Neither have we used our
strength as scrutinizingly on white
candidates as we should have.
Otherwise, the Kentucky House
and Senate would have pro-
duced more liberals and we would
hold some important state posts.
What can we do about it this
November! We can set about now
in each locality and examine ev•
cry candidate on the vital issues
of jobs and such legislation as
home rule, state employees civil
service and desegregated public
accommodations.
In short, don't wait until suc-
cessful candidates are in to ask
their support of these needed
measures, but see all candidates
now before the votes are counted.
Every Negro voter has a duty
to demand satisfactory answers to
these pertinent questions. This is
It is not asking too much to have
the candidates for governor on
down to the lowest town official
to go on record for civil rights,
fair employment and the end of
al' vestiges of racial discrimina•
tion that are sanctioned by law,
custom or executive inaction.
Only by using our ballot as the
instrument for freedom can we at-
tain the privileges we deserve and
make the advancement we need.















by fair means or foul. Already se great 
et that to have been power."
culated throughout Memphis by Webster: "I was born an Ameri- lives 
in us all, having acquired it
outside influences, to offset the .. .. levers of 
freedom to its intfurling,
can: I will live as an American;
real principle of the election pro- no 
matter where they may be at
I shall die an American: and I
gram. It is very clear that per- " such a time. This countr
y that it
Intend to perform the duties in-
sons or organizations who put out represents lives within us.cumbent upon me in that charac-
ter to the end of my csreer." Join 
me a n d let"b e go o dthat kind of literature are the most
tin-American persons that exist
in this country today.
All Americana are asked to do 
Americans. Take it and make the
Many unheard of lies that are
the same thing. We can get ideas best of what we can 
get here. We
subject to severe penalties, are be-
to fight hate with hate, but if we are not going
 to any ether world.
ing circulated to offset the Negro will 0/1111
try to live as an Ameri- There are people t
hat say follow
in his quest for first-class citizen. 
ran free from all hats and ohs- me we 
are this and we art that,
ship. Many of our better class of 
like. There is time. when things 
we are are Sot this and we are
white people are not too concern. are not what 
we want them to be not that Let's be 
Americans.
ed about it.
There art people today who will
kill you for money. Are we so
weak as to be bribed by other in-
•fluences to sell nut the Negro fora paltry sum of a few dollars.
Thera are three Uncle TOmt in our
I t the nth How many of a; are going in
did. LeCe be Americans. Amer'. try n d be Americans? 
Please
cans, and all lovers of freedom. write to me. My address is as
can look upon the new American follows
flag as the most inspiring symhol Sherman J. Ford.
in the world. Sgt. U. S. Army.
To be an American it to love Flirt ',twit, Washington
hut et no go as er man
regon Governor Hits
Race Pride' Venture
Mark 0. Hatfield to cooperate in
democracy. Under the guise of patriotism a program designed to promote
and national security, fundamental human "race pride" has drawn an ex
rights would be suppressed and judicial 
firbe.sriail 
young governor.
ony ooufd sappro‘•a 1 from the
process so essential to a free society would The request came in a letter
be arrested or hopelessly compromised. from Sidney J. Phillips, president
This will prove fatal to America; it will 
wofiltlh eBuBiooltukaegr Team% si int tonwGitohoda-
sow the seed for another civil war, bloodier postoffice box address at 'Tuske-
than history has yet known. gee Institute. (The prgram has
no connection with Tuskegee Insti-
tute).
In his reply to the race pride
appeal, Hatfield declared that he
was bewildered at Phillips' ap-
proach, and wrote: "Frankly, I
am net toe impressed with em-
phasis on race as it tends to de-
lineate between people. I believe
there is only one race—that is the
human race and I believe that all
things ought to be emphasizing the
oneness of man and not the divi-
sions of man."
CONTENTS OF LETTER
The letter from Phillips, seeking
an expression from Gov. Hatfield
regarding the project, stated:
"For the past 12 years, we have
been conducting a program design-
ed to perpetuate the ideals and
teaching of Booker T. Washington.
At no time in our nation's history
has there been greater need for
racial harmony and sectional
goodwill than at the present time.
The recent ruling of the Supreme
Court on segregation based on
race, has created a situation com-
parable in many ways that was
produced by the Civil War.
"We are writing le get an ex-
pression from you, as governor of
Oregon, relative le this program.
Kindly advise us if it will be
SO WHAT?
menu in our race pride education-
al program. This program has 
brandishing the evening paper
• no connection with Tuskegee Inati- 
above the bar, with its big head-
BELIEF 
line about the possibility of. nu-
clear warfare, "Facts is, I like
meInetinag of the 
u
sPese






tofig yht for yit."
Portland in April, Gov. Hatfield that before," I said. "But fighting
declared his belief that, in the is hardly the correct attitude to
field of race relations and civil take toward peace. Nations have
rights, the area of social relation- 
sr. He said all must have the 
been fighting since time Immemor-
rgill:is4 a;:saas 
Important
sacia tiaosn,sayfrie°:ial — and look how -little peace
ships, and even intermarriage if 
now. The Phoenicians fought way
there is in the world, even up to
r desire, 
back befori Christ. The Egyptians
fought. The Greeks and the
from Phillips, Hatfield replied: 
Ito.
Alter pondering the material
"When I was in the House of 
French the. 
The Gauls and the
Russians and the
mans fought
sored Oregon's Civil Rights bill „
They really fit," said Simple
French the, Russians and the'
Representatives in 1083, I eo-spon-
and have long been an avid sup- 
Germans all have fought."
porter of civil rights in general. Not to speak of th
e Chinese,
TaPanese' 
the Koreans, and theIt was my privilege to address the • 
"
annual meeting of the U r b a n USA. And where are we no
w?




sl de:: bdieac st at of peaceful people are trying to
my dear friend, is whathold membership in the NAACP. mg.
overcome. Yet here you are talk-
race pride. Frankly, I am not too ing about fighting for peace.
impressed with emphasis on race You should work for peace,
as it tends to delineate between "I would work for peace," said
People. I believe there is only one Simple, "if I knew how, where,
race — that is the human race and when — also what folks to
and I believe that all things ought work with — because I sure do
to be emphasizing the oneness of not believe in mowing people
man and not the divisions of man down with guns, blowing up ships
Furthermore, I approve more of with submarines, and anatomiz-
the approach to the establishment
of human rights rather than mil
nority rights. Again the emphasis
on human rights, which is a basic
code of rights for all men, em-
phasizing the oneness of man.
"I am sorry I do not have ether
than this to suggest or comment







'n Fat Bay , But
Simple Speculates On Peace
er overcharging tuna fishes who sleep.. And you must have peace
ain't bothering nobody down in in the home before you can work
the ocean where fishes live. Also for peace in the world. But there
I do not believe in filing the air is one thing I will do tonight.
up with radiation, no my chit- I am not much of a praying man,
dren's children will not be having but I figure me and every other
children. Yes, I believe in peace, living soul has got a direct line
both before a war and after- 
One in 





..But, don't you understand? I will pray. This evening before I
What we are seeking to do is to 
I will say, 
'Kindly please,
go to bad, I will ask Him, 'Lord,'
takeeliminate wars entirely."
"Then you have to start before,"
,
these fighting thoughts out of my
was, and the blood-to-be off of
mind. And take the blood-that-
afterwards."
said Simple, "so there will be no 
soy hands, and off of my brothers'
and make us shake handsshould start working now, not keep
"Naturally," I said, "and you
chlenadns'and not he afraid. Neitherputting it off."
l"How?" asked Simple. "Who willet me nor them have no knives
pay any mind to me?" behind our backs, Lord, nor up
o"Your vote will count," I said, ur sleeves, nor no bombs piled
out yonder in a desert. Let's for-"so don't vote for war-minded pol-
and women' are dead, kilt in war.,
get about bygones. Too many mansiticians. support the United bra-
else left lonesome and berefted
tions. And write a letter to the
President telling him you believe
in negotiating, not annihilating. because their sons is kilt. The
You say no one wit pay any mind fault is mine and theirs, too. So
to you? But a million yous will 
 
teach us all to do right, Lord,
have some effect. Get started." 
please, 
and to get along together
"It is mighty near midnight,", with that atom bomb on this earth
said Simple, "and a little late to —because I do not want It to fall
get started now because I got to on me, nor Thee, nor anybody liv-
get home and get to bed so I ing. Amen!'
can get up in the morning and go "That will be my prayer. Then
.o work with my wife shaking I will add, as always does Fa-
the gizzard out of me when the ther Divine, 'Peace! It's truly
alarm goes off. My wife do not wonderful!' "
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
LAGOS, Nigeria — There are no
bookies, no policy wheels, nor
number games in Nigeria, but the
boys who want to try their luck
have plenty of opportunities. The
current craze in Lagos is betting
In the football pools, a fad the
Nigerians have taken from the
folks in England.
The government controls t h e
football pools by licensing the op•
*rotors here. The game, as I un-
derstand it, requires the bettor to
forecast the results of football
games played in England and in
Australia. The winners are those
who guess the correct results and
the cash prizes are enormous.
The winnings are called divid-
ends and some Nigerians have
won several thousand pounds on
their forecasts with only a few
shillings down. The pound, of
course, is worth two dollars and
eighty-one cents in our money at
the moment.
In addition to the football pools
which seem to be as popular as
policy on Chicago's Southside,
there are government lotteries.
Last month a shoemaker in the
Northern area of Nigeria wan top
prise of 3,000 pounds in the gov-
ernment lottery.
What does the Nigerian do with
his dough when he strikes it rich'
Too many of them. it seems, ar
inclined .o live it up in 5 lavish
style. One of the symbols of the
big shot in Nigeria is an Ameri-
can automobile. The big, shiny
chariots from America are out of
have noticed three brand new 1950 is charmed by the radio, and
Chevrolets and there are always must get one--even at the risk of
a bunch of kids around admiring going for hire-purchase payments
them. he will have great trouble meet-
ing. He is charmed by expensiveIncidentally, 1 have an Opel
dwhich is new and very handy in and luxurious motor-cars, a is 
the dizzy traffic of Lagos and the must get one—even at the risk of
mainland. Although I have a driv. starting life owing his employers
em, I finally got up enough nerve over 1,2JJO pounds.
to try out this left•handed driving "And ice-cold water must be
system. The gear shift is on the had, so he goes in for a refrIgera-
left side of the steering wheel tor—on hire purchase.
which is also on the left side of "Then he needs a flat at 26
the car. pounds a month. And expensive
There was no trouble getting a furniture to match—again on hire
Nigerian license when I showed purchase.
the authorities my operator's li- "But this does not represent the
cense from Illinois with a letter end of his expensive desires. He
of introduction from the manage- gets himself a cook and a stew-
ment of Amalgamated Press. This aut. Only then does he begin to
was a great relief because I did feel that he has 'arrived.' To ten
not want to take the driving test, this feeling, he arranges an expert-
I am told that it is the toughest sive party and invites all the slick
driving test in the world, young men and women about
The mania for autos among the town."
up and coming your bucks in the Perhaps you recognize the
country is just one manifestation phrase, "hire-purchase," as t Ii e
of the admiration most Nigerians familiar old American system of
seem to hive for the gimmicks installment buying. The popular
and luxuries of modern western name of this system in England
life. Not all Nigerians, however, and in Nigeria is the "Never-Nev-
are in this class. The more em." here is the obvious reference
thoughtful seem to feel that there It, the fact that you may never
are too many living beyond their get through paying those notes.
means, squandering their money. The concluding paragraph
and mortgaging their future. should sound familiar. It states:
The Nigerian edition of an Kb- "Millions of Nigerians are en,-
ony-type magazine called "Drum" nomically sick. And the foundation
hag an article in the June issue of our dream cannot he laid sound-
which poses the question ,"Are Ni- ly until we learn to live within
gerians getting richer or poorer?" our -means. Trying to live 'up to
The article states: "One simple the Jones's' is a stepid farce
place here where the streets are fact is that an average Nigerian which we mus
t learn to control it
Look At All The narrow, hut to own
 one i g still a is bewildered and bemused by WP don't want to be always on




JAMES HOFFA (center) son of James R. Hoffa, presi-
dent of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters,
meets former Mau Mau leaders from Kenya, East Afri-
Report Chinese Reds Massing Planes
TAIPEI, Formosa — (UPI) — The official military information
service said Monday the Chinese Communists have concentrated
2,300 planes-about two-thirds of the East Coast within striking range
of Formsa.
The report came after four Nationalist Sabrejets shot down
five Communist MIG-19s Sunday in a blazing dogfight over the
offshore Matsu Islands.
Twelve of the Red jets-newest version of the MIG-15-attacked
in what could be the first phase of a new Red offensive.
Morocco King To Rest In Geneva
TANGIER, Morocco — (UPI) — King Mohammed V of Morocco
is on his way to Geneva for a rest. He crossed the Straits of Gibral-
!er Sunday by ferry and will travel to Switzerland in slow stages
w automobile.
The king may' meet French President Charles de Gaulle us
.august, it was reported.
(.'.oast Guard Stops Marine Search
z How= — (DPI) The Coast Guard hant7atillodoned
'Inee-day aiareh for Marine Cpl. Alex H. Alien.' et IllOomington,
41., who disappeartd Saturday on his first solo airplane flight.
Alsene, 21, was taking private flying lessons in Hawaii and ap-
riarently crashed at sea on a flight from Oahu to the neatby island
Molokai.
Raiders Kill 5 British Soldiers
CAIRO — (UPI) — Arab Fedayeen raiders killed five British
saddlers in the southern Arabian state of Muscat and Oman, the
aimi-official Middle East News Agency reported Monday.
,.'The unconfirmed report said the raids took place between Nazwa
and Azki against a British military camp and another British out-
last.
Scientists Find New Uses For Flour
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Agriculture Department scientists
reported Tuesday they have found a number of new uses for surplus
!lour.
The scientists said they have been able to modify wheat flour
.nto such products as adhesives, thickening agents, and coatings and
,izing for paper and textiles.
Atomic Experts Suggest More Tests
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Experts said Tuesday that more
atomic tests are needed to fill gaps in knowledge of what an H-
aomb war would do to the warring nations and the world.
They made this suggestion as a congressional atomic energy
sub-committee continued hearings on the "biological and environ-
.nental effects of a nuclear war."
The subcommittee was told Monday that a major nuclear st-
ark on the United States would destroy or make unusable for vary-
ng periods half the nation's total swelling.
President Tells 9 To Control Temper
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower advised nine
,tate governors Monday to keep their tempers under control dur-
ing talks with Soviet officials on a forthcoming trip to Russia.
Gov. Leroy Collins of Florida, chairman of the National Gover-
nors Conference and head of the bipartisan traveling delegation,
.aid the President's parting advice was to "stay in a good humor."
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Supreme Court Monday denied
a hearing to convicted mass-slayer Charles Starkweather.
The brief order leaves Nebraska free to carry out the delayed
electrocution of the 20-year-old killer who terrorized the Midwest by
his confessed slayings of 11 persons a year and a half ago.
Justice Charles E. Whittaker granted a stay of execution June
Hagerty Undergoes Operation
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — White House Press Secretary
James C. Hagerty underwent an operation for removal of an
"acutely inflamed appendix" Monday afternoon at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center.
The operation, performed at 2 p. m. e.d t. by Army Surgeon
General Maj. Gen. Leonard D. Heaton, was reported successful and
Hagerty was resting as comfortable as could he expected.
Buenos Aires Cabinet Resigns
ca, at Moral Re-Armament Summit Strategy Confer-
ence, Mackinac Island, Mich. Kibuthu Muturi (left) is
at Mackinac with Nahashon Ngare Rukenya, who was








Clarence Coleman is now a
student in the School of Law
at Texas Southern Universi-
ty, Houston. Active in stu-
dent affairs on campus, Cole-
man is a member of the staff
of the Herald, a student pub-
lication; and is currently
basileus of Tau Epsilon chap-
ter, Omega Psi Phi fraterni-
ty. Coleman is married to
the former Florence Mickey
of Chicago.
JUST A FEW short months ago, Chicagoans, shivering
and groaning in winter's icy grip, were looking hopeful-
ly toward spring and summer. Now many of those same
Chicagoans are perhaps wishing for the speedy return
Says Builders Must Give
Public More For Its Money
By ROBERT G. SHORTAL
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Home
builders will have to start glving California. His company plans to fornia include three baths, a built- 
Gives 4 Awardsthe public more for its money if expand into the Dallas and Chica- in bar, air conditioning and a
they hope to tap the potentially go are as this year. swimming pool as standard equip- Young has announced that Lee
Mg market in the years ahead, Johnson. Richard Graham, Eliza-a "The trouble in too many areas merit, beth Washington, and John Ness-top industry spokesman said this
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — President Arturo Erondizi's cabinet week. 
is that there is not enough corn- "Our 8200.000 homes are man- ley will receive the first annualpetition among builders. The re- sions built on rolling hills, our- Frank R. Crosswaith scholarshipministers resigned Monday night, apparently to clear the way for Willard Woodrow, president of a suit is the public does not enjoy rounded by water and featuring awards for outstanding scholarship,the president to reorganize his government to meet the current construction company bearing his the tastiest fruit of competition— character. and citizenship. Thepolitico-military crisis, name, charged that in many areas more for their money". he added, 
guest cottages tennis courts sta- 
four awards which amount to $100Frondizi immediately rejected the resignations of three of the of the nation home buyers have Woodrow was one of the first 
, . .
bles and green houses,' he added. each are sponsored by the Negroministers, those for the army, navy and air force. The President not been receiving maximum value builders in t h e nation to build Woodrow said his company is Labor committee.apparently had not acted on the other resignations, for their money. homes with built-in dishwashers, able ta make standard things The recipients who were care-_
fully screened from many nomi-
nees of Junior High Schools 88, 120,
133 and 139 in New York City, will
enter fashion industries and avia-
tion trades high schools this - Sep-
tember.
III. Factory Workers Pay- Rate High
Illinois Factory workers earned more in April than the average
factory worker in the nation, the Illinois Labor Department said
Monday.
Director Roy F Cummins said gross weekly earnings of
Illinois factory workers averaged $00.71 during April, $6.39 above
the U. S. Labor Department's national average of $90.32.
Nationalists Down 4 Red MIGs
TAIPEI,— (UPI) — Nationalist sabrejets shot down four Com-
munist MIGS and damaged a fifth Sunday in the first Formosa
Strait aerial battle since last October, the Nationalist air force an-nounced. 
Woodrow's firm, a division of&fifth Red jet was reported downed by ground fire. B&B American Machine co., inc.,
Woodrow, whose firm is one of
the few national home builders,
said the demand for new homes
could double to more than 2 mil-
lion in the early 1960's.
has built more than $300 million
worth of homes from Maryland to
"However, builders will have to
offer bigger and better homes at
economical prices if they hope to
capture their share of this market.
Unlike the early postwar years,
the public is not banging down
doors pleading for shelter."
TO EXPAND
breakfast nooks, wood pan
living rooms. built-in ovens and
ranges, stall showers and fire-
places.
PRICE RANGE
"Right now we're building homes
Priced from $9,000 to 820°.000,"
he explained. "But each price
bracket demands a different en-
vironment. You can't build ex-
pensive homes in a development.
type atmosphere."
Woodrow said $40.000 homes de-
mand more of a rustic environ-
ment than $14,000 homes.
He explained that $38,000 homes
being built by his firm in Cali.
tional equipment by "mass buy-
ing." He said "economies a r e
passed along to the buyer. We'd
rather make a small profit on 200
homes than a big profit on 20
homes."
Looking into the future, he pre-
dicted that an increase in (amity
formations, the desire of families
for bigger homes, obsolescence and
the razing of homes for hMhway
construction all will contribute to




NEW YORK — Senator
Jacob K. Javiis R N.Y.) said Sun-
day that he would support Gov.
Nelson A. Rm kef,•1Ier over Vice
President Rich.,rd M. Nixon if
Rockefeller seeks the Republican
presidential nomination.
of cooler days since hot weather has moved into town.
Motorist in photo using ruler to measure depth of snow
atop her car is Mercedier DeFreitas Goodwin.
War Threat Looms In Caribbean
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The threat of a shooting war in the
Caribbean hung Monday over a meeting of the Organization of
American State (OAS) on the Dominican Republic's invasion charges
against Cuba and Venezuela.
The three countries have placed their armed forces on a war
footing. Reports from Cuidad Trujillp, the Dominican capital, quot-
ed high government officials as referring publicly to the possibility
of "open belligerence."
Says Truman 'Spoiled' Red Relations
SAN FRANCISCO — (U P I) — Soviet Deputy Premier Frol
Kozlov said Sunday night former President Harry Truman was re-
sponsible for "spoiling good relations" between the United States
and Russia.
The Kremlin's No. 3 man made the comment during a quiet
stroll before retiring to his hotel. He did not elaborate,
Nixon To Make Moscow Trip In Jet •
SYDNEY, Australia — (UPI) — Pan American Airways has
made plans to fly U. S. Vice Prelident Richard M. Nixon non-stop
from Washington to Moscow later this month in a new jet airliner,
a company spokesman said Monday.
Nixon has accepted an invitation to make the trip in the
first intercontinental Boeing jet liner to be delivered to Pan Ameri-
can, the spokesman said.
WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — (UPI) — Ten county fire units
fought successfully Sunday to keep a $150,000 fire from spreading
to famed Academy of Motin Picture Arts and Science TTheater
and its valuable film library.
The three-alarm blaze broke out in a supermarket separated
from the academy only by a narrow alley-way.
Steel Talks May End Without Strike
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Steel industry and union bargaining
teams resume negotiations Monday after a holiday recess.
Secretary of Labor James P. Mitchell said Sunday he believes
there is a "good possibility" they will reach agreement before
the July 14 deadline for a nationwide steel strike.
Mitchell said he was encouraged by the acceptance by both
sides of President Eisenhower's suggestion for a two-week contract
extension for continued talks.
Rebels Attack Batista's Ex-Home
HAVANA — (UPI) — An armed band, presumably loyal to ex-
president Fulgencm Batista, attacked the army guards at the oust-
ed dictator's country estate early Saturday in the second consecir
live day of guntighting in tense Havana.
Officials reported no known casualities in the sharp firefight be-
tween the attackers and the troops guarding the exiled Batista's
home, Fines Kuquine.
Troops and police reinforcements scoured the suubuurban ArroyeAsk
Arenas area but found no trace of the assailants, who opened firelt,
from a thick clump of underbrush.
CAB Hearings On Airline Crash
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Civil Aeronautics Board opens
public hearings iietx week on one of commercial aviation's most
puzzling mysteries —the disintegration of a Capital Airlines Viscount
over Chase, Md., last May 12.
Starting at 9 a. m. Wednesday in a Baltimore Hotel, the CAR
will listen to three days of testimony from eyewitnesses and various
aeronautical and weather experts on what they think happened to
flight 75 from New York to Atlanta.
Removes Vatican 'Fake' Painting
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) — A world-famed painting considered
for 100 years as a masterpiece of Spain's Bartolome Murillo has
been removed from the Vatican gallery as a fake.
"I am 99 per cent sure that it is a fake," said Dr. Deoclercie
Redig de Campos. Brazilian-born assistant director of the Vatican
museums. "All those I have shown it io agree with me."
The painting was the "Mystical Wedding of St. Catherine," re-
produced in countless art books as one of the best works of the 17th
century Spanish painter.
Killed By Train He Was To Ride
RACINE, Wie, — (UPI) — A friendly old gentleman Saturday
was struck and killed by a train he intended to board just mom-
ents after he toted to fellow tavern patrons. "The least you guys
can do is smile Today's the Fourth of July."
George Woocis. 75, 228 Washington Ave. Waukegan, Ill., was
struck by a southbound Chicago Northwestern passenger train while
crnsaing the tracks just a half block from the Racine depot.
Joseph Veryaciemo, Racine County deputy coroner, ruled the
death an accident.
Crowds Swarm Alaska For July 4
JUNEAU Aiaska — (UPI) — From Shemya in the Aleutians to
Point Barrow .1.096 miles away in the far north, Alaskans proudly
raised. the 49-star flag Saturday to celebrate their first Fourth of
July as a state
Permanent residents and swarms of would-be residents and tour-
ists joined in noisy celebration. The biggest state in the Union fnuund
itself almost on a standing room only basis in some areas.
Juneau, the capital, was having its biggest tourist season since
the Gold Rush of 1896-99 Private homes and A closed 100-bed gov-

































































To CUL's Jazz Festival
•TWO HUNDRED community organizations stepped forward recently
at a fashionable coffee sip and cocktail party in the Grand Boulevard
room of the Chicago Daily Defender and pledged their support to the
Chicago Urban League benefit Jazz Festival Aug. 7 at the Chicago Stadi-
um. Discussing ways to dispose of the 2'0,000 seats are (from right)
Mrs. Betsy Berry, volunteer service Bureau of CUL and wife of CUL
executive director Edwin C. Berry: Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Minor, CUL
Loard member, and Mrs. Crystal Marmon of Johnson Publications.
•ALL SMILES, representatives of several hundred organizations
on hand to sip cocktails and coffee as they heard in detail how such
jazz greats as Count Basie band, Joe Williams, Dakota Staton, Miles
Davis sextet, Kai Winding septet, Dave Brubeck quartet, Dizzy Gilles-
pie quintet and Mort Sahl will entertain at the fabulous August 7 Jazz
Festival benefit. Listening to Mrs. William H. Hilliard (right) of the
Chicago Pharmacist auxiliary are (from left) Mrs. B. Leon Tillery of the
Triads; Mrs. Henry M. Brown of the Gadabouts and Jesse Meadows of
the Post Office 400.
were
•SERIOUS MOMENTS were interspersed with lighter ones during the
lavish cocktail sip to outline plans for the CUL's benefit Jazz Festival.
Typical of the enthusiastic responses at the meeting was that given by
Mrs. Etta Moten Barnett who asserted that each patron would have to
make individual contacts and keep pushing until all the tickets are sold.
Enjoying a lighter moment are (from left) Mrs. Robert G. Morris, Jr.,
Dr. Morris, CUL board member: Miss Nancy Connelly and Miss Roma
Jones of the Volunteer Service committee.
•THIS TRIO OF glamourous young ladies also are in-
terested in civic affairs and the social welfare of the
city as was shown by their presence at CUL and Chica-
go Daily Defender coffee sip and cocktail par-
ty. Earlier the trio had heard Edwin C. Berry, executive
director of the Urban League, tell the guests and friends
of the organization that the Jazz Festival would make
•IN A COOL looking Summer frock animated Doris
Furbush (seated right) of the Prospair Girls and Idle-
wilders club has captured the attention of her audience
with her plans for selling tickets. They are (seated
from left) Dr. Charles G. Payne, Green Donkeys and
Mrs. Leegirta Williams, Exclusive Chics. Standing:
Jesse Ybarra, Association of Sportsmen club and Wal-
•A "SUBSTANTIAL" number of tickets to the Jazz
Festival will be sold by the Chicago Northern District
Association of Club Women was the report made by Mrs.
Grace Lee Stevens, spokesman for the organization. Ap-
proximately 1250 of the League Jazz Festival tickets
have been reserved for sponsors and special contributors
at $25, $15 and $10 each. The remaining tickets will be
edil•
It possible for the League to raise $70,000 in this err
fort. To continue to make a meaningful impact on th‘
racial problems of the city Berry said the money wat.
sorely needed to increase the staff and resources of thll
League. Lovely trio making a fetching camera study
are (from left) Bettie Jayne Everett, CUL staff mem-
ber; Gwen Morris and Jimmy Reed.
ter Moss, Bachelors and Benedicts. Representatives
from the 200 clubs present agreed to purchase tickets
and to help publicize the benefit which has the whole-
hearted support of the Chicago Daily Defender. Atty.
Earl Strayhorn, member of the board of directors of
CUL, was named chairman of a council of organizations
to assist in promotion of the Jazz Festival.
sold at popular prices of $7, $5, $3.30 and $2.20 Jas'
fans have already begin making reservations for the
big night. Pledged to sell tickets are (from left) Gloster
Graves, Bachelors and Benedicts; Thelma Meadows
Reede, Drake school; J. Spencer Davis, Bottle and Cork
club; LOTTP Cress, WOOdlawil area and William 0. Stew-
art, president Third Ward Young Republicans.
Out California way too, went under the trees or the charcoal
Tommy Kay Hayes to visit her is lighted. But not anymore.
sister and family, Dr. and Mrs. By careful planning, and the useWesley Groves. . .who will be of margarine, recommended byjoined by Mrs. Hayes later on. - many physicians for the controland Mrs. Florence Wheeler of Chi- of blood cholesterol, you can pre-cago has been visiting her sister pare a wide variety of picnicand brother-in-law, Louis a n d foods and still adhere to the doe-Edna Swingler, 
tar's orders. Special margarine,When the Memphis Chapter of which has a country-sweet flavor,Jack and Jill of America held 's made of nonhydrogenated corntheir annual Play Day at the Get- oil and therefore is rich in linoleicand her kiddies, and Thelma well Road estate of Mrs. Louise acid, the substance which helpsOdom of Cleveland, Ohio, I Davis a couple of Sundays back, lower blood cholesterol.' one of the highlights of the de-
i A picnic area on the Horn Lake
and their small fry. . .the Jesse presentation of a playlet "Stone thiotugths
USE FOR FRYINGlightful family occasion was the
Road lured Ann and A. W. Willis asopldresoezirliyptliena drug stores,antoereeda.,
Turners and progeny. . the John in the Road" by the 'Twixteensl ed. For those tasty sandwichesGordons and son. . .the Herbert
-- - — (10 to 13's) group followed by
Crowning feature° f the afternoon a spread from a jar, use special
the which call for a table spread or,Robinsone and their three sons. . .l .Vasco and Maxine Smith and son.' special awards of certificates corn oil margarine. When pack-Russell and Laurie Sugarman and 
f. recognition to Polk Puryear, ing it in a basket tear off a corner°Ray Anthony Turner (for a certi-
their two charming off-springs... ficate in reading and appearance know which is yours, and others
of the foil or paper so you willMrs. A. W. Willis, Thomas a n d in rer:,_,,
relics Westley. . little E 1 a i n e Johnson. . .Bernard having finish-1 ing special food.
Vivian Willie, Cecelia and Law- naii Bernard and Anthony need not know that you are eat-
JOnes. ..who all enjoyed the fun of 
ed the 8th grade at St. Augus-! Chicken can also be fried in thistine and is now attending camp' margarine, just as with any short-in Connecticut; Anthony who re-
ceived an award in a recent safe-
ty contest conducted b the first
rare and distinct privilege of ad-
, • • • fic division of WKNO and the wind 
dressing the faculty of Hamilton
, Then too, Zenobia Pierce's home ner of a table model radio. . .To JO-Ito 
H.S. at a faculty meeting. . .and
at 2438 Douglass was the scene of . ane Hargraves, a third place In- H.S.
Earline Houston. . °Manassas
her annual Fourth of July picnic cal mathematics contest. ..Chris- 
 highest average tenth grade
for her scores of friends and al/ topher Booth for being voted 





of the out-of-town guests who are most valuable player at Milfordvisiting them at this time of the 
roll at Milford Preparatory Sch.,.Preparatory school and voted be-year. co-. .Among the large gather- captain of the coming basketball 
at Milford, Conn. . .the climax 
ing. . .ing last Saturday were the War- team. . .T Leon Brownlee whoren Dixons, the Charles Reeds, had a leading role in J and J 
Mr. A. Maceo Walker, given the
Play "Date Bait". . .for Partici- 
organizations' award as the year'sCornelia Crenshaw and mother,Mrs. Beatrice Crenshaw and their pation in football and track at 
most outatanding father, in recog-
Chicago guests. . .Mrs. S a m Hamilton high . . . a high score 
nition of his many community in-
terests and his recent honor byQualls, Cr,, Mrs. Mabel swatosey, winner in the Scholastic Intercol- Wilberforce U. in being award-Mfs. Warren Hawkins, the Rir legiate examination. . .was select-dolph Johnson, and cousin from ed to attend the special session in 
ed their Doctor of Humanities de-
gree.Chicago, the Clarence Pierces, the science and mathematics now be Charles Mitchum*, the Owen Tug. ing held at Hamilton, based on aglee, the John Hickmans and Peabody college screening exam-
nation; and a second time win-
ner in the Elks Oratorical contest
. . .and a representative to Boys
State in Nashville this summer.
Bertha Orleans Polk second
place winner in the Courtesy and
Better Conduct essay. . .a gradu-
ate of the 8th grade at St. Augus-
tine, and a member of the strimr
orchestra of that school. . .Re!
ert Davidson. . .Little Etta Sue
Ish and Judy Letting, who audi-
tioned for the National Music
Board and received an award. . .
Jean Letting a first place winner
in the Algebra city-wide examine-Mrs. Marvin Tarpley and son,Ition. . .Felton Earls. . .BTW's highMarvin are spending the summer honor student who won a four-in Montclair, N. J., visiting her year scholarship to Morehouse colsister, Mrs. Crystal Lunceford lege.Hayes and daughter Miss Crystal Art Gilliam, for an outstandingTarpley who make her home participation in the school pro-with her aunt while attending gram at Westminister Preparatory
school in Connecticut, and w h o
has gained admittance to Yale
this Fall. .
To Carole Letting, graduate of
Father Bertrand high, who also
represented the Second Congrega-
tional Church Conference a
Greensboro, N. C., a 1959 debu-
tante and the first president of
Fourth of July . . . the annual Elsie Thomas is in NYC again
celebration of the Declaration of this Summer. . .and Josephine and
Independence of our Nation. .
was the impetus for scores of fam-
ily gatherings in town and at out-
lying environs. The results being
the warm refreshing feeling of the
.blessings of family and friends
. .of living in a nation bounti-
fully blessed by the Almighty. ..a
Nation, which despite the flaws in
its democratic state, is still the
envy of dominated peoples a n d
race throughout the world.
All in all — it all adds up to Gwen Nash hied over to Ho t
the general idea. ."God's in Springs, Ark., for a delightful rest
Heaven, and 'all's right in the . .and Velma Lois Jones has re-
world." turned from a trip to Jackson,
FOURTH OF JULY GADDINGS Tenn., to attend her church con-
; Out South Parkway way. . .the ference.
ranch styled home and gardens of • • •
Dr. Leland and Julia Atkins was The Summer home of Jeff lab
the mecca of a group of friends at Fox Lake, Ind., was the lure
who enjoyed a delightful dutch of several Memphis families for
treat picnic which resulted in gay the holiday weekend. . .including
conviviality in eating, playing and Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Letting and
lounging. Here went Dr. Fred and their Carol, Jean and Judy (Mrs.
Margaret Rivers...Dr. William 0. Letting and children will remain
(Trees) and "Bootsie" Speight and for the rest of the summer) while
son Billy. . .Gerald and Vera Ho- Mr. Letting will enjoy the long
well and their charming Lynn weekend along with Mr. and Mrs.
Marie. . .little Janet Patterson, Robert Lewis and daughter, Sher-
the Atkins' niece, whose parents— on Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo Walk-
Bishop and Mrs. J. 0. Patterson er and their Patricia, Tony and
were out of town — Meryl and "Candy."
Pat Patterson and their little "J.
O." Bill Nabors, Dr. Julian Kelso,
Dr. Stanley and Sue Ish and their
little Etta Susan.
Further down the street. . .Dr.
Arthur and Martha Horne's love-
ly home and garden beckoned an-
other fun-quested group. . .a I 1
FASHION DESIGNERS CIT-
ED — In observance of their
10th anniversary, members of
the National Association of
Fashion and Accessory De-
signers, Inc., staged an
Aw ards Presentation and
Fashion Show at New York's
Waldorf Astoria hotel recently
as a part of their annual con-
vention. Photos above show
some of the award recipients.
Top, NAFAD President, Mrs.
Are you on a special low-fat
bearing the fruits of ingredients Nabors are vacationing in the de- 
diet? If you are there's no need
for a perfect 'Fourth" occasion lightful climes of Maine and plan- 
to let it spoil your summer picnic
• . .including the Jimmy Jones, lung visits along the Eastern Sea- 
fun with the family.
the Harold Galloways...Dr. Thee. board. There was a time when those
on and Nell Northcross and the Mrs. Harry Cash left last week on special diets to keep blood cho-little Northcrosses. . . Leon and for Dallas, Texas, where she join- lesterol down had to stay at home,Norma Griffin and daughter. .
Pearl Rankins of Los Angeles,Calif., Dr. James and Ophelia
Byes and James, jr., and Mae
Olivia.. .and Gerri Anderson W-
O*.
• • •
In the Elliston Heights sector—
Lula and Lonnie Lee's backyard
was the gathering spot of Mary'
and "Jack" Roberts. . .Lelia Ma-
con. . .The Jesse Stovall* of filil-
waultee and family (she's Mary's
mister, Vienna) hlamie Miller and
children . . and Mildred Davis
ed her friend, Mrs. Georgia Prest- or run the risk of being a "wetwood for a trip to California and
blanket" when lunch was spreadNulls West.
having the menfolk do the barbe-eyeing. . .enjoyed wonderful spa-
ghetti and then the fun of gamesand ball playing.
Mrs. Kato of Nashville and family. .Pearl Reed, the Ad Winfreys,the Charles Turners and LewisTurner, Dave Collins,' the WillieHills, the George Thompsons, JohnDavis and guests, the Edward
Sherrods, the Willie Coxes a n dguests, the Henry Halliburtons,the Jesse Smiths. . .and scadsmore.
WHERE THEY WENT
Mr. Minnie Woods and sons,Kmmitt and Carey, are in Detroit,Mich., where Mrs. Woods is com-pleting studies for her masters de-gree at Wayne university,
Harold Bridges' children, Vela and
Kim are vacationing in Flint,
Mich., with Mrs. Katherine John-
son and her daughter Bernice. . .
who'll all be returning for daugh-
ter Margaret's wedding this week-
end. . .and then it will be Cali-
fornia bound for the Bridges.
Joycelyn Lovelace and soil
Wayne are in New Orleans visit-
ing her sister, Mrs. Raymond
Dunn.
• • •
More in the summer meander-
ing department concerns the de-
parture of social scribe Mrs. Ru-
bye Gadison who is spending the
summer in Mansfield and Cleve-
Crowning feature of the afternoon
son and family and Mrs. William
school there.
Miss Grace Collins left last weekfor Springfield Mass., where shewill visit her cousin Mrs. Doro-thea Poole and family.
Many of our principals a r eaway at graduate schools aroundthe country. . .including Louis B.
Hobson, studying for his doctorateat University of Michigan. . .Mrs, the Memphis chapter of theOthello Shannon of Porter Elemen- Ettes. . .totary school is also at Michigan...Melvin Conley is attending theSt. Louis university and Mrs. Hel-en Hooks is attending Columbia U.Others away in school include. . -Miss Marilyn Watkins at Ten-nessee State U. . . . Miss Marie
Bradford Cl Boton U. .Sarah M.
Chandler at Western Reserve. .
Delores Lewis at Tennessee State
MOIg MILANDERINGII
Joseph and Diane Westbrook. :
participation in the sensor band
Melrose H.S.
Also to Walter Hall, winner ,d
scholarships to Fisk and More
house . .To Billy Speight, v.ho
passed the competitive exainina
lion held at Central high school,
sponsored by the National Testing
Service for admission to second
ary school, clarinet player in the
Junior band and who also had the
TWO CUT ONF, as the newly.
wed Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Miller slice the first piece of
their wedding cake, together.
at the reception following their
nedding. The ceremony w a s
Lois K. Alexander, second
from right, New York, accepts
plaques donated by the Coca-
Cola company, Atlanta, from
Otis N. Thompson, jr., account
associate for Coca-Cola, The
Moss H. Kendrix Organization,
Washington public relations
firm. Others from left are
Samuel Mason. president of
the host Manhattan chapter of
NAFAD; Mrs. DeGora Harris,
Long Island chapter president
and convention co • chairman;
ening. If a cake or pie is to be
served, use the margarine in place
of other shortenings. The rest of
the family will not be able to tell
the difference in taste and you
will be adhering to doctor's orders.
their duties and activities in Los
Angeles where Dr. Randolph has
established a home.
"MISS FLESHTONE OF 1959"
In the person of Miss Bessie
Jean Oliver, left, was chosen
held Sunday, June 21, at the
home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Carouth
ers, of 1427 Kerner. The
groom is the son of Mrs. Ruth
Miller of 1283 Saxon,
Mrs. Julia A. Blanchard, for-
merly of Cleveland, Ohio and for-
mer Memphian, and the Rev. Dr.
Richard V. Randolph of Los An-
geles, Calif., a former resident of
Memphis and Chicago, were mar-
ried in Memphis on June 23. Of-
ficiating at the ceremony were the
Rev. Dr. 0. Clay Maxwell of New
York, president of the National
Baptist Sunday school and BTU
Congress. and Rev. Dr. S. A.
Owens, pastor of Metropolitan
Church and chairman of the board
of Owen Junior college.
The marriage was solemnized at
the home of a life-long friend of
the couple, Mrs. Thomas E. Young
of 904 Woodlawn St., and witness
ed by two relatives, Miss Anna J
Polk, Mrs. Ellen Kinney, and a
few close friends, Miss Lucie E
Campbell, Mrs. M. I. Hawkins
Mrs. Nanie Forbes and Leon Fos-
ter.
The bride Li an accomplished
pianist and prominent in the reli-
gious, social and civic life of the
local community. The groom, for-
merly a letter carrier in Mem-
phis, is a practicing metaphysici-
an, author, and minister-director
and Miss Linda Page, extreme
right, convention publicity
chairman. In bottom photo,
from left; Mrs. Jeanette W.
Brown, NAVAD founder pre-
sents plaques to three past
presidents; Mrs. B. Clare Os,
erten, Philadelphia; M r s.
Freddye S. Henderson. Atlan-
ta, and Mrs. Julia Grimes,
Detroit. Looking on is Walter
Beaman, The Coca-Cola Com-
pany of New York, Inc.
TORQUAY, England—(UPI)--A
squad of policemen strode onto
the crowded beach at this seaside
resort Monday and began taking
off their uniforms.
Stripped to their bathing trunks,
the policemen went for a swim.
One explained cryptically to a
questioning sunbather; "We are
looking for stolen property on the
sea bed."
recently in a contest sponsor-
ed by the Spartans Sports-
men's club. James E. Sanders,
president of the club, had the
lucky job of crowning t Is e
second prize winner, Miss Ma-
rie Wilder, of Memphis. Miss
Oliver is from Hernando,
Miss. First prize was $50 cash.
You can brighten up your
life on any budget with a
colorful wardrobe and cos-
metics to match!
There's a rainbow of color
at your fingertips in dress or
make-up to help you sparkle
from head to toe.
B. colorful, but beware of colors
that do not complement your
skin tones and yohr personality.
Be certain that your favorite
colors are the most flattering for
your complexion.
Plow do you find out which col-
ors do the most for you? In
choosing a wardrobe and match-
ing accessories, don't let your
own judgment be your guide.
Seek advice from friends whose
opinions you respect. Trained
sales personnel at your favorite
store can be very helpful, leo.
In Choosing cosmetics you can
let your freedom reign; for ex-
ample, Americe's largest selling
hair dressing and line of beauty
products has just recently intro-
duced a complete line of Person-
ality Lipsticks in six glamoroua
shades, especially formulated to
heatity-treat your lips and "love-
lite" your personality.
Mrs. S. Reese of 720 St. Paule
ave., has announced the marriage
of her daughter, Miss Evelyn Lou-
ise Reese to Lynn E. Matlock of
Memphis and Little Rock, A r k.
The private ceremony was per-
formed by Rev. S. A. Owen at
Metropolitan Baptist church on
Wednesday evening, July 1.
Miss Reese is the daughter of
the late John W. Reese. She is a
graduate of Booker T. Washington
High school and attended Brook-
lyn college in Brooklyn, N. Y., and
the New York State university
Teachers college in Buffalo, N.Y.
The annual Children's Bureau,
Incorporated Foster Parents' Re-
ception was held at Vance Avenue
Branch YWCA, sponsored by the




chairman of the program commit-
tee, was mistress of ceremonies at
the program which featured many
foster children, who displayed a
wide variety of talents. Luke
Wright, foster father, gave the in-
vocation and the welcome was ex-
tended by Mrs. Thelma Davidson,
chairman of the committee. Par-
ticipating in songs, readings, Bi-
ble verses and instrumental solos,
the following children were featur-
ed; A. Z. Young, Johnnie Mae
Canada, Florin. Turner, Raymond
Carter, Dianne Carter, Janet Car-
ter, Joe Willie Rome; Georgia
Mae, Charles and Leroy Rome,
Ruby Brown, Annie Pearl Brown.
Helen Brown, Charlie Johnson,
of the Society of the Sacred Seven
of LAS Angeles, Calif.
The newly married couple left
immediately for a brief honey-
moon
She was an active member of the
Riverside Guild of Rivers ide
Church in New York City.
Mr. Matlock is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Matlock.
He attended the University of
Florence in Florence, Italy, John.
son's Business college in Little
Rock, Ark., and is a graduate of
Philander Smith college of Little
Rock. Mr. Matlock also served for
nine years in the United States
Army where he received the rank
of captain.
The young couple plan to make
their home in New York City.
BOY SCOUTS CAMP
Camp Mitchell opened June 28,
with a bang! Almost 100 boys were
present for the opening of the
camp from the J. F. Lane division
of the West Tennessee Area Coun-
cil. Many adult leaders and people
interersted in scouting were on
hand for the annual opening of the
camp.
The camp staff composed of
Lawrence Theus, camp director;
Clarence Hunt, program director;
John Hunt, Fred Coact% and
Thomas Tipton, aquatic directors:
Isaac Berry, quartermaster; Joe
F. Bates, William P. Allen, staff
assistants; Rev. J. D. Atwater',
chaplain; and J. A. Cooke, direct-
or of health and afety, arrived
two days prior to the opening of
Camp Mitchell for orientation.
The first order of the day await-
ing the troops upon arriving at
camp was registration, after
which the leaders proceeded to
"square away" their troops, as
the Maple Creek Lake area would
be their home for the next week.
No time was lost in putting into
operation the program which had
been set up. Some of the activi-
ties scheduled for the first day
at camp were boating swimming
and sightdieeinp.
The camp has improved 100 per
cent over the past ten years. Somei
of the improvements that have
been made for this year are the
installation of a water system, the
erection of a trading post; and the
construhtion of an In footdock.
The scoutmasters reporting with
troops were James Smith, Troop
135, Covington; Mack Hoffman,
Troop Ill, Jackson; W. Harden
and J. Adams, Troop 105, Trenton
W. Scott and W. Neily, Troop 125,
Dyersburg; D. Hunt and T. Stokes,
Miss Golden Girl, America's
reigning Queen, ellen... the new
shade "Orange Flame" to aeoent
Ise, lips ter cool summ•r formal.
One or mere of these beak
shades will Is. most flattering for
you. With a varietY of shades,
you can follow out any cater
scheme your mood. or your at-
tire, dictate,.
Rol rrrrr to Is tha nor rIrSIMAlier Up-
stuck by 11.1.1 50 5,111-
*51r It yoio, f•torlt• ••igh.trlowell slam
gils thtmer.. WNW.
Fold till?. sepal 5,0 es.,,, 0141*.
Mtagle, sad evotl• rrrr rue*.
Larry Brent, Herbert Brent and
Wayne Brent, Eugene Sanders,
Larry Chinn, Glendyn C Is i on.
Charles Perkins, Barbara Jean
Knight, Patricia Lett, Robert Da-
vidson, jr., (son of Mrs. Davidson)
William Fleming — local teacher.
Samuel T. Rutherford, execu-
tive director of Children's Bureau,
Inc., spoke to the large group of
foster parents, children a n d
friends assembled. Following the
introduction of the staff of the bu-
reau and the foster parents, re-
freshments were served under the
direction of Mrs. Lillie Rodgers.
COMMITTEE ELECTS
Just before the reception t h •
committee met to elect officers for
the coming year; and the officers
elected for 1959A10 are Chairman,
Mrs. Thelma Davidson; vice chair-
man, Miss Gwendolyn Feather-
stone; and Secretary, Mrs. Bern-
ice A. E. Callaway. The chairman
and secretary were re-elected, and
Mrs. Viola Haysbert is the out-
going vice chairman.
Other members of the Colored
Case Committee are Mrs. Minnie
Lee Allen, Rev. A. E. Andrews,
I. S. Sodden, Mrs. Marguerite L.
Cox, Mrs. Gussie Day, Mrs. M.
M. Delaney, Mrs. Rachsel D
lard, Miss Birdie C. Lenoir, Mrs.
Viola Penn, Miss Sarah Roberts,
Mrs. Lillie Rogers, Mrs. Lilli•
Smith and Mrs. Geneva Williams.
FOSTER PARENTS
The Foster Parents of Chil-
dren's Bureau, Inc., render out-
standing and needed community
service and providing homes and
parental care and love to the chil-
dren placed in their care under
the supervision of the Bureau.
Honored at the reception were
the following foster parents; Mr.
and Mrs. Andy Andrews, Mr. and
Mrs. James Garrett, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe H. Harvey, Mr. and Mrs. Irby
Hilliard, Mr. and Mrs. Sam How-
ell, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ivory.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Love, Mrs.
Lucy Matthews, Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Torn
Moss, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Park-
er, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reed,
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Starr, Mrs.
Bessie Stewardt, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Taylor, Mr. and Mr.. R. 13.
Terrell, Mr. and Mrs. John Good.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney William, Mr.
and Mrs. Luke Wright and Mr.
and Mrs. William Wright.
Besides Mr. Rutherford, the
executive director, the staff of
Children's Bureau includes lit r s.
Houston M. Mitchell, director of
Troop 114; Leroy Johnson, Troop 
Casework; Miss Jean M. Acree
Intake Worker- Mrs. Josephine'115, both of Jackson. Podesta, Boarding Home Finder;
Each troop division has taken tithfresr.Me aHryill
Ha'n d M Douglas,rs.  uMrcne y ElLsupon itself some type of project 
ia 
Olson, caseworkers.which will be a contribution to 
the improvement of the camp for
its immediate and future use.
The "Crmpfire" and "Court of
Honor" was held Friday night, ' SAVE
July 1. Parents and friends inter-
ested in scouting were present.
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
The Missionary Training Insti-
tute was held at Lane college,
June 9-12, with 52 women attend-
ing. The meeting brought mis-
sionary workers from the states
of Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama,
and Tennessee. The theme was:
"Christian Responsibility in a
World of Rapid Social Change."
Mrs. L. L. Jackson served as
general chairman, representing
the Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Methodist church;
Mrs. V. Robinson, director, First
Episcopal District; and Mrs. E. R.
Coleman of Lane college was the
gracious hostess.
Addresses were given by Dr. C.
A. Kirkendoll, Dr. J. 0. Perpener,
Dr. J. Jowers, Dr. Samuel Kung
and Mrs. Essie M. Perry, all of
Lane College. Other speakers in
eluded Mrs. Milton Randolph, Miss
Pauline Miller, Mrs. W. B. Land-
rum, Mrs. U. Z. McKinnon, Mrs.
Marie Penn, Mrs. Georgia Kelly,
Mrs. A. E. Montgomery.
The course studied by the group
was entitled "The Way in Afri-
ca" with Mrs. W. B. Landrum,
instructor.
Among the may city and coun-
ty teachers attending the N. E. A.
meeting being held at St. Louis,
Mo., June 29 - July 3, are Mrs.
Georgia Kelly, Mrs. Mae Cheairs,
Mrs. Etta Walker, and Prof. and
Mrs. T. R. White.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. I.uter left
on the City of Miami June 29 en
route to Rochester, Minn. From
there they will visit New York
City.
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Mays of De-
troit , Mich., were guests of Mrs.
J. H. Exum and Mr. Arthur Luter.
They were delegates to the recent
congras a t Miniphis, Tenn,
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reensboro Gets New Loan Association
f City Welcomes
THE FORMAI, OPENING
the American Federal Sovings
a n d I, is a is Association of
Greensboro climaxed two
of years of effort by a group of
young business and profes-
sionals men of the city. The
occasion was one of special
happiness to board members
J. Kenneth Lee, president, and
Waddell Hinnent, both at left
and Melvin C. Alexander at
right who show thel:- happiness
In talking oser the matter with
Campus Beat
• 
The Office of Recordsand Ad-
missions at Albany State announ-
ced an enrollment of approximate-
ly 375 summer students which ex-
ceeds the anticipated enrollment
by 100 students. This sharp turn in
enrollment over last sumnrr's fig-
ure is attributed to the attraction
of more regular students, the con-
cern of in-service teachers, in
strengthening themselves in their
area and to the ever—broaden•
ing curriculum at Albany State.
• • •
The Director of the Summer
School points out that there is time
yet for enrollment in the final
session which gets underway July
27 for four weeks and a maximum
of 7 quarter hours credit.
Eight scholarships for graduate
study in social work are being
offered this fall by the University
of Illinois School of Social Work,
Chicago branch. 833 S. Wood St.
Prof. W. Paul Simon. in charge
of the Chicago unit, said they con-
sist of seven $1,800 scholarships
for the first-year study and a $2,-
000 award for second-year study.
The scholarships, totaling $14,-
600 are made possible by a con-
tribution of $9,350 from the Woods
Charitable Fund. 59 E. Van Buren
St., Chicago, and the balance
from the following Chicago agenci-
e t:
Benton House, Chicago Youth
(enters, Jewish Community Cen-
t .rs of Chicago, Young Men's Jew-
at Alcorn A 
with 
M College is in
iih Council, Hull House. and Chi-
full bloom teachers and stu-
Charles Godson. right center,
an electrical engineer of Wins'
ton-Salem. All are graduates





Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo Bankhead,
been announced by J. J. Hedge of Middlebury college.
mon. University registrar.
Iledgemon pointed out that of
this number 416 are enrolled in the graduating class at BENNETT
the graduate school. Hsaid that COLLEGE have indicated that
Hefgemon pointed out that of
this nqmber 41e, are enrolled in the
graduate school. He said that when
the graduate school began in Jan-
uary 1957, only 17 registered.
• • •
ago Commons Association.
The scholarships will be award-
ed students who meet the school's
admission requirements and who
are willing to accept employment
in the Chicago area following grad-
uations.
Applications may be obtained
from the Scholarship Chairman,
school of Social Work, University
of Illinois, 1204 W. Oregon St..
Urbana, Ill.
Six members of the Bennett Col-
lege faculty, are or will be en-
rolled for graduate work in a
number of areas this summer.
Recipients of summer study
(Hinson)) and Joe VVarner, Jr.
(Crockett.
The six all freshman, sophomores
and juniors attained a quality point
ratio of 36 to 4.00.
The regular summer school
dents in work and recreational
learning, trying to grow so that
they may meet the demands of
our times. In addition to the reg-
ular students, there is a short
course for agriculture teachers
who are getting their licenses re-
newed. The vocational agricul-
ture men will study for three
weeks under the direction of Dr.
Jesse A. Morris and his well-
equipped staff of experts.
• • •
The first major campus activity
was sponsored by Mr. Grant Dun--
gee and members of his class in
recreational leadership. It was a
grants from the Board of Educe-
tealent show in which Rosa Port
lion of the Methodist church are 
-
ter, Natchez senior, did a fine job
Mrs. Blanche Raiford, language
instructor, who will be studying at
Michigan State University, East
Lansing. Mich., and Mrs. Minnie
B. S m it h, director of curri-
cular activities, who will study at
the University of Denver.
D. Rose Karfiol, instructor in
economics, is doing post-doctoral
study at Anerican University in
Washington Others who will take
summer work are Miss Joyce C.
Johnson, physical education, at
Boston University Clarence E.
Whiteman. college organist, at the
Union Theological Seminary School
of Sacred Music in New York, and
Miss Margarie Mays, assistant in
•the records office, at MichiganState University.
Central State College dedicated
four new buildings June 7 -during
their Baccalaureate services.
The inpressive dedication cere-
mony was lead by Dr. Charles H.
Wesley, president of Central State
College.
The buildings dedicated were:
the Jane E. Hunter residence hall
for women, the Wilber A. Page
resdence hall for men, the J. Wel-
by Broaddus residence hall f o r
men, and the Nellie Q. Brown
Memorial Library.
• • •
The summer enrollment at South-
ern University is 2786. showing an
increase of nearly 600 nnre than
were enrolled last summer, it has
as moderator and ANSELY MAR-
TIN, a senior from Monticello,
did a fine job as accompanist at
the piano and as a soloist. The
highlight of the afternoon was a
classical rendition by Mrs. Audry,
Sanders. head of the department
at Temple High School. Vick-
sburg, Mississippi, who was a
guest artist. There have been
other entertainments on the tennis
court and on the law and tennis
court at the executive mansion.
• • •
Dr. William T. Carter, head of
the Department of Foreign Lang.
uagcs of VIRGINIA STATE COL-
LEGE, Petersburg, Va., has been
appointed a mem-









der t h e provi-




The study will be conducted by
Middlebury college under con
tract with the U. S. Office of Edu
cation and will be directed by Dr
A Freeman. vice president and
director of the Language Schools
Council of the YMCA. according
to W. Van Johnson, YMCA secre-
tary at the college.
• • •
Six Paririe View students are
listed at the top scholastically,
having attained pr a eti c ally
straigh "A" record during the
Spring semester.
The students are—Mary A. Brou
sard, (Houston) Atlas Devereaux
(Seagorville), Floyd Ferguson
The students are — Mary A.
Broussard, (Houston); Atlas Deve-
feaux (Seagorville); Floyd Fergu-
• • •
At least 10 members of the 1959
they will be attending graduate
schools in the fall, it was re-
vealed this week.
Scheduled to attend medical
school are Misses RUTH ANDER-
Son of Philadelphia, WILHELMI-
The Young Men's Christian As- NA BUNDY, of Johnson City,
sociation at Prairie View A & M Tenn., and INEZ JONES, of Le
'College has been accepted to mem. noir, N. C. JAMESENA CHALM-
bership in the National Student ERS, of Fayetteville, will study at
Syracuse university on a Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship a nd M A R Y
JANE WILLIAMS of Winston-Sa-
lem, will be working on a teach-
ing assistantship in biochemist-
try at the University of Pittsburgh.
MISS NANCY C1101. of Seoul,
Korea, an English major, will be
attending school as will Mrs.
YOUNG TACK PARK, also of Se-
oul, a home economics major.
MISS RIVERS MILLNER, of Dra•
per, N. C., will be attending the
school of nursing at Wayne uni-
versity in Detroit. MISS CECILE
HARRISON, a sociology major, of
son (Overton); Henry E. MeDuffYI Houston, Tex , began her work on
(Shepherd); Cleopatra M Gil l' Wednesday in the Smith college for
Social W or k at Northampton,
Mass,
MISS MARY B. KNIGHT, of
Greensboro, an English major, will
be in graduate school.
• . •
Dr. Lacey Dell Bell, Division of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, SOUTHERN UNIVER-









the fall of 1958.
She is one of few
women to achieve
the highest ac-
Lacey Dell Bell ademic degree
in Physical education.
• • •
The 36th annual State Confer-
ence of Farmers and Homemak-
ers, was held at A&T COLLEGE,
June 16-19, and drew more than
1,000 farmers and their wives.
The four-day meet featured lec-
tures and demonstrations on a
wife variety of subpects of in-
terest to the farmer and home-
maker. The women received the
latest informotion on home mire -
ing, food conservation, swing and
home beautification in the pro-
grams on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, June 17 and 18. The menfold
attended separate sessions on the
same days and heard scientific
discussion on livestock care and,
their production on Wednesday'
and Field Crop Day was observed
on Thursday.
their daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
Adam Wilson of Charleston were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Ellis and Mrs. Doris Pierce
last Sunday. Sonny and Danny Tyre
accompanied them home.
Mrs. Lizzie 1,ynne underwent
surgery in Parkview hospital last
Thursday.
Miss Mary Joyce Hamilton at-
tended the Young Peoples Jubilee




The West Tennessee District 4-
H Club Conservation Camp for
Negroes was held June 8-13 in
Memphis at T. 0, Fuller State
Park, with approximately 103 boys
and girls in attendance. Crockett
County was represented by the
following boys and girls who were
winners in the County Demonstra-
tion Day: hors F. Murray, Bread
Baking with Wheat Flour winner
of the Bells community; Martha
Merriweather, Bread Baking with
Corn Meal winner of the Alamo
community; both girls won schol-
arships; Douglas Taylor Public
Speaking winner and Eddie L.
Oole Fieldcrop Judging winner,
both of the Bells community. These
4-H Clubsters were accompanied
by Curtis D. Koonce., assistant
County Agent in Negro Work. Ac-
tivities in the Conservation Camp
included conservation studie s,
identification of trees and plants,





Orange Rigney of Arkansas visit-
ed his sister and brother, Mrs.
Dave Witlock and Soil Rigney
some weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Nelson
and mother of Ripley, Tenn., spent
Sunday with his uncle, Mrs. Jessie
Twiddy.
James Reams and Miss Peggy
McMullin were united in marriage
on June 8.
Home-coming day will be on
July 19, 1958, sponsored by the
Harrison's Graveyard Committee.
It will be held on Paul Conley
Field facing Belle Highway 20.
• • •
A member of the HAMPTON IN-,
STITUTE staff — JEAN PAGE
GILBERT — has been named as
recipient of an Opportunity Fel-
lowship from the John Hay Whit-
ney Foundation in New York City.
Miss Gilbert, who has acted as
Director of Testing at the college
since 19N, was granted the fellow-
ship in order to complete her study
for the Doctor of Education degree
at the University of Buffalo. A
one year leave which has been
granted by the college, will en-
able Miss Gilbert's work at Buffa-
lo to begin with the present sum-
mer Session there. It will continue





Mr. and Mrs. Fred Turner of
Ohio are now residing at their
old homestead in our city. Mrs.
Turner moved to Ohio about two
years ago due to ill health.
Mrs. Mai Bell Gholston has
been on the sick list but is do-
ing nicely now.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Collier of
St. Louis spent several days with
Mr. Collier's brothers Robert
and Callie and sister, Mrs. Savella
THE 33rd ANNUAL conven-
tion of the National Congress
of Parents and Teachers As-
societies met at Bethune' 
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
American Federal Savings and
Loan Association, a new banking
institution in Greensboro, was for-
mally opened with special cere-
monies on June 26,
George H. Roach, mayor of
Greensboro, delivered the prin.
cipal address and told the audi-
ence that the opening of the in-
stitution marked another valuable
contribution to the onward prog-
ress of the city.
"1 congratulate you who eon-
eeived the idea and those of you
who have chosen to place your
resources in its care." The May-
or was introduced by Waldo C.
Falkener, another member of the
Council.
The program, held out of doors
on the lawn of the Association's
property at 1913 E. Market st.,
drew an audience of approximate-
ly 150 persons.
OFFICIALS ATTEND
Greetings were extended by J.
A. Fogarty, president, Federal
Home Loan Bank of Greensboro;
G. E. Walston, president, Home
Federal Savings and Loan Asso.
elation and W. B. Wilson, vice
president, Gate City Savings and
loan Association. Several other
hank officials of Greensboro and
Durham attended the event.
Expression of appreciation was
given on behalf of the institution
by J. Kenneth Lee, president and
E.' E. Smith, chairman of the
Board introduced officers and
members of the Board.
The i*remony opened with the
presentation of the keys to A. S.
Webb, secretary-treasurer by J.
DEFENDER
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LY R. TORRENCE 
hoots' on Neely street.
Rev. LePear of North Little
Rock and Rev Washington of Ft.
Smith visited here Monday.
Rev. and Mrs Lloyd Smith,
Mary V. Henry. Allan an'd Sharon
liarris visited in Van Buren last
week.
Mrs. Della Gilkey, Mrs. Florence
Fountain, Mrs. Mildred Thomp-
son, Loreatha Thompson and Jo
Ann Gilkey visited in Russellville
last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Freeman
and child of Charleston visited in
Danville recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Torrence visit-
ed friends in Dardanelle last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Adams and
family of Ft. Smith visited Mr.
and Mrs. Sammie .1. Scott in Dan-
ville Saturday night.
Rev. E. A. Arnold of Little Rock
held services at New Zeal Baptist
church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Torrence Henry
and Miss Patricia llenry went to
Little Rock last Sunday where
Mrs. Henry entered University
hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bagby and
daughter Debra Faye were recent
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Fountain and Mr. and Mrs. Jer-
ry Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaham Joyce and




By REV. MAME WATKINS
Mrs. Johnnie Miller, Willis
Drinkard and Mrs. Mattie Watkins
spent last Thursday in Little Rock,
Mrs. 1Vatkins visited in Benton,
Ark., with her sister, Mrs. 011ie
Washington,
Nobel Simily its critically ill in
Dr. Gray's hospital.
Mrs. Callie Harper is ill at her
A. Rankin, the contractor. Invo-
cation and litany for the open,
ing was led by Rev. F. A. Har-
gett, pastor of the local St. Ste-
phens Congregational Christian
Church.
At the reception which follow-
ed, visiting ladies were presented
baby orchids by a group of ion-
teases, wives of Association offi-
cials.
OPENED DOORS
The Association opened its doors
for business on Monday, June 8,
In the new structure constructed
at a cost in excess of $20,000.
The modern plant contains in ad-
dition to the main service area,
a board room, offices for the
managing officer, a modern bank
vault, is completely air condi-
tioned and has ample off street
parking facilities.
The formal opening climaxed a
two year effort by a group of
young citizens engaged in busi-
ness, professional pursuits. Atnong
other standards the institution met
such qualifications including min-
imum advance deposits of $300,-
000 by 250 depositors.
Officials stated that after 14
days of operation the assets had
risen to more than $:159,000
through more than 500 depositors
and that these depositors were
paid more than $3,000 in earned
interest on July 1.
Other officers of the Associa-
tion include: M. T. Alexander, vice
president and hoard members:
Clarence M. Winchester, Arthur
Lee Jr. Julius Rankin Waddell
Hinnant, Charles McLean, Mrs.
Alma Hodnett, Arthur S. Totten
and Dr. F. A. Williams.
Housewives To Support
New York Integration
NEW YORK — A group of
Queens housewives pledged
"wholehearted cooperation" to the
Board of Education in the trans-
fer of 1,000 pupils — moat of them
Negro or Puerto Rican — from
Brooklyn to Queens public schools.
In a letter to Dr. John T. Theo-
bald, superintendent of schools,
Mrs. Beverly Spiegel of Flushing,
president of the Queens Women's
Division of the American Jewish
congress, hailed the transfer plan
as a "giant step forward in the
effort to provide equal educational
facilities for all of the city's chil-
dren."
The American Jewish Congress
leader wrote that "the more than
1,000 mothers and housewives of
the Queens Women's Division wel-
come the Board of Education's
action. We wish to assure the
Board and local school authorities
of our wholehearted coperation in
helping to make the transfer a
smooth and uneventful one."
In her letter, Airs. Spiegel ex-
pressed "shock" at what she call-
ed the "narrow, selfish attitude of
certain segments of the population
of Queens that oppose the trans-
fer plan."
Such opposition, she said, ''does
no credit to the majority of our
borough's citizens who are deeply
committed to the principle of
equality of education for all chil-
dren, regardless of their race or
religion."
Mrs. Spiegel said the American
Jewish Congress women's group
in Queens supports the transfer
plan for three reasons,
1) It will permit children from
overcrowded, split-session schools
to enjoy the advantages of ; full
day in schools with normal-size
class enrollments.
2) It will permit utilization of
scores of classrooms in the public
schools of Ridgewood and Glen-
dale which are now empty.
3) It will provide an opportunity
for Negro and Puerto Rican chil-
dren from the Bedford-Stuyvesant
Turner of Spring Creek, Tenn.,
and other relatives.
Samuel Slayden of Mexico is
here to be with his grandfather
Moan Crockett who is recovering
from an operation. His condition
I is fair.
H. Lomax and John MacMahon
of Waverly are still in the hos-
pital. They are reported as doing
very well.
Cookman College with the
largest delegation in history.
More than 400 enrolled for the
convention which ended Wed-
area to attend racially integrated ment to a program of public
classes.
''Many of the inadequate schools
of our city — such as those in
the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of
Brooklyn — are in fact segregat-
ed schools," Mrs. Spiegel declar-
ed. "The Board of Education de-
cision to transfer students from
these schools thus represents an
affirmation of the city's commit-
school Integration.
"We congratulate the Board for
resisting pressure based on preju-
dice and bigotry and we pledge
our enthusiastie support of this
and all similar efforts to provide
hetter schools and to end de facto





The program sponsored on Fath-
er's Day by the men of Mt. Zion
church was quite a success. The
Doughnut Luncheon sponsored by
the women of the church was sue.
cessful also.
Those on the sick list are: Mrs.
Carrie Winston, Mrs. Mary Cross-
land, and Mr. Mark Kay.
• • •
SAN DUSKY
Mr. Richard Chamber of Far-
rell, Pa., was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Simon Trotter and moth-
er, Mrs. Anna Chambers, lie is
the brother-in-law of Mrs. Cham-
bers.
Miss Shelery Robinson of Chi-
cago, Ill., visited her grandmoth-
er, Mrs. Fannie Shackelford.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelley Smith had
as their guests: their daughter,
Mrs. Ruby Patton, and niece,
Mrs. Dorothy Anderson and child-
ren of St. Louis, Mo.
The pastor and members of
the McDowell Chapel AME church
of McDowell, Tenn., worshpped
with the St. Paul AME church
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harp •
and mother-in-law, Mrs. Claw
Tucker of New Port visited in II •
home of hlr. and Mrs. Will Hari
er fast Sunday evening.
Johnie Brown is recuperating a'
his home on Broad at.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner at
tended services at Oak Baptist
church in New Ark last Sunday.
Louis Herron is ill in the hospit-
al.
Mrs. Rose Marie McSpadden Ca•
rensi of New York City is here
visiting her daughter and parents,
Mr. and Mrs. °lie MeSpadden.
Mr. end Mrs. Joseph Bacuum
and grandson, Tommie Hatcher of
Kansas City visited his brother
and sisterin-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Bacuum. They returned to
their home last Sunday.
Miss Alzrena Barris of Chicagc
visited here recently to be with
her sister Miss Mabel Barris wive
is ill at the home of Mr. and Mrs,
Stanley Barris in West Batesville.
Mrs. Estella Rucker and Miss
Alta Kennard and Miss Minerva
Earls attended the Women's CCM-
terence at Philander Smith col-
lege. They returned home Friday
evening.
Mrs. Lucy Thomas who has been
ill is improved at her home on
Lyon street.
John Kandery is ill at his home.
• • •
CLARENDON
Nelson Jackson and Ids sister
of Chicago visited here last weak
end, lie also visited his sister in
Little Rock.
Mrs. Julia Dykes of Little Rock
notified W. C. Clark that the cops
dition of his ill father is worse.
Elder Lewis stoppedover in out
city enroute to her home. Re
has been on a missionary tour.
preaching the gospel. We enjoyed
him so much — may God keep
him alive and continue to givel
him strength to carry on.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cherry
have returned home from Toledo,
Ohio, where they attended the fu.
neral of their mother and mother.
in-law.
Miss Loretta Hatchett is van*
Honing in Springfield with her
cousin Murphy.
Miss Ramddia Ifatchett is visite.
ing relatives in Dayton, Otno,
Roland Wayn Kirby of Dayton Si,
ited his sister, Mrs. Shirley Dim.
can and other relatives here.
• • •
DEVALLS BLUFF
By DENORMUS THOMAS •
Mrs. Alice Craig mottored to
Memphis last week where she was
joined by her husband, Lawrence.,
They visited with SOLOG of Mr.
Craig's relatives. Mrs. Craig at.
tended the National Baptist S. S,
B. T. U. and Usher Board eon&
ress.
Mrs. Mary Thomas, little hug*
ter, Joyce, Mrs. Blanchie New
sons and Aliss Barbara L. Harrier
were recent Hazen visitors.
Mrs. Margaret Turner and son'
Larry and Bruce of Detroit are
rived here for a visit with Mrse
Turner's parents, Mr. and Mr*
General Thomas.
Mrs. Lucille Craig and ehildre
Anthony and Denise spent las
week in Carlisle visiting with h
mother, Mrs. Robert Young,
Mrs, Annie M. Craig and Ansi
Sarah Cox were Hazen visitors lasil
Friday. 
1
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thomas, se,
were married 42 years on Jund,
27.
Ike Stidham was taken to th.
Paul Baptist church, Mounds, Ill.





Rafe, Willie M. Nelson and Betty 
held in DeValls Bluff at Mt. OA
ive Baptist church last week.
St. John's Day program w a
Jean Kincaid. Rev, R. Davis is
pastor of Mt. Olive; Willie A. Dun-
can, supt.; J. W. Greer, assistant
superintendent; Malachi Duncan
in charge of instructions for teach-
ers. Ile did a wonderful job and
every teacher benefited by his
Sunday, June 21. Rev. Williams is, instructions.
the pastor of the visiting church. Ladies of Shaffer Chapel AME
Rev. G. S. McCoy is pastor of
St. Paul.
Mrs. Arnetta Trotter left Mon-
day, June 22 for Hot Springs, Ark.,
for medical treatment. Her sister,
Mrs. Pauline Murphy, of South
Bend, Ind., iti visiting her mother
Mrs. Anna Chambers.
Rev. and Mrs. L. If. Kelly of
Lima, Ohio, spept a few hours
visiting friends here while en-
route to Memphis, Tenn., to at-
tend the National Sunday School
and B. T. U. Congress, of the
National Baptist Convention.
They were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Smith, They also
spent a few minutes with Mr.
neday with tour to Marine -
land and St. Augustine. Fla.
Mrs. Albert R. Knight was
unanimously re-elected presi-
and Mrs. Roy Vaughn and mother,
Mrs. Elizabeth Fisher,
Misses Vernette Gibson, Mar-
va Booth, Earline Batts, Cora Lee
Corner and Mrs. fele Saunders at-
tended the Sunday School Conven-
tion of the Mt. Olive District held
at the St. John Baptist church,
Mounds, Ill. Rev. W. L. Rey-
nolds is the pastor.
Miss Hilda Hathaway Is visiting
her mother in Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Bunch 1)We went to St.
Louis, Mo., to the hospital,' but




Mt. Olive Baptist Sunday school
and BTU convention met at. St.
with Rev. Archibald Mosley as
pastor rendered a fing program
Sunday in honor of the men of the
church. They also served a deliciou
dinner which was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Jones,
Mrs. Derenda Taylor and Dr. Stev-
enson all of Carbondale were re-
cent dinner guests of Mrs. Helen
Hatchett,
Mrs. Louise Chattham of Detroit
was dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Simpson recently.
Roy Meeks and his sister Lot.
tie were called to the bedside of
their father, Luther Meeks who is
seriously ill at Doctor's hospital
in Carbondale. Curtis Meeks has
dent of the Congress and stat-
ed this was the best conven-
tion in the histerfy of the Con-
gress. Dr. Richard V. Moore,
Gum Buying In
$Million Class I.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Amer- •
cans chewed 250 million pound4 -
of gum last year and paid OW
million for it, according to Indus,
trial and Engineering Chemistrek
a trade publication. 1
returned home from vacationing 14
Detroit and Milwaukee.
Bobby Richardson and his al*
ter Shirley of Champlain, Ill., mil
visiting their father, Emanuel WI
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Billing*
ley entertained at Shaffer Chaped
AME teachers meeting last Thur.,
day night. Those present woe.
Mrs. 011ie Copening, Mrs. Lilltati
Russell, Supt., Mrs. Marguritg
Jones, Odell Miller and Mrs. Gee"
giana Baker. A delightful repaint
was served. A
president of Bethune Cookman
college was the Met of the
convention.
•
Take A Look At What's On These Pages-
STOP The NAACP
Good People Make Mistakes
'The great Rung in this worw,-
wrote Oliver Wottlallkitointes
nO Mud( whole unieNtand its it is In
whet dimetion we art moving
EI•priskt Croat tri.91.ate De-
codes' S/30/69 front
• oommimants a Amami *hid d 4
INDIFFERENCE
rhe recent election showed indif-
ferent* on the part of many of the
iegioterod voters of the city atitil
count- Considerabiy our 200 000
were registered and only 10b,000
voted More than a 104,000 regtetentet
voters were too IsAy tta apt t the
polls end 'a5t their vote.
1 A.B.C.1 Tri-State Defender
-1111. Monies hodermieee Weakly'
*N.
l4... 0-0,,s, 215 Seen Vordeistan — 1,160811 fa 44111
JOHN N. MONSIACat. ft.awahs, tC. PAL/0k ,111., Nay era 
0ll110111 Seseere
0411r7A J POLK, Ciamfetisa Ateemyet
00Sysiptias rate, 0146 yes, 24: at. In100114, $310. (2-yeet epee& Sebotelpttee 
not $10 • •
Tel-esere eese.wie Islet Net Tilt* Itteteeeltilits tee VOO4111(0111 hteesettista er 
Paean.
relliaittil leen Tkerege, Ito Hie Ttklests SeS..O PvbIn5te C.. leaned et 
leetted
Cleat Ma..sr at the AtelfOthil Offise lesata 20, 1512. UtOtatt AO id 
Nana I, last
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROIS IN TNI TRI-STATI ARIA
Just What Do You Mean, Mayor?
E DITORI AL
41oyor Edmund Orgill. on announcing that he will run again. made it clear that. t
,
e, he is on recorsi being in fat's); if continued segregation. In his announcement stales
1 ment, he claimed that "Memphis has enjoyed the but race relations of any southe 1't
zity."
We are curioua to know what Mayor Orgill TIMMS when he rays that Memphis '
enjoys "the bestimce relations of any Southern City." Does he have in mind the un- I
told number of "rm. White Only" and "For Colored Only" signs which blanket the city ,
of Memphis:. Does Mayne Orgill suggest that the "beat relations" are achieved by t
generously awarding Negroes 24 houre out of a week a view to view the animals at '
, stitutional. noChrietian policy of denying righta to the 175,000 
Negroes in Memphis i
• the Zoo! If the chief executive of our city hoheetly believes that the unlawful, 
uncon-
I builds "the best race relations", he should clotiet himself in his study and pore over
some law vurriee, the Constitution of the United States and the Holy Bible.
i
We can. by no etretch of the imagination, agree with ottr Mayor in his evalua





t NEW YOU — The organiza•
300 Pita for Ms National And-
4 eistiori for the Advancement of
• agloresi People egg first snivelled
at the National Negro Conference
week end. May 31 and June 1,
aeld here 50 years ago this past
1109.
": Some 250 Negro and white
leaders estembled in response to
a call issued on Feb. U, lase,
the centennial of t he birth of
Abraham Lincoln. The call pro-
, posed "a national conference for
the discussion of ';resent evils.
, the voicing of protests, and the F.
pewit of the struggle for civil los
polities! libtrty
Nal. York papers covering the
, conference &Hived he 'Inter-n-
.14 Character., of the dietaries.*
.̀.aewsworthy .The New Yerk Terlet
headlined its 'stet, On lb* 60er"ill,- cession: WHITES AND NEr, ROES
mix at eonfertate," the two
teem sat Weigher and gemming,
led during denate," The We-4 re
ported. The New York Timis sot-
td: WHITES tND BLACKS CON.
FER AS SQUAL6 and observed
that "there was no effort in the
arriingeinent of seating to draw
Ott :olerline." The liberal New
York Evening Post, than published




The basic etruesural organise,
lien of the NAAce was formulas
etl by i commit". and present
ed le the emigre*. by Villeed
tailed for file establiehmeitt of a
feeneseerti civil rights urganIzasina
with Lege!, legislattv• sod PobBeitt
ilegartgemitis 171).4* 1044001111 was
SaIllated by *
•
The true of the NAACP is in reedit, NOT the
National Associe for the Advancensont of the Colored
People, but the National Amsoclation for the Advancement
of the Genzmusist Party.
Recently, we biemphlans have experienced several of the"steps- for the Advancement of the Communist Partr
in The attempt to upset the present wren seating
rerigeriwun on tire Memphis Transit (Sty Buses.
(2) Th.. boycotting of the Cotruurcial Appeal by the twat
members of the NAACP. They contended that blunt
rare was not given proper recognition In this nubile*,
don, and, too, that the cartoon "Ram Bone" was g
refection of estabourresement to the colored people This
horcott wu reported to have restuited in the Ids* Of
10 AO subscribers (colored) to sirs paper
(3) Th, urben League, which Is affiliated with the Com-
munity Cheat our local .51)14, le an organization itlec.
signed strictly for the purpose of integrating racial
activities of every description.
1.4) An attempt to extend adesittsnee tat negro.* to our




fin Severs) attempts made by negroes to demand
talk service in many of our oustanding "down-town ' riT.S. 13 hasi'z of —'eg,ratio'.. roraranbe,WHITE restaurant/
0.Z.vers, nerrc "oms "latelyt7) ettemin through registration end "singh-siee •
vie:neto ent.t•ol the votes sees elect thmt ffAA4P from :.hinaes .ha vR.;'lty of "
Murcia" rear vote is the fordroanttio Gleetian and
vote for the ONI who represents the nttlitiy of &ogre-
rattan and wbe will fight the eornmur action of
the aitace.
'ete intutratlas of mar beautiful wsrrs ,ty •
perks. NAACP in P.i.J.11'astal T,.,enstprtat - Prvito
•101iiikwareal The PLAN
pEGItO INVASION
JUSI tkS foal 0)01002g *rots \
PAGE... 40t) SEE INI5 10109
MESO PiWil MOlaEf AND I KNOW
qOUI.A. SE AAPIN,
,:artoon reprint from 7:1.-StAte Daferis ier
NAACP Plans 50 Years Ag43
Are you aware tkot a planned negro
invasion has lappened to an
ALL-WHITE Memphis Community?





Suit to Ask Rights
or No Taxes
A local homeowner grill go into
Federal Court hare l the neat
few weeks tad elk tot' an injunc-
tion against the city of Memphis
and BMWs, County to enjoin them
from collecting taxes from Na.
trots until such a time ca User
are privileged to *Moe eas I
right to all tax•svpported institu-
tions, two officers of the Bing-
hempton Civic Leap* told qv'
Tri•State Defender last week.
The officers were O. Z. Evers,
president of OH organaltiqp: and
a candidate for 4fiti•CitY‘Centmi•
shift ist .thp smilust election,
Enthuse Iltanbeek, teho to sorkinq





B111 Tony "Negro NAACP'
member" is contact men
for Falstaff boor known
contributors of the"NA-'
"?. Ton)* *QOM in Sup:
*visory ca7,)o0ity over
whites.
Tony, ,lso owns Tony
Inn, rest , 1404 I
couel R Ph(,;;# -21.7-92 1
"es. 1...4 fn. 2.216
nilfro representatives to our Behead **ad.
tin ork-htistang` in taclusive winTs sm.;
for the purpor,e f destroying trust ptutit•rty vole**,
another segeon for erocettpli,hicis the 'fAACT
Ili The several attetnpte thrriti;it u •
(int at tor itstabotili onto.".,.nc. to
AU WHITEb. sche .
lbws toe utzeOelittli in their "Meek -tuning" proiert) to Inlet(
thewinsivt into the eperataons of out col sod ('4)0011 School
awotaiepetions to electIthltnkOritr1. to hOth
otty safil oottety public offlodist The,
whit. 5tation School




Rd. to make stilt.
Ma'sphis late De liersity gt
:0 pm., rtotNrs: intairtri ttrte rt,
, tlif14 GLICNVINW (h)fighAUNITYit 17sa al wsvs-vo.tin we of a Ineef negro high ,p gong n very AttINO
mron, ond airport er of the ,t, ,,e4 stational NAACP.
2) Rev. it. Itt.:Noretteethr 
 
'Vt,; art A TI7tliftirT7
IS)  1:0 014 Mta, Sth,Gintsie Nam
statue or itit ion. ::Ivcre, an
e
,then
lb/at. ,#0110 111., per' Lime oplIxeMe t
bills, 1.)aarvel it War/ itere*
in P.T.SiOtolto. gvors 45k to be
bee Tinitaik#4, but ttrOu60,N 1..ACP,
MsOphisiNOtteMbtr
pinvee of ?.T..,. 3 t;.friph i$ s '".e :9Q0rOttp' fli.
liter show: t ,e, ..lici iri etsit sttri t .r) entorot
thili „..t.-,,- A ...,....J,u,,:- : 
,,,...;
4.1.1.1, -, ii,, AI;
1A0t4 1. , A ',I ,
. ' t
seciS 0,3rlt ,.:, tin.. .:2 ..tvt'- :'• ,„ v, t t'
tilitrendon,Ark . isiDT:— :ti. in ,ist;lIngton
wh*r01-00010Yad by .i.* 'Pal work lrenly
IteYecit*Mad14en ,",' ., Ailwakep.,
at et, ii.,.
eue.P of HawItoe St4140. 111t1 heir hi 004ittion 91M1‘;frri400.7).4...reckno 110, Mligg .gok vlAy
Set e4
Men
  eiew iweetifei /Ale t t$ $belt e% 0 00, tru' Miry Street for s dahotha learpoido. ler Sri norreee haild *
**Out 50%AttrPts wit!
ataikerip. Napa atowlisar Mo
ply oho lives at 1429 d'Flirkwy
000 hamalrivie a, Oil* ødj1ac,MI*
4414 A Loan shark buaiplaCin the 11
Wrest, hie salary around 0.600 ...to
.00 soothed et Riad estaths Wei
*1i watchful of les aerie
ergot bg the nem of *ye
seen et eftht in this itat N
grtycould to the hokum Imre Aeorie
game rowReed Estate Assere
oti3
This anonymous "litera-
tire" is being circulated
in Memphis as an attempt
to cloud the coming elec.-
tione with ugly racial in-
oinuations. The Tri-State
Defender deplores this
type of campaigning and
publishes these reprints
only to alert our readers
to the vital need to regis-
ter and vote for candidates
they feel are qualified to
assume public posts and
who are committed to act


















ehool Opening fa Doubt, beepitts Fauteuil Defeat
In Little Rock,
the fall reopen-















,itet ty bona s.
tie- school
wrier ; d _vended an whether a Federal Court declares
"mail, utten1S etate law enabling the guvernor to
^ hoots when he feels trouble may arise from
ces',1 anwhile, the three nevi:wit% created on
1 ft, .rd are to be tilled by the Pulaski County
I ration. a five-man body which has never
0.eit• .cm.is on integration.
Civil 23. ' • Otani Says GO. la Most Liberal State
Agri( ti.,. s.tti Rep. Prince Preston. ily„ that
Geergl... • '.'.nt of the most progressive and one of the
musk 11, • lt. hi the union," Dr. John Hannah rotes"-
dent of reethigan State University and itliannuan et the
e U. S Civil ROIL.. Corinnission, said Atlanta's progress ks
providing Der ix howdris is a story that "could well be
, told to 11 ry." Reporting to Congress on the corn-
-Mon ; • • to hearings, Dr. Hannah added that there
as a i• ail of discussion about the state's county
nit sp.., it., iet. the complaining was done by whites,
:'tbYNltts^
A. Novo 1.osea In Strong Bid For City Connell
Los Angeles restaurateur J. Edward Atkinson, the first
ero ever to reach the runoffs in a local City Council
ction. was defeated by a close margin of 2340 votes by
mbent Charles Navarro. Atkinson polled 15.121 votes
Mat Navarro's 1701.
or Says Juetice Block Urged Go-Slow Integration
Appearing with Mississippi Gov. J. P. Coleman In oppo-
on to the propmed civil rights till in Congress. Negro
tor Percy Green told a Senate hearing that in 1950
Supreme C"urt Justice Hugo Black advised that he relay
word to thi. NAACP not to file school integration suits In
Oen South below the college level. Green said thnt
thick warned that such suits would 'arouse the .cost re-
actionary elements in the South and inar the steady Prue •
'• rem of the Negro to the atea." Despite ' justice's warn-
hag. Green said that NAACP leaders "vuteu me down" and
a drive and since "I've been opposed to any civil
is laws." Said Green: 'You need cooperation of white
d Negro and no law or out-aide Interest can bring that."
"MrirrefiNONMOrMr9
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embolt St., Devon a, tow,
•411
Mine. Ciente I base been
your coluim for sometime
d learned that ye i have helped
mug peeple I would eke for
ti to help roe I am a young
ill rears of age, 4 feet, it
bee tel brown eyes, black
air arid brown completion. All
y friends say I Ara cute I would
the t heAr from soling men be
10 anti 24. Please send ph°.
Is in first letter. If not interested
pease do not write. I promise
that ..t11 letters will be given irn
Mediate conekleration. miss c.




Tear Mare, Chante! 1 not a we
Aim 37 yeare old. light brown
pleskai, dark brown We and
Ce.k am S nen I. motile, tall,
(I considered nice poking
ititerested 111 Mealind Meld
single melt lodeding lesvice
Men lsetween itie ages of 27 atui
45, from S feet, 10 to 6 fee tail
not weighing over 100 lbs. Wilt
answer 411 letters mei exchange
pholot. F,lien Jones, 135 W. Pres
ton St, Jettison, Tenn.
*es
amk
Dear me Icheek, 0.11
r ;,„..kinit Pe" \viol




to "‘ set 
nieTide' 0mark Itn " • e'r'
eet. 2, Pe
e HIM Chard*. T wi,n te
Isle. young Lady with mar-
l* Mind. Would like for her
bohemia 2$ sad Tin, dean
tettifligent, 1. Met. 5 glebe'
tf*0 On light rerreplesion
emote 125 to 130
toed eductlen. 1 am a
Mt of World WarII, 5.5 years
O Self 114 nide, is',40
brosetekftl end I own a place
Inati. solswer all.
Nate tend photo in first letter
nisi, Remedy. In W1046000
olev. Tem.
ion, Ohio.
Dear Mine. Chant,: 1 am a
swig lady. very lonely, 3 feet,
inches tall, 130 Ibu , brown skin.
would like very much to hesr
'em pen pets between the sees 
Ile&
d 27 and 41. Rate or 
nationality
Iota not matter. Miss Stable Per
dm, P. 0. nos 344, Moorhead,
Dtar „
Dear Mine. 
Chante. I em s sad-
ow, brnwaskio, 
black hair, S 
feel,
6 inches !MI. 
130 lbs., have 
chil-




marriage to self 
respeen
inc man wilt, 
desift 1r, .10 fOrkOrd
in life. Pies" 
nod all 
Inielens-
lion Ind 0010 
16 Mai 
letter I
will travel or 
we ran live 
here.
Willie R. Janes, 






Dear Mont. i.t. Ii 1 at a reg•
ular reader of your column and
enjoy it very mint. I am a divorc-
ed lady of 40, &mall and neat and
considered nice lonkin I It a v
one daughter. I Am lonely• end
would Illso to Correspond with a
nice man around 40 who is in 'tire
.croire. I likt to travel and trould
ike 10 fled Menem whe Is intent-
cot. understanding end considt
t.rate. Wili exchange photos and
answer all mall Miss 0. R. Mit.
chid!, 14400. Jackam St. Nash.
i tile, Tem.
a •
Dear Mine, Charlie 1 am a reg-
ular reader of your column SO
here's hoping that you can help
me solve my pniblere. I am
locking for a young and raiihr,t1
wile that I raft love and call my
own. I am very lonely and upset
all necanac of heartbreaks a ad
disappointment,. 1 arti 36 * hie*
tchow gradualt with 3 college 0
pee. I would like to hear lion
interested girls hetbeen the area
of II led 25. 1 shall gladly an•
ewer all letter,
cv Frailer, 421 leslit Main-
moo, Tenn,
WE MUST DEPEND ON LEADERSHIP THAT WILL
NOT YIELD TO DISCOURAGEMENT
Voters to make SEGRUATION issue in MAYORS RACE,
Mayor Orgil's stand on ser:regation "equal but
eeperate facilities" drew sharp criticism from
the Tri-State jefender, Negro Naacn newspaper on
Maii3Oth.. this newspaper with a circulation of 4-
bout 23,000 ta pr,i.nted by Chicago latly Defenderv





COPID latcly from Chicago 'Del-
e.,ndcr in exchange for Alex
dilt.rn, who went to ne Chicago
DefeT,cte SUtCh was made to
sr*u.0 up ueaegregation plans.
Negro NAACP candidates decoying
for school board nosition. WHO?
Rev.Henry O.finntion,Negre NAACP
pastor of the Mt. Olive cathe-
dral announced on Jan.24,intend5
to win and will use television'
radio and other media during his
camoign for the office.
,
PREDICTION Orgill- Segregation stand taken will
mean strong come back
Armour- To get more votcs than before
Dwyer- A hole in one, Flexible
Finance & Taxation- OPEN $FASON
Public Works- Rao* te,narrow dows.to 2
'flea)
man, 34 year‘ nIrt. 5 ft Iran
es tell, arie,h 2P2 rM.rinofmntr
' hrtlittlaktp. 1 would like` In hear
Dinh serious mindial hdio, be
sateen the- age; of 25 and 40. f
atilt killer all letters tend ex.
change photo. C. I Desk RFD
It BOX 2SAI,CohltfaMs,
Dear me. Cliantet am a
1111kgfinfp
5-,71:fiii;g1i;ii.,
ti41111'":1'm t; 1 ilig
iiirti .if 4
-, lai y, PI vcare 8 , 3 feel, 
.031R 1E f5T11
;4 r 00 b
North trig in holes that YOU ran help
Dear htMe. Chente: 1 IM Av31.t1
u • II • ; ''.'
al eRai-• , ,i,- me at ccti , no man$ others I i f iiER,40e..4 a g
'163i 1 -Vi. 4
3 7 -
I reg. am 32, 5 foot. 10 inches tall, I — -----.; - ,, ---;.-z--, c-j-,--r.crony lantrld lige to meet s yokel lad ''' "4 - -MO. between 22 nnd Vi, well gro0,5 
+it ARX ABOUT
I it be Willitlf to work for the AtlItt 
TO GET DOANt or end with a hacligrnund In MP. .s,e r lite and rate sorely. ,iliho Mt IV tfilVe.CRAC4I"
things In fife 
coin. fancy dreiter 
Sm
Now,  
lance teed Send aline in fire leiirtin tea lgrgti
for
ririg thisthe benefit of t4
,a.,$i. Please don' nt write if ot i med. fli. Itti ii4ififilFted • Whill $ay W
t el tOn et , Ripley, l 
ni--
imn 
ght,jte to John L. Johnson, 133 W, Washi
stop as4 consider e r.111. ,thl•PIt: D., sr. ....",. Apt. 3 gross that has been made..,4 ...Mil 4, Texts. day. With all the forces's. .. •
ru a r %, ma ( 1,, n,  .
Ran  a , , the world against us o thei
w slur reedit of your rolumn 1 Ilke have only 165 out of 2,)00,,•- , it very Intel and 'COM ilk,, 10000 Negroes in the ten state),
• a t the lett to*, that know tht mem „
edu peyeespone with hire 
thfennel/Amin-p e deep south in the :7
not Mg Of love, hoheetv god heinliness W 
I
3.till schools* .inv 1 would consider ettreiste id the IT T004 FOUft t,',ARS ANL+ (9 't lae right ens and will ghti all Infor4. •fiONTH•S TO IA •THAT.
V.Jotter, Sire and mint tie out Mat 411 can get ri.. 0- - .
median elicit myself he the flee ,
8 r this 165.'
'eon tat mm, .,nd obota in flr''4 ''''' and whip them to death with.-• a /.1., / ../a ImA%er an mg" "lin • the hext, five years is wef.n. Madmen Shr 44/ A 14 5,0 ,.
fee North, keine ne. veer, have the courage. '
tl) WO MIST unite anti tight toyedlet'
—to wave the future for your tooth,
..-go squelch this Wt.-A-butting
—to scold Integrated .irtleiti.4,
—to protect Our *el, i ,itterel gym. m




•42) We MC be aler1 the NAACP flat, '', rttl"Thing neeesiniry fel. 01 .t to ert,rn ph ts tot g,‘,..1to do nothing.
'• W. MCS'et wore. nii • in tolhrLjtef, nd theft"? <.,, • "1 Iv 7'
Coott,,c,li7•,eptit,s 6/0
14 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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Stork Stops
Bern at John Gaston
June 27, 1959
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Humphrey of 3071 Cha-
ts"
A daughter, Yvonne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Hines of 1346 Field.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Foster of 887 Mississippi.
A daughter, Teresa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Cox of 619 Wicks.
A daughter, John, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Cummings of 654
Walker.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Carter of 1768 Grand
opera.
A daughter, Ynonne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Harris of 2707
Enterprise.
June 2.8
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Hart of 379 Walnut.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Rozelle
Mitchell of 183 Mill.
A son, Randy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Bennett of 2148 Bennett.
A son, Nathaniel, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tim Blakeley of 279 Henry.
A daughter, Hattie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bobbitt of 696 Polk.
A son, Lavon, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Howard of 1432 Texas.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Sirs. George Bass of 1582 Hamil-
ton.
June 29
A daughter, Beverly, to Mr. and
Mrs. Glenver Smith of 1068 W.
Holmes rd.
A son. Levon, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Valentine of 5340 Weaver.
'A son, Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Coach of 376 Gaston.
A daughter. Sheron, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Britt of 817 Maywood.
A son, Curley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin Liggins of 1537 Webb.
A daughter, Crystal, to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Bullard of 39,3 Lucy.
A daughter, Pearlie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore MacFarland of 1371
Latham.
A son, Willie Sam, to Mr. and
Sirs. Willie IL McRee, jr., of 258
S. Ashland.
A son. Lorenzo. to Mr. and Mrs.
Josh Hopkins of 1697 N. Hollywood.
A son, Daryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Foster Taylor of 451 Tillman. •
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Tidwell of 877 Kentucky.
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Cox of 1451 Britton.
June 30
A son. Slurry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Murry King of 2370 Perry.
A son, Theodore, to Mr. a n ed
Mrs. Ester Edwards of 891 Olym-
pic.
A daughter, Emma. to Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Harris of 812 Mar-
chelneil.
A daughter, Kim, to aIr. and
Mrs. Charles IiicGaughy of 378 S.
Wellington.
A SOO, William, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Cox of 525 Harahan.
A daughter, Vanessa. to Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Franklin of
325 Harrell.
A son, Cecil, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ealy Stevenson of 1768 Kansas.
A son. Thaddeus. to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Parker of 930 N.
Second.
A daughter, Sheila. to Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Davenport of 506
St. Niartin.
A daughter. Dianne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Neal Brown of MG Linden.
A son, Daryl, to Mr. and Mrs.




A son to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest A daughter, Debra, to Mr. 
and
Tillman of 197 Greenlaw. Mrs. James Mondie of 4728 Ben-
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. jestown rd.
Sylvester Boyd of 797 Gillis.
A daughter, Zenora, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Jones of 4744 Dodd.
A daughter, Marcella, to Mr.
and Mrs. Steven Knox of 1114
Firestone.
A son, Earl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Halton of 817 Randle.
A daughter, Helen, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Jackson of 724 Whitehav-
en Lane.
Twins, Caleb and Gaila, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Mills of 2161
Brown.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Burnett of 1415 Hyde Park.
A daughter, Amanda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Beauford of 988 N.
Montgomery.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Jones of 1465
Valse.
A son, Maurice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Glover of 3021 B.
July 2
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James C Bowman of 298 Walker.
A daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. McKinley Barnes of 1077 Tul-
ly.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
Mrs. I. W. Jenkins of 280 W. Mc.
Keller.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Smith of 697 Farris.
A daughter, Vicki, to Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Johnson of 1409
Kyle.
A son. Joe, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Hailey of 1681 Williams.
A son. Norman, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Fleming of 2105 Hubert.
A son, Wesley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Brooks of 214 Turley.
A daughter, Redligunda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Lester of 3019
Crystal.
k tt
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
D f 1332 VolientineBeing Pub
I Remarks of Roy Wilkins of New
York City, executive secretary di
the National Association for the!
Advancement of Colored People,
at the National Sunday School and!
B T. U.  Congress, U. S. A., Mem-
phis, Tenn.. June 24, 8 p. m.
It gives me great pleasure to
bring greetings to this National
Sunday School and B. T. U. Con-
gress which contains so many
friends of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People, including yeur President.
Dr. Maxwell, who is a national
vice-president of the NAACP.
Our work and the work of the
church have the common object-
ive of creating a better and more
just world. The establishment of
the kingdom of God on earth
means the establishment of a so-
ciety in which all the children of
God shall have equality of oppor-
tunity, in which there shall be no
difference in treatment because
of nationality, or language, or
form of worship, or skin color.
As Negro Americans we have a
special task of securing our full
citizenship rights in a great dem-
ocratic state. This task has been
thrust upon us by the fact that we
have been denied — and are still
denied — our rights, because we
happen not to be white.
WORKED FOR 50 YEARS
Johnson.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Hugenot.
now ureauxui it WOUiO 
eggs and milk, exclusiveelyo, 
eat
ar
James Parson of 3464 Getwell. 
The NAACP has been cam-
A daughter, Tsaushu, to Mr. and paigning for those rights through-
Mrs. Leroy Lackland of 937 S. 
five weeks* out its 50 years as an organization
McLean. MILK AND EGGS and the churches have been part-
June 24 If you are able to stick to this ners in the crusade from the very
A daughter, Dianna, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Lee Bailey of 2191
Shannon.
A daughter, Rhonda, to Mr. and
Sirs. Milton Black of 945 N. Mans-
field. and eggs are too important in the
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and normal diet for you to turn against
Sirs. Kenneth Orlando Cole of 1680 them.
Ely. A sound, practical reducing diet
A son, Ra'Mon .Toney, to Mr. should have the followiging 
char-
and Mrs. Eddie Dandridge of 1788 acteristics:
First and very important, it
June 20
A son, Derek, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Clark of 1845 Swift.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
U. B. Phillips, jr., of flai E. Me-
Lemore.
A daughter, Vicky, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Walker of 1430 Oriole.
June 21
A son, Elton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elliott Cottrell of 1286 N. McNeil.
June 22
A daughter, Vanessa, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Townsend of 669
Clifford.
A daughter, Venita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Simpson of 1239 Col-
lege.
June 23
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Cox of 28 33 Harvard.
A daughter, Mamie, to Mr. and
Mrs Samuel Franklin of 1530
diet two things will probably hap-
pen. You will lose weight too
rapidly, and you will develop a
total dislike for milk and eggs.
This would be tragic. Both milk
A daughter, Deborah, to Mr. should pr
ovide all the nutrients es-
and Mrs. Sterline Stone of 2023 sential for a good diet. R
e-
Warren. search indicates that the body
A son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs.
David Alsobrook of 3020 Tillman
Cove.
A son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clemmie Richardson of 1422 Sun-
set.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee V.
Jones of 1840 Riverside.
A daughter, Rita, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Toney of 995 Eyers.
A son, Ronnie. to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Campbellof 874 Lucas.
A son, Perry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jasper Rutherford of 5034 Spotts-
wbod.
July 3
A son, Jeffery, to Mr. and Mrs.
Savannah Oliver of 893 Lavon.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herrod Ross of 335 Vance-
A son, Dell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Odom of 4546 Getwell.
A daughter, Regetta, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Gunter of 233 Pau-
line cir.-w.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Walker of 2952 Forrest.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Griffin of 584 Walnut.
A daughter, Doris, to Mr. and
Mrs. O'Neal Jones of 1387 Wabash.
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Ray of 1413 S. Main.
A son. Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Taylor of 247 N. Dunlap.
A son. Walter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Jackson of 605 Brown Mall.





The Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference announced last
week that Dr. Martin Luther
King's prize-winning book "Stride
Toward Freedom" is being pub-
lished in both Europe and Asia this
Summer.
In England it is to be published
by Victor Gollanz with an intro-
duction by Father Huddleston, who
was expelled from South Africa
lished in Dutch by Van Loghuun
Slaterus.
The Navajivan Press in India,
where Dr. King recently visited
with Nehru will publish three edi-
tions — one in English, one in
Hindu and one in Gugerati, to cov-
er the great demand for the Mont-
gomery story throughout India.
does not utilize some nutrients eco-
nomically during weight loss.
Therefore, when planning your
reduction diet use abundantly the
foods which are the riches t
sources of vitamins, minerals
and protein, and eliminate all foods
which carry calories only.
For example, you should favor
broccoli over cabbage, carrots
over beets, and citrus juices over
tomato juice for their richer vita-
min content. Avoid potato chips,
jellies and jams, cookies, crack-
ers and pastries since they sup-
ply calories mainly.
beginning. Ministers, bishops and
rabbis have worked with us — on
our national board of directors,
on advisory committees, as presi-
dents of local branches, and as
co-workers in hundreds of com-
munity enterprises. Men of all de-
nominations, with many outstand-
ing Baptists among them, have
stood shoulder to shoulder with the
NAACP in the long struggle.
There have%een many ups and
downs, but now we are on the
home stretch and victory is in
sight. The Supreme Court decision
of May 17, 1954, which ruled se-
gregated public schools to be un-
constitutional, was the great step
forward. This ruling meant that
the many handicaps upon our
yaOndUngthapet otphle smtautsets bme uswtipgeidve out
them the same education it gives
towhiteyounsgegpreogpaltmule, without dis-
criminatoryThe NAACP furnished the legal
brains which won this victory, but
the moral power was furnished
by millions of church-going, God-
fearing people of both races, and
by their ministers and other spirit-
ual leaders. The 1954 decision was
right constitutionally and it WAS
right morally. No Southern white
citizen who loves truth and who
loves God can disagree.
DECISION MORALLY RIGHT
Yet this morally right decision,
this constitutionally correct ruling
has been resisted, denounced and
defied in many sections of the
South. A great propaganda battle
is in progress. The idea that ra-
cial segregation, with all its in-
equalities, is "best for both races"
is being peddled over the land.
Northerners, Easterners, and Far
Westerners are being told by hard-
core Southern segregationists that
the Supreme Court was wrong,
that the Negro cannot learn, that
he is a juvenile delinquent, im-
moral, criminal and diseased.
They are being told that the N. A.
A. C. P. is communist, that the
whole desegregation campaign was
drawn up in Moscow.
Now, most Southern white peo-
ple don't believe all this them-
selves, but they keep repeating it
in the hope that others will be-
lieve it. They hope Negroes will
believe it and act accordingly.
I hate to spoil their dream, but
the truth is that we don't believe
it. We know better. We know that
given the same chance as other
people, we will do about as well
in the various categories of living.
We know that we have people
among us ranging all the way
from brilliant to poor. We know
that our young people have the
same ambitions and the same will
to work as other young people.
Of course, segregation is good
for white people. It gives them
cheese were addel to the salad,
and some butter and a glass of
skim milk were included in the
meal it would be more appetizing.
These facts are your guide to
good weight reduction. But before
you begin eating to lose weight,
let us back-track and suggest that
you see a doctor. He knows more
about you than you do. It may be
that an ordnary reducing diet is
not for you. You may have funny
glands or messy metabolism, or
you may not be as overweight as
you think. But if the doctor ad-
vises you to lose weight, begin at
once.
Don't say, "Oh, well, I'll start
on a diet next week."
All we can say to this is that
statistics (and human nature)
prove that you won't.
NEED THREE MEALS r".*  `f •
Secondly, because the period of •
weight reduction may be long, the
diet should be one which can
lived with the necessary length
time. This means the diet shot;
not be greatly different from the, .
diet to which you are accustom-I:-
ed- for it is vastly different, it
will not be long adhered to. Thisas a result of his fight against
isegregation. Father Huddlestons another reason why the egg.
grapefruit and banana diets are
not 
 '-Stride Toward Freedom" a 
 
satisfactory."great book."
In Holland the book will pub. 
Thirdly, a weight reduction diet rii4a,C •be
should not cost more to purchase, MUSING: The first difference sessive and she was missing
on lot of fun by not going with
other fellows. Also I am sure her
folks didn't care for me too much.
Naturally I was hurt and want-
ed to get es-en, so I told a few
guys some lies about her. I don't
know for sure which one of the
guys shot off his yap, but any-
way she heard about it. Now she
won't speak to me, and she turns
her head whenever I pass her in
the street.
I really feel low and I want to
do something about it. What can
I do? (Low)
You are just THAT! You can
do something about it the same
way you tried to degrade her. Tell
the guys you were lying and that
you are sorry.
The word will get back to her,
and maybe she will speak . . .
which is more than you deserve.
Obstructs Prince's View
By United Press International
Prince Philip, complaining to a
photographer about the crowds
!hemming him in at the Interna-
tional Trade Fair:





There comes a lime in every
woman's life — well, many a wom-
an's life — when she has the
thought: "I must go on a diet."
This thought may be brought
on by walking down Main street
catching a quic k, dreadfully
candid glimpse of one's sell in a
plate glass window. "Heavens!"
ins enounc es au us; des
Shortcomings Of Ike In Speech
. Just as sure as you have the!
first thought you will have a sec-'
ond, third, fourth and fifth thought. I
They usually follow in this order:
2. "Oh well, I'm not no very fat.'
3. "As it is, I don't eat enough
to keep a bird alive."
4. "Anyhow, I came by it natur-
ally — look at my own mother!"
5. "Besides, diets are dreadful."
CAN BE TASTY
We can't argue with you about
your weight, your intake or your
mother, assuming that you know
more about this than we do. But
when it comes to thought 5, we
rise up and argue. Reduction diets
need not be dreadful."
Sure the banana and milk diet,
grapefruit diet, and the egg diet,
to mention a few, can become re-
pulsive. Nutritionist tell us that
desirable weight losses are from
one to two pounds weekly.
Let's suppose you are ten
pounds over-weight. It will take
five weeks to lose your excess
pounds, safely. You can imagine
than you can afford to spend.
Fourthly, a good, well planned
diet provides three or more meals
daily.
ADD CHEESES
Lastly, a good reducing diet is
one in which meals have satiety
value so that hunger is never
sharply felt. Protein rich foods,
(meat, eggs, fish, cheese a nd
milk) and fats contribute to the
satiety value of meals. A meal
consisting of a fruit or gegetable
salad and Melba toast, while low,
in calories would be unsatisfac-I
tory became it lacks satiety value.
However, if a generous portion of
TASTE THE GREATNESS
... of the first real bourbon
MARK TWAIN according to a biography', once ordered 25 barrels of
Old Crow for his favorite tavern, Klaproth's in Elmira, N.Y.
Time has left its seal of approval on this superior bourbon.
Old Crow on the popularity of young America 124 years ago,
and today it is still the nation's favorite!
LIGHT • MILD • 90 PROOF
-
-Tipt _C
'M! Vawilial C//(;;yre 
tHE OLD CROW DISTILLF.RY CO., FRANKFORT. KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGH1
OLD CROW
WHISKEY
between a man and a woman is
that a man is concerned principal-
ly with THINGS and a woman is
concerned with PEOPLE; hence,
a man talks business, while a
woman discusses how other wom-
en are dressed.
A man' interest is more remote;
a woman's interest is more im-
mediate. A man is concerned
with ends, goals, and purposes; a
woman with something that is very
close, near and dear to her.
Dear Carlotta:
I am a boy 17 with a very
guilty conscience. I went steady
with a swell gal for six months.
She was a drum majorette, and i
well-liked by everybody.
We broke up three weeks ago






6:30 COLONEL FLACK. The
colonel counterattacks counterfeit-
ing bookie and gangster who pays
off his gambling debts with bad
money.
7:30 TRACKDOWN. Hoby inves-
tigates "accidental" lynching wit-
nessed by every man in town.
9:00 ARMSTRONG BY RE-
QUEST. A Summer series of "ac-
tools" that received the most en-
thusiastic response from viewers
during past year. The first is
"Sound of Violence: The Juke Box
Rackets."
Thursday, July
6:30 BORDER PATROL. "My
Life:" A Greenwich Village shop-
keeper turns his glass-blowing
skills to a lucrative but highly il-
legal purpose.
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.
"The Scaffold:" story of a town's
thirst for revenge against embit-
tered little man who has shot and
killed one of the community's lead-
ing citizens.
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90 "Seven
Against The Wall:" documentary
production of the plot behind the
St. Valentine's Day massacre by
the Al Capone gang in Chicago.
First of the Summer reruns.
Friday, July 10
6:30 RAWHIDE. ''Incident of the
Roman Candles:" Trailboss Gil
Favor and Rowdy Yates find boy
armed with Roman candles who
has set out alone across prairie.
7:30 MARKHAM Markham finds
himself drawn into strange gem
smuggling scheme when night club
performer comes to him for help
out
DETROIT — Gov. Mennen Wil-
liams, enticing the stand taken by
Detroit Mayor Miriani in refusing
to welcome Soviet First Deputy
Premier Kozlov said Monday:
-Ws the policy of the United
States to greet visitors with cour-
tesy even though we disagree with
their form of governmnt."
after she has close call with beat-
nik killer.
8:30 LUX PLAYHOUSE. "The
Connoisseur:" Intriguing story of
perfectionist who makes amusing
game of homicide.
9:30 TED MACK AND HIS
ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR.
10:00 U. S. MARSHAL. Respect-
able businessman turns out to be
ex-convict who commits robber-
ies while posing as gas station
attendant.
Saturday, July It
12:15 GAME OF THE WEEK: ,
San Franck() Giants take on the'
Reds in Cincinnati.
6:00 ANNIE OAKI.EY. "Annie
Breaks an Alibi:" Two heirs to
a ranch come into territory and
fight over who will take control
of property.
6:30 RECKONING: ','Edge of
Truth:" policeman issues traffic
summons and repercussions
threaten to ruin his career and
his good name. New dramatic aer-
ies
8:30 HAVE GUN, WILL TRAV-
EL. Paladin goes to California
ranch to prevent two brothers
from having their father commit-
ted to insane asylum.
10:00 NEW YORK CONFIDEN.
TIAL. "The Captain Kenesaw Stn- t
ry:" old retired sea captain is
charged with being mentally in-
competent when he splurges his
$150,000 winnings for the good of
his fellow men.
the best of whatever there is. They
get the best parks, playgrounds
and beaches. The best jobs and
pay. The best houses and neigh-
borhoods, streets, lights and sew-
ers. The best school system. They
get the best theatres, hotels and
restaurants. They get all the po-
litical jobs and they control the
state and local governments.
They have charge of spending
the taxpayers' money, that of
black and white taxpayers. (And
don't let them tell you Negroes do
not pay taxes, for every time we
buy a package of cigarettes, or
pay our rent, or buy a lipstick
l or a gallon of gasoline, we pay
taxes.)
NEGROES NOT HAPPY
Oh, yes! Segregation is good for
white people, but all of us know
that it is not good for colored peo-
ple. Those who go around saying
that Negroes are "happy" with
segregation ought to be able to
read our minds. They would find
out how "happy" we are.
While white people under segre-
gation get the best. Negroes get
only what is left over — if any-
thing. How can Negro parents be
happy, for example, when their
children, under the illegal segre-
gated school system, often must
use torn, second-hand, out-dated
textbooks after the white childrep
have finished with them? If I know
anything about my own people it
is that they are mighty tired of
the same old shabby deal. They
want the same things other
Americans want and they think the
time is long past when they should
have had them.
That is why colored people have
been so united on desegregation.
They want a new day for their
children and young people. There
was a time when Southern white
pople could have split the Negro
population down the middle on any
issue like this. This would have
had us fighting among ourselves
and we never would have received
any benefit from the Supreme
Court ruling.
This has not been true on school
desegregation. Here and there we
have had an Uncle Tom, but they
have been few and far between.
We have been united. I believe
this has been due in no small
measure to the, leadership which
our churches, their pastors and
their members have given. They
have stood solidly for obeying the
Supreme Court. They want new
opportunities for the young people
in their congregations. They have
inspired their youth. They have
joined the NAACP or had their
congregations take out life mem-
berships. They have preached a
social gospel about heaven on
earth instead of placing so much
emphasis on heaven in the sky
hereafter. We need more of this.
The more we have, the quicker the
victory.
ALL-OUT DRIVE
Along with the churches, we
have had all sections of the Ne-
gro community behind the dese-
gregation drive: the clubs, unions,
fraternal societies, Greek letter
groups, civic organizations. A II
have joined in. Sometimes they
have to talk in "the unknown
tongue" to confuse the other side,
using different words to say the
same thing, namely: we want
our rights.
Against this kind of unity our
opponents have made much noise,
but not too much real progress.
In the battle for public opinion
they are losing. Their cause is not
just. They are trying to turn the
clock back, to revive conditions as
they were 80 years ago. They may
delay the progress, but they will
never succeed.
Governor Faubus made the mis-
take of the century by calling out
the state troops to bar nine Ne-
gro youngsters from going to high
school. When the history of the
segregation struggle is finally writ-
ten I suspect that the Faubus er-
ror will mark the turning point in
favor of the new order. By this
move he employed the armed
might of a state against children,
In action which dramatized all the
evils of a segregated and grossly
unequal society better than the
NAACP could have dramatized
them in half a century. It drove
the picture home to hundreds of
millions of people throughout the
world in a matter of hours. The
hearts of men will not listen to
political technicalities when a sol-
dier carrying a rifle stands be-
fore a I5-year-old girl carrying
school books.
)more to come bruce
MADE TROUBLE KNOWN
By this move Governor Faubus
also brought sharply into focus for
millions of Americans the perver-
sion of the states' rights doctrine
which Negroes had known as a
matter of course for years. As
wishy-washy as President Eisen-
hower has been on school desegre-
gation, the general American pub-
lic did not like the iaea of Gov-
ernor Faubus trying to double-
cross the President of the United
States. Governor Faubus did not
make all the mistakes. When
state legislatures enacted laws
providing for the closing of the
public schools to prevent desegre-
gation they had no idea of the re-
action the actual closings would
have on white parents and on the
millions of people who believe in
public education. In Virginia it
was discovered that the people will
not stand for the destruction of
the public school system.
It does no good to tell them that
the Negroes are destroying t h e
schools, or that the NAACP is
he big, bad wolf. Colored people
do not control the state legislature
In the South. These bodies must
accept the responsibility for their
Southern politicians want to tear
down the temple of education, the
consequences must be upon their
heads, not ours. And the record
from Virginia and from Little
when the issue is at a showdowilla
the people make their attitudallP
known.
The Deep South has made other
mistakes which have lost ground
for it in the battle of public opin-
ion. It has intimidated both Negro
, and white citizens who have spok-
I en out for obeying the Supreme
Court, White Southerners are gag-
ged on the desegregation question.
They dare not disagree with the
thinking of the mob. Southern col.
lege students are forbidden to de.
bate the topic and Southern col-
lege editors do not dare write
about it in the campus newspapers
for fear of expulsion.
CUBS AFRAID TO DEBATE
Service clubs like Rotary. Ki-
wanis and Lions are afraid to de-
bate the subject; their speakers
must give only the segregation
side. Most white ministers must
keep silent or face dismisal as in
the case in Columbus, Ga., only
a week or two ago. Most Southern
white editors will not admit i
but they have very little of t ,
boasted freedom of the press o
this issue. The white South is in
a straitjacket on the desegregation
question, a straitjacket imposed
upon the decent and the proud by
the bully boys who took over in
1955.
This sorry state of affairs is a
principal reason why we believe
we cannot lose this campaign. The
fact that the segregation cause has
to be maintained through strong-
arm methods, through smelly leg-
Dilation, through gag rule, through
racial smears, and through bomb-
ings and killings, serves to dis-
credit the Deep South in the minds
of the nation-at-large. If segrega-
tion is worthy it ought to be able
to stand free debate and not have
to depend upon blackjack methods
for support.
You can help to speed the day
of victory by preparing yourselves
to be good citizens. When I sio
"victory" I do not mean vict
over white people, for we do n
have truly in our hearts the be-
lief that this is a racial contest,
or that racial hatred is involved.
I mean victory for freedom and
equality, for democracy — free-
dom for both white and colored
people, a freedom that will make
our country stronger as it fights
against the communist dictator-
ship.
YOUNG CAN HELP
The young people in this .audi-
ence can help the great .etusade
by staying in school, by being
good students, by graduating from
high school and college, by stay-
ing out of gangs and bad com-
pany, by holding fast to the
principles learned in Sunday
school and in church.
In the meantime, the NAACP will
continue to fight for the rights to
I which Negro citizens and their
,children are entitled under the Con-
stitution. The campaign to dese-
gregate the public schools will go
forward because in this jet
our children must not be left
hind. We are proud of them.
Their bravery and dignified con-
duct in little Rock and in other
cities where they have pioneered
against hostility have made us
more determined to see that they
get their chance in life.
The parents and adult leaders
in this audience can help the cru-
sade by developing more unity and
racial pride and the courage to
challenge the old order and to
make a new one for our young
people. Negro Americans have a
great and glorious history in this
, country. We have made progress
in spite of all t e handicaps
thrown in our path. The lowest
and meanest of the propaganda
against us has been that which
has said: "You cannot have your
rights because you cannot measure
up" — when the people who say
this know very well that they have
held us down in the ditch.
Millions of Negro citizens have
fought and squirmed and struggl-
ed and prayed their way out of that
ditch. More will do so if
will work hard, maintain his,
standards, and live upright lives.
WE WILL HAVE HELP
In doing these things we will
have the help of decent, God-fear-
ing white Southerners. Most of
them are law-abiding. They want
to do the honorable thing. They
don't all believe in mobs and mud-
slinging and in unequal justice.
The rape trial in Tallahassee prov-
ed that there are prosecutors and
Judges in the South who will fol-
low the law and their consciences.
In its handling of the Tallahassee
case the State of Florida set a
mighty example for other South-
ern states. We shall now s e •
what happens next fall in Poplar-
ville when Mississippi will have
a chance to show what it will do
about members of a lynching mob.
The decent white people in the
South outnumber the other kin.
Together with the Negro citizen
they form a vast majority and this
majority has on its Side not only
the laws of the United States, hut
the moral laws of religion. dod
will not permit such a combination
to he defeated by the forces of
bigotry and strife.
When the children of Israel well/
making their way to the Promised
Land, God sent an angel to guide
them and through Moses he told
the pilgrims (Exodus 23:22) "But
if thou shalt indeed obey his voice,
and do all that I speak: then I will
be an enemy to thine enerniells
and an adversary unto thine ati-
versaries."
As it was then, so shell a he
own acts. If. under the flattery of now for us in our journey eel et






























































































































Big Issues In L. A.
' DETROIT, Mich. — Finding the
answer to such problems as se-
curing economic and legal strength
along with obtaining equal justice
under law will highlight the 1959
Allmeeting of the Shriners during the
Wpenal Council Sessions in Los
Angeles from Aug. 16-21.
Presiding at the conclave at the
Shriners' first meeting on the West
Coast in its 58 year history will
be Booker T. Alexander, imperiall
potentate of Detroit.
In a proclamation issued recent-
ly, which included an agenda of
the convention, Mr. Alexander
pointed out that the attainment of
economic stability, improvement
of educational objectives and the
securing of equality under law are
far-reaching issues which need the
objective thinking of the Shriners.
BIG CHALLENGE
On the basis of observations
made during a recent tour of more
than 55 temples in as many cities,
the Imperial Potentate said the
greatest challenge of our times is
Negroes are registered to vote
Of the potential nearly 10 million
voters, only six million Negroes
' are registered, he reported.
"The registration of voters is
, no easy task. It requires on behalf
of our Temples and Nobles there -
[in, hard door-to-door campaigning
in each community until the last
person has become a registered
voter," Mr. Alexander said.
The six-day meeting will open
Sunday morning, August 16, with
services conducted by the chap-
lain, Dr. Charles M. Sexton of Min-
neapolis, at Holman Methodist [
church.
BEAUTY CONTEST
Annual Shrine Memorial service
will be conducted at Second Bap-
tist church with the Rev. John H.
Hester. Imperial Priest and pro-
phet of Atlantic City, N. J., de-
livering the Memorial Oration.
The highlight of the week-long
conclave will be the selection of
"Miss Shrine Princess" at the Ilth
HAPPY GOLFER — Smiling
proudly after scoring hole-in-
one during recent tournament
in Nashville is Dos Q. Pullen,
left, who receives commenda-
tions from golf pro Joe Hamp-
ton, center, and J. R. Barnes,
right, sales manager of Coca•
Cola Bottling company, Nash-
silk. The tournament w a a
held on the Cumberland Golf
course. Persons making holes-
in-one during recognized golf
tournaments are eligible to r
membership In the Hole[N-One
club sponsored by the Coca•
Cola company in Atlanta.
T h S° 11to see that additional thousands of annual Talent and Beauty Pageant. eac er aI ones


























































































































LITILE ROCK, Ark. — Philand-
er Smith college received $8,338
from the United Negro College
Fund recently according to an an-
nouncement by Dr. M. LaFayette
Harris, president of the college. I
"The grant represents Philand-1
Cr Smith's share in the second dis-
tribution of money made by the:
Fund to its 33 private, accredited [
member colleges and universities:
during 1959," Dr. Harris said. "It
brings the total amount allocated
to Philander Smith during the
current calendar year to $23,924."
The College Fund is now con-
ducting its 16th annual, nation-wide
campaign to raise 10 per cent of
ire yearly educational budget—of
its member institutions.
BEGAN IN APRIL
Bruce Barton, chairman of the
board, Batten, Barton, Durstine
and Osborn, advertising agency, is
this year's national campaign
more than 4,200 volunteers are
working for the appeal in 181 dif-
ferent corninunities, coast to coast.
The 1956 campaign began in Ap-
ril and will continue through De-
cember.
Allocations by the Fund to its
member institutions are unrestrict-
ed. "The money is used principal-
ly to provide scholarships, im-
prove faculty salaries and pur-




WASHINGTON, D. C. — Vice 1957 he was on the Citizen's 
corn-
President Richard Nixon has an- mittee of the United 
States Corn-
nounced the appointment of Irving mission on 
Government Security.
Ferman as executive vice chair-
man of the President's Committee
on Government Contracts.
The committee, of which Vice
President Nixon is the chairman
and Secretary of Labor James P.
NEA Study Reveals
ST. LOUIS — Teacher salaries the nation observed by NEA is
UNIVERSAL BACKS PRIVF—
Rev, James I.. Gleese, left,
superintendent of the Beale
Street Rescue Mission, accepts
$205 check from President A.
Marco Walker of the I niser-
sal Life Insurance Company.
The check was a contribution
I. the Mission's Directors'
drive, which is now in pro-
gress. The program of the Mis-
sion includes helping alcohol-
ics, the unsaved and the un-
churched. It is located at 434
Beale st. (Photo by Robert E.
Hall )
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Local Teacher Studies MIN
For Columbia Masters
Mrs. Helen Green Erelle, daugh-
ter of Rev, and airs. I. H. Green
of Jackson, Tenn., will complete
the requirements for her master
of arts degree from Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia university in New
York City this sununer.
While in New York City, Mrs.
Ezelle will be living at the Inter-
national House where students of
all parts of the world reside while
styling at various schools in the
New York area.
Between sessions, she plans to
take a trip to Niagara Falls and
attend a special course in Cultur-
al Resources of New York City
and New York State.
Rev. and Mrs. Green's four oth-
er children made progress in tho
educational world this year. A
daughter, Georgia, finished ele•
mentary school; a son Reginald
completed high school; and two
children Miss Alice Green and
Charles were graduated from col-
lege.
Mrs. Ezelle is on the faculty of
the Hyde Park elementary school
in Memphis and an active mem-
ber of the Miss. Blvd. Christian
church. In New York City she will
be an associate meinher of the
famous Riverside church.
Color Television Had
BOOK REVIEW First Showing In 29
Some people believe color tele-j Newspapers gave the event gen-
ision is of the same vintage as erous coverage, as they did after
satellites, transistor radios and the lab's first public demonstra-
throughout the country were up that more school district are 
Nike misiles. Actually, the first Lions of outdoor TV on July 11,
public demonstration of color TV 1928, and indoor black-and-white
during the past school year about adopting salary schedules. This
six per cent over the level of the ls tending to eliminate hiring prac• ust or ea ers waosng jvuenne 2730y ears .a tgeocht hniisc ima nosn taht. TVToodna y A par i In u7m, re2r7.of lab engin-year before, but if the upward tices based on individual negotia- Bell Telephone laboratories in New eers are still working on improve-
lions, or what has been called "in-. 
By C. MaGAHEE Holy Temple" and "Lilies of The 
York sent from one side of a large ments in television transmission.
1 room to the other a picture not The Bell System is interested its
Valley Poems," both of which had much bigger than a postage stamp. [this work because much of t h •
a sparkling success in the literary
world
fi)A rmer Memphian and a teach-
er in the public school system
for over 30 years, Mrs. Jennie
Vance is now residing in Hum-
boldt, Tenn., along with her 11(18.
band, Rev. Willis S. Vance, pas-
tor of the First Baptist church of
Brownsville.
Not all of her time is spent writ.
ing books, as the social and civ-
ic activities of Mrs. Vance clearly
denote: chairman of the board of
directors, Gillispie Kindergarten; 
LONDON — (UPI) — Newspa- its bluff called," the paper said.
trend is to continutie toward the
goals established for the profes-
sion, new cources of school tax
revenue must be found.
This is the word teachers here
for the annual convention of the
National Education Association are
getting from the NEA 's salary con.
sultants, Erwin Coons and Robert
W. McLain. They direct NBA's
continuing study of teacher sal-
ary trends.
The average annual salary for
classroom teachers tho year was
$4,775. In terms of dollars this
represents a gain of 73.4 per cent
over a :en-year period, but in
terms of purchasing power the S
gain is only 43.8 per cent. ettlement
NBA's salary consultants pre-
dividual surrender."
There is a tendency also for high
maximums in the pay scale, with
a small hut growing number
reaching toward the $8,000 to
$10,000 bracket.
diet that the uptrend in teacher
salaries will continue, partly be-
cause of the continuing shortage
of qualified teachers. There are
still 95,700 emergency teachers
in the classrooms of the nation,
about 1.000 more than there were
a year ago.
An encouraging trend through
Poor' Farmer Decides
Mitchell, vice chairman. work; to 
•
broaden Equal Job Opportunity
throughout the United States. Gov-
ernment contracts under existing
regulations must include a clause
prohibiting discrimination in em-
ployment because of race, religion,
color or national origin.
Ferman, as the new executive
vice chairman, will be responsible
to the Vice President and the Sec-
tary of Labor for the execution
7,ommittee policy as determined
its 16 members drawn from
private life and governmental ag-
encies. He formerly was the di-
rector of the Washington, D. C.
office of the American Civil Lib-
erties Union until May of this
year when he began serving as
consultant to the committee.
From 1953 until 1956 Ferman
was vice chairman of the National
Civil Liberties Clearing House. In
o deep new ir
WILMINGTON, N. C.—(UPI)—A
tenant farmer who said he con-
sidered offering his week • old
triplets for adoption because he
felt he could not support them,
said Monday he has decided to
keep his family together.
Nathan B. Miller, 55, who earns
$2.5 a week on a plantation, said
"my wife is still undecided. We
got several offers of help and I
think I can see our way of staying
together as a family."
One unidentified caller offered
Miller $50,000 apiece for the
babies, Lends, Linda and Brenda.
Miller said "I was insulted." He
said he was "so shocked I forgot
his name or where he was calling
ANNUAL LAWN PARTY
Sponsored By
12 LINKS SOCIAL CLUB
at 970 Peach Street
SATURDAY NIGHT, JULY 11
Prizes Will Be Given Away
Mrs. Willie Ross, President
Mrs. Lula Wilson, Secretary
from."
Miller said the decision was not
official until he talks with his wife
at the hospital. "While I feel she
will decide the Same way, she
hasn't said. If we can stay to-
gether, we want to and now 1 feel
we can."
Mrs. Miller scheduled to leave
the hospital with the triplets Mon-
day.
The offers of help included
homes and employment.
Word of Miller's problem spread
quickly and offers of help came
in from all over the country.
Miller's three teen-age children
fought to keep the parents from
letting their sisters be adopted.
Jersey Elks
Reach Suit
NEWARK, N. J. — The malfeas-
ance suit brought by five Jersey
Elk leaders a year ago against
the Grand Lodge ended suddenly
Tuesday morning in Judge Ever-
ett M. 'Scherer's Superior Court in
the County Building when counsel
for both sides met in the Judge's
chambers and later announced a
complete settlement.
The five — John N. Jones of
Linden; John A. Whittaker of New-
ark; William Royster and Louis C.
Spicer of East Orange and W. Hol-
lis Plinton of Westfield — were
each asked to stand in the court-
room latet and questioned .by the
court if they were satisfied by the
settlement. Each answered In the
affirmative.
Perry W. Howard, Grand Lodge
counsel and Robert S. Hartgrove
of Jersey City, plaintiffs' counsel
issued this joint statement:
"The parties to the suit got to-
gether in several conferences and
reached a settlement. They agreed
to work for the good of Elkdoml
and the four great principles of
Elkdom. Defendants and plaintiffs
are now as one."
Terms of the settlement were
that the Grand Lodge pay both
the $1,000 fee of plaintiff's coun-
sel, Hartgrove and the 81,500 fee
of Herbert Parker, auditor for the
plaintiffs.
Free Swimming Lessons
Being Offered At Pools
Teaching a child how to swim
may be instrumental in saving his
life later during an emergency.
Free lessons for children seven
Years and older are now avail
able under a program sponsored
by the Memphis chapter of the
American Red Cross and the
Memphis Park Commission.
Cl  are being held at the Tom
Lee pool from July 6-17; at the
Gooch and Washington pools from
July 20-31; from Aug. 3-14 at the
L. E. Brown pool; and from Aug-
17-18 at the Orange Mound swim'
The one gin that tastes great
mixed...I Chased:1 or straighLi
-"SE—
•
(Teel likes straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the owe gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so moot h and mtlInso.
the taste is great straight. That's why
It'. tbe great favorite, all around the world.
r the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
11:110.e
ellBEY'S 01STIttED LONDON DRY GIN. so floor mix GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. as.11 h.
{MIR LTD.. CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIOitil DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CS.)
ming pool.
Classes are held for one hour
in the morning between nine and
10 o'clock, and are being taught
by qualified Red Cross Safety in-
structors. To avoid paying check-
ing charges, youngsters are ask-
ed to bring their own swimming
suits to the pools.
Applicants who wish to regis-
ter are asked to mail a post card
to the Memphis chapter of the
American Red Cross, 629 Monroe
ave., Memphis, giving their name,
age, address and choice of pool.
Children who successfully com-
plete tire course will be awarded
certificates by the Ameriean Red
Cross.
Book By Mrs. Vance
Mrs. Jennie Sims Rrodnax Vance
has authored a delightful hook, ti-
tled "Addresses for All Occasions"
't
MRS. J. S. VANCE
and it will fit well in the collec-
tion of those who may find that
they are being called on to make
a speech.
The authoress, Mrs. Vance has
written two other books, "In His
But it was in color — the American
and British flags, flowers, a water-
melon and a brightly-hued dress
among the colorful items.
TV seen around the country is car-
ried on its costal cables and micro-
wave circuits.
president, Gloxinia Art and Gar-
den club; chairman of music, State
Federation of Colored Women's
clubs: director of music, Tennes-
see B. M. and E. Convention and
State Sunday School and B. T. U.
Congress.
In one part of this helpful new
book, Addresses for AU Occasions,
Mrs. Vance shows her talent for
a bit of poetry "I'll cling to the
faith that God made all men good,
And for me I'll continue to believe
my creed, Faith in God, Me and
You, is all I need.
The popular book is published
by the National Baptist Training
Union Board and can be found
on sale at the Terrell Book Store,,
Memphis and Rev. C. N. Lee's
book store in Humboldt.
Surviving Parents Can
Get Social Security
According to Joe W. Eanes, dis-, age 62 or over, or a dependent
trict manager of the Memphis so-, father age 65 or over, to qualify
cial security office, the 1958 chang- for benefits, they must prove that
es to the social security law may they were dependent. This proof
must be filed with the social se-
curity office before August, 1960,
or within two years after the date
of the son or daughter's death.
If you were denied dependent
parents benefits because your son
or daughter was survived by a
spouse or child you are urged to
contact your social security office
as soon as possible.
The social security office in this
area is located at 188 Jefferson
ave. If you are unable to come
in person to the office, you maY1
get additional information by
phoning JA 5-9831.
now make some people not pre-
viously entitled eligible for parents
benefits.
Parents who were dependent on
a deceased son or daughter may
now qualify for benefits, even
though the deceased was survived
by a widow, widower, or children.
Before this change, if a deceased
individual was survived by a
spouse or child, the dependent par-
ents could not qualify.
In order for a dependent mother,
Move Ohio VA Head
WASHINGTON, D. C.—George R.
Hiskey, manager of Cleveland
Ohio, VA hospital, has been ap-
pointed manager of the VA Cen-
ter at Bay Pines, Fla., the VA
has announced.
Dr. H. W. Kenney no. 2 ... daily
TUSKEGEE, Ala. — Dr. Howard
W. Kenney, director of profession-
al services at the Veterans Ad-
ministration hospital at Tuskegee,
Ala., has been appointed manager
of the hospital, the VA has an-
nounced.
Dr. Kenny's appointment be-
comes effective Sept. 1, 1959.
He will replace Dr. Prince P.




pens gleefully told Britons about
the royal reception for Queen
Elizabeth in Chicago where a
mayor once threatened to punch
her grandfather "in the snoot."
In reporting on the Queen's visit
to the Windy City, most of the pa-
pers managed to work in a few
cracks about the tour, including
the out sled banquet ofr the Queen.
Chicago, they implied, was eating
Crow.
"They have actually cleaned the
streets" for the royal occasion,
said the evening atandardz.
"Chicago which has baited and
mocked Britain more than any
other city in the world is having
The Standard reminded readers
of onetime Chicago mayor Big Bill
Thompson's remark: "If King
George V conies here, 111 punch
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760 Union Ave.-1A 7-2631 .2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her aew office at the Mississippi
State line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay In her new home.
Are yen Dissatisfied with marriage? Hare
yea teat faith is your husband, ..if. or sweetheart? Are 
you
is had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are 
year
problems, cense let MADAM BELL advise you at onee. She
will read life I. yea Just as obi would read an open hook.
Tell you why yonr job or basinfuls Is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway ID South. Just over Mississippi State
en the way te Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside this Deflate Motel. Bs sure
te leek for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. Ohs never bad as office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked WhItehaven State Line and get
Of at State LI1111 and walk 2 biotite aid see MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours C a in. to 9 p.m.
Readings Deily Open en Sundays
I Ariel maks any hems ealls or answer any letters. Re Etre





Or. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID  FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING & BURN
NOW
ON SALE 1 °°
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This and many similar obsolete
rules forbid the railroads to get
the benefit of their own enormous
increases in productivity. They
are a big reason why the railroads
are chronically broke."
The effect of this on railroad
labor itself could be disastrous. We
hear more and more talk about
the danger that this country, with
Its heavy dependence on foreign
trade, will price itself out of world
markets.
So Life says: ''The efficiency of
U. S. labor must continue to rise,
if it is to earn the higher U. S.
wage scales in the future that it
has in the past. Any unnecessary
drag on this process will be a
threat to the whole U. S. economy,
9
Naturally enough, in the light of including labor. 
Featherbedding is.
the revelations produced by the 
notoriously such a drag. The $500
McClellan Committee, we think of million pay for 
no work which it
the labor problem in terms of cor- adc4 to the U. S. 
traffic bill makes
ruption, racketeering, and all man- all U. S. expor
ts more expensive
ner of flagrant abuses of monopoly than they 
need to be . . Next
power only to remaining fre.e 
and honest.
However, as a Life magazine ea. the most important 
problem for
tonal points out, there are other U. S. 
labor is to remain the most
labor problems. One is "the prob- 
productive labor in the world."
lens of unions that deliberately re- Needless 
"make-work" will, in
duce their own productivity" — the long run, make 
for widespread
a practice known popularly as 
unemployment.
featherbedding.
Among the worst of the feather-
beds, Life goes on, "are the obso-
lete work rules imposed on the
railroads by the operating brother-
hoods. They cost the U. S. an un-
necessary $500 million or more a
year. Despite the diesel revolution,
an idle fireman still rides the en- CASTAIC, Calif.—(UPI)—A 15-
other 
even if there are already twoi
men in the cab. I ye
ar-old student lifeguard gave
life-saving demonstration of his
lessons Sunday by rescuing his in-
DRIVE-IN-SERVICE is tiee of
the outstanding features of
Mammoth Life Insurance com-
pany's newly constructed of'
fire in Cleveland, Ohio. A poli-
cyholder In a car Is seen
under the carport receiving
service at the drive-in window
which is operated in conjunc-
tion with the cashier's office.
Entire send floor of the
building is used as an agency
room, which has a claims of-
fice, conference room and kit-
chenette facilities. The modern
structure, completely air-con-
ditioned, was built for $100,000.
McKissick and McKissack
were architects for the build-
ing.
structor's 15-,:.:snth-old son from a 
swim ming pool. Georgia Teams
Jerry Schrock was helping Rob-
lifeguard at the Castaic elemen-
tary 
To Play Forert North, 32, his instructor and
school pool when he spotted,
a child lying at the bottom of thelWichita Berth
pool. Schrock ran to the pool,
jumped in fully clothed a n d,
brought out North's son, Scott.
"That's little Scott," shouted
North when he saw his son. In-
structor and student gave the boy
mouth-to-mouth respiration until a
fire resuscitation squad arrived.,
The boy was taken to Commtutityl




a right way for the theater in an
ideological age. Eleven per cent of
the Soviet budget is spent to pro-
note their ideologf through plays,
films, publications and traveling
troupes. The only plays and films
answerihg this the world today
are the productions of MRA."
Miss Smith declared: "Thank
God for this ideology which makes
you put right what is wrong. The
job is to weld opposing forces into
one with God in leadership. The
[ formula is the four absolute moral
' standards of honesty, purity,
Crippled Children
Ready For Camp Fun
Crippled boys and girls from
ages six through 18 years will
forget their handicaps and just
have a rearm' good time! Wheel
chairs, braces and crotches will be
quickly forgotten in the joy of
life at the Easter Seal Camp at
T. 0. Fuller State Park, Aug. 2.
Campers will go to the swimming
pool every day and enjoy the
warm buoyancy of the wa te r.
Baseball will be fun too. Batting
home runs — and even striking
out — to these boys and girls,
it doesn't matter if someone else
runs the bases or can't do any of ,
these things, if he is elected to
umpire or keep score.
These brave kids, victims of po-
lio or cerebral palsy or any other
of a dozen other disabilities will




These campers will love to
square dance. On evenings there
will be wheel chairs whizzing
across the floor of the "Great
to the rhythm of "Turkey
in the Straw" while crutches
keep time to the music.
The s- *II
be well supplied with materials for
the making of baskets, decorative
signs and all other things that ev-
ery camper carries home at the
end of his camping period.
Adjustments to handicaps, abili-
ty to live successfully with others
and greater courage to become
self-supporting, contributing mem-
bers of society — these can be
the fruits of broadened social ex-
periences in a well - conducted
camp when woven into careful
planning for each child.
I WILL HELP SELVES
The basic aim of all Summer
camps is to provide healthy re-
creation and a wide range of,
new experiences, with emphasis,
on those which increase self-reli-
ance and social competence.
That aim has an extra special
meaning if the campers are handi-
capped. These children will par-
Jazz Festival Pays
Tribute To Satchmo
NEWPORT, R.I. — (UI) — The
Newport Jazz festival wound up its
sixth annual stand Sunday night
with a special tribute to trumpeter
Louis Armstrong.
"Satchmo," who had been sched-
uled to appear at the closing ses-
sion sent a telegram to the "cool
cats at Newport" expressing his
regrets. He said he was hoping to
make up for his absence next
year.
Armstrong returned to the U. S.
last week after being stricken with
Gunn."
The Dave Brubeck quartet man-
aged to blend intimate saloon type
sounds with a good brand of bop
Jazz which the crowd found easy
to listen to,
The Kingston Trio which has
come to the fore recently with a,
folk-type styling of "Tom Dooley,"
and "The MTA song," were also




tiseolftiLhnthesese.anHde Imoved.eGmodeed,id not pneumonia in Italy.
of musicians—including Red Allen,
A Dixieland-Harlem style groupA
Jack Teagarden, J. C. Higgin- 
zi me Leaves
.k.
G0 etnhteGreoigrhgtiatoinbetherDe ixie aRnes-wAerrmLinsteenatdisof"dgrlamoartizing thePre-
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
Pupil Saves
Teacher's Son
ATLANTA, Ga. — The National
Baseball Congress has announced
the eleventh annual Georgia State
Negro Baseball Championship tour-
nament will be staged July 11,
12 and July 18, 19 at Atlanta.
The setup was confirmed last
week by Elmer Knox of Atlanta,
NBC commisioner.
The winner of this tournament
will
Series
sented to the 25th annual Nation-
MACKINAC ISLAND, Mich. —
The plays and films of Moral Re-
Armarent are the free world's
only answer to the Commuhist
strategy of using the theater to
capture men's minds.
This conviction was expressed
by Muriel Smith, star of stage,
screen and opera in London, Holly-
wood and New York, and Ann
Buckles, Broadway and television
actress, here this week for the
Summit Strategy Conference.
They told 900 delegates from 49
nations that the theater of Moral
• It's Convenient al al tournament in Wichita, start- Both Miss Smith, who played Features cap on the annual blast with a
free-wheeling brand of jazz which
LONDON—(UPI)—Dr. N'namoihad the audience screaming.
Azikiwe, prime minister of east-The evening's program opened
ern Nigeria, left London by airwith a powerhouse, the brash and
=I ing Aug. 14,
E Teams from Rube Foster, Josh
a., Gibson, Branch Rickey and Mid-
DONATE TIME
"Carmen Jones" on Broadway and
sang the name role in "Car- w k h
men" at Covent Garden in Lon-
=Idie Ga. leagues, all of which are don, and Miss Buckles, from Ten-
affiliated with the national or-1nessee, who gained fame in the




ma Game," have given up lucra-
tive contracts to work without sal-
ary in MRA stage and film pro-
ductions.
They have just completed the
filming of the new musical "The
Crowning Experience" inspired by
the life of Dr. Mary McLeod Be-
thune, the great Negro educator.
Ann Buckles told the Confer-
ence: "There is a wrong way and
bother's and Buster Bailey—put the For New York
Sunday for New York.
brassy band of Stan Kenton. His Azikiwe, who has been in Bri-
music, with its deafening endings, lain on an official visit was seen
off by the eastern Nigerian corn-was typically Kenton.
or s op Plan
or eac ers
= 
Miss Pat Suzuki wowed the ca- missioner in London and a large
= LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — As a pacity crowd with her renditions party of Nigerian students. He is
E part of its Community Service Pro- 1 
of "Mr. Jones," "Summertime," expected. to return to Britain on
= gr
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= One of the highlights of the 1959
=, state tournament will be honoring
members of the Georgia State
a-, Baseball Hall of Fame. Members
to be honored are Nish Williams,
Felix (Chin) Evans, Bullet John-
son and Donald Reeves.
era during the summer session.The Forest Park Braves are the
One hundred-fifty public school= defending Georgia Negro state
teachers are enrolled in the work-
shops and special courses, which
include art, audio-visual aids, coun-
seling and guidance, education,
Englih, health, library science,
music and reading.
These offering have also brought
24 persons who hold the bachelor's
degree to the campus for addition-
al work to up-grade themselves
professionally.
, The program for up-grading
teachers has been in effect since
I 1941, and a strong program of con-
tinuing education has been offered
since 1953.
The overall summer session en-
rollment is at its highest peak
since 1954.
Philander Smith will begin its







An Air Force C124 cargo plane
c a rr y in g unarmed nuclear
weapons crashed and burned on
takeoff Monday at Barksdale Air
Force Base.
The plane's seven crew mem-
bers were hospitalized.
Unauthorized persons were or-
dered to remain out of the crash
area until wreckage was cleared.
But officials said that there was
no radiation danger. The nuclear
weapons were unarmed, and of-
ficials said there was "no need




ANOTHER BIG NEWSBES CONTEST
WITH $100.00 FIRST PRIZE .
YES $100 WILL BE GIVEN AWAY ! !
It's Easy to WIN
The Rules are Simple:
1. This contest will be based on your average increase for the twelve week period.
2. Starting base will be the number of papers you sold May 30.
3. Newsboys must make complete report by Thursday of each week.
4. Non-payment of your bill will disqualify you.
5. Must sell papers every week, rain or shine.
6. Customer list must be given to your supervisor.
Tell Mother and Father about contest. They will be glad to help you win these cash prizes.
CONTEST DATES—July 4th thru Sept. 22nd
THE PRIZES:
First Prize  $100.00 Sixth Prize 
Second Prize  $ 50.00 Seventh Prize 
Third Prize  $30.00 Eighth Prize 
Fourth Prize  $20.00 Ninth Prize 
Fifth Prize  $15.00 Tenth Prize
AND FOR THE TOP FIELD MAN  $25.00








Signed • Phone Number
M' (her or Father
featuring a series of Workshops to
meet the needs of in-service teach.
muninimmiliiiiinumiimnimmollmuniur
Many Study On GI Bill
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Despite
a 20 per cent drop under last year
in the number of veterans train-
ing under the Korean GI Bill, well
over half-a-million Korea veterans
were enrolled in the spring school
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' Ill Se Main — JA 1-1381I
Examined am, Supervised
by State Department
of I ----- rce and Banking,
Ex-Yale football captain Levi Jackson
is now a labor-relations expert. He's
been a Lucky fan for years. With
Luckies, Levi gets the unforgettable
taste of fine tobacco. "Better taste,
that's the big thing," he says.
Get the genuine article
ticipate in all camp operations.
Making beds, helping to keep
camp clean, occasionally giving
the cook an assist.
All these little task, add to lb.
feeling of belonging, of bein
participating member of
group.
At an Easter Seal camp, where
everyone is handicapped in some
way, where everyone is given a
chance to talk about his handicap;
in this atmospehre of acceptance,
the handicapped child usually
ADVENTURESOME
To many handicapped children
of Memphis, this will be their first
amping experience. Paul Ragan,
executive director of Shelby Coun-
ty Society for Crippled Children
and Adults said that the cost of
operating the camp for those who
cannot pay for camping services
has been made possible by the
Easter Seal campaign money rais-
ed by the sale of Easter Seals.,
Easter Seals dollars also help
support the Memphis speech and
hearing center and assists in a co-
ordinated program for people who
have epilepsy and bring rehabili-
tation aid to all regardless of raialk
creed, or cause of crippling. Mr
member the Easter Seal gift you
gave is an investment in the hap-
piness and future of all handicap-
ped children.
Contact any handicapped child
and make out his application blank
so that he can attend CAMP.
Applications may be secured
from Mrs. Phillip Booth, camp
coordinator, 1179 Cannon it
Memphis, Tenn. Applications
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